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joys'of' Sunday'afternoons'and'VH1.' Lwando,' Susan'and'Melanie' \'my'queer' cohort' \' you'
have'been'my'constant'reality'check.'Rose,'Jay,'Dora'my'London'fam,'my'escape,'thank'you'
Rose,'Jay'and'Dora'my'London'fam,'my'escape,'thank'you'for'being'so'close'even'when'you'













hand’t' sent'me'back'down' the' stairs' to' go'and' think' about'my'work.' Faith,' it’s' been' the'
longest'of' journeys,'and'you'have'always'been' there' in'varying'ways.'Thank'you' for'your'
support,'your'love'and'your'unwavering'friendship.'Jess'and'Trish,'thank'you'for'the'coffees,'
the'advice,'the'helium'and'the'very'good'hugs.'Claire,'your'office'has'been'a'true'source'of'
solace' over' very' difficult' periods' of' this' journey.' This' thesis' would' have' been' a' vastly'
different'product'and' I'a'vastly'different'human' if' I'had'not' found'you'when' I'did.'Thank'
you.'
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This' thesis'would' not' have' been' possible'without' the' support' and' guidance' of' Susan'
Levine,' Zethu'Matebeni' and' Deborah' Posel.' Thank' you' for' pushing'me' even'when' I' was'
hesitant,' for' asking' all' the' difficult' questions' and' for' encouraging' me' when' I' felt'
overwhelmed.' I'have'not'only'completed'a'thesis'under'your'collective'guidance'but'have'















seekers' from' countries'within' Africa' to' South' Africa,' and' considers' the' interrelationships'
between'the'two.'With'regards'to'the'term'‘transgender’,'it'is'the'contention'of'this'thesis'
that' it' transforms' as' it' travels,' taking' on'meaning' in' relation' to' bodies,' national' homes,'
institutional'frameworks'and'imaginaries.'More'specifically,'that'it'has'materialised'in'South'
Africa'–'first'as'a'discourse'and'following'this'as'a'politics'–'due'to'a'combination'of'social,'
political' and' cultural' conditions' peculiar' to' the' country.' In' direct' correlation' to' this'
movement,'this'thesis'argues'that' in'recent'years'South'Africa'has'seen'the'emergence'of'
what' can'be'usefully' termed' ‘gender' refugees’' –! people!who! can!make! claims! to! refugee!
status,!fleeing!their!countries!of!origin!based!on!the!persecution!of!their!gender!identity.'This'
study'centers'on'the'experiences'and'narratives'of'these'gender'refugees,'gathered'through'
a' series' of' life' story' interviews,' highlighting' the' ways' in' which' their' departures,' border'
crossings,'arrivals'and'perceptions'of'South'Africa'have'been'both'enabled'and'constrained'
by' the' contested'meanings' and' politics' of' this' emergence' of' transgender,' particularly' in'
relation'to'the'possibilities'of'the'South'African'Constitution.'Through'such'narratives,'this'
thesis'explores'the'radical'constitutional\legal'possibilities'for''transgender''in'South'Africa,'
the' dissonances' between' the' possibilities' of' constitutional' law' –' in' relation' to' the'
distinction' made' between' sex' and' gender' –' and' the' pervasive' politics/logic' of' binary'
‘sex/gender’'within'South'African'society.'In'doing'so,'this'thesis'enriches'the'emergent'field'
of' Transgender' Studies,' and' challenges' some' of' the' current' dominant' theoretical' and'
political'perceptions'of''transgender','by'offering'complex'narratives'regarding'sex,'gender,'
sexuality'and'notions'of'home' in' relation' to'particular'geo\politically' situated'bodies.'This'
thesis'speaks'to'contemporary'international'concerns'and'debates'regarding'migration'and'
















































































































who! can! make! claims! to! refugee! status,! fleeing! their! countries! of! origin! based! on! the!
persecution!of!their!gender!identity.'‘Gender'refugees’'are'different'from'sexual'refugees'in'
that'their' issues'pertain'to'their'gender' identity'and'birth\assigned'sex'being'perceived'as'
incongruent.'This' incongruence'often'poses'a' threat' to' their' lives'and'may' force' them'to'
flee.'This'thesis'is'interested'in'how'and'why'‘gender'refugees’'migrate'to'South'Africa'from'
other' parts' of' Africa,' how' the' term' ‘transgender’' travels,' and' in'what' form' it' arrives,' as'
compared' to' the'meanings' associated' with' its' circulation' and' contestation' in' the' Global'
North.'It'is'also'interested'in'how'the'journeys'of'gender'refugees'to'South'Africa'might'be'




North,' it' is' predicated' on'movement.' As' an' analytical' category' it' encompasses' concepts'
such'as'borders,'imaginaries,'and'‘home/s’.'It'is'at'once'about'an'individual’s'physical'body'
and' the' lived' experience' of' the' everyday,' while' also' addressing' theoretical' issues' of'
interpellation' and' categorisation' within' the' social' body.' It' is,' at' its' heart,' presented' as'
infinitely' malleable' and' yet' at' times,' paradoxically,' functions' as' a' term' that' carries' a'
distinctive'kind'of'analytical'and'ideological'fixity.'This'fixity'is'often'most'visible'when'the'
category'is'utilised'in'relation'to'mechanisms'–'such'as'human'rights'–'whose'functions'are'
often' predicated' on' a' dubious' conceptual' stability.' As' a' term,' it' is' also' a' site' of' travel,'
accruing' baggage' and' meaning' through' its' traversing' of' countries,' cultures' and' varied'
institutional' frameworks.' It' is' made' mobile' through' legislative' use,' through' textual'
incorporation,' through' popular' culture,' through' bodies'who'may' feel' a' kinship' to' it' or' a'









It' is' the' contention' of' this' thesis' that' transgender' transforms' as' it' travels,' taking' on'
meaning' in' relation' to' bodies,' national' homes,' institutional' frameworks' and' imaginaries.'
Yet,'there'has'been'little'research'to'date'on'the'journey'of'the'concept'–'‘transgender’'–'
from' the' Global' North,' where' it' originated,' to' Africa:' how' and' why' it' travelled,' and' its'
impact'in'a'context'very'different'from'the'one'in'which'it'originated.'This'movement'of'the'
category' ‘transgender’' is' inter\related'with' the'movement' of' the' people'who' invoke' it' –'
albeit' in' different' ways.' Though' these' journeys' –' those' of' asylum' seekers' and' those' of'
transgender' –' may' seem' distinct,' there' is' a' critical' relationship' at' the' intersection' of'
transgender'and'this'particular'embodied'subject'as'they'migrate'and'move.'In'recent'years,'
transgender'has'begun'to'pick'up'greater'traction'across'the'African'continent,'in'relation'to'
the' contentious' notion' of' human' rights,' and' broad\based' organisational' and' political'




The' Constitution' of' the' Republic' of' South' Africa' (1996)! unequivocally' “enshrines' the'
rights' of' all! people! in' [the]! country' and' affirms' the' democratic' values' of' human' dignity,'
equality'and'freedom”'(emphasis'added).2'Rights,'then,'do'not'belong'exclusively'to'South'
African'citizens,'but'to'those'standing'within'the'South'African'borderline.3'The'Bill'of'Rights'
(1996)'entrenches' the'right' to' freedom'of'movement,'dignity,' security'of'person,'and'the'
right' of' everyone' in! South! Africa' to' access' housing,' health' care4'and' education.5'South'
Africa' is' the' only' country' on' the' African' continent' that' not' only' recognises' but' also'




2 Chapter Two 
 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act no. 108 of 1996 at 7.1 
3 “Once it is accepted, as it must be, that persons within our territorial boundaries have 
the protection of our courts, there is no reason why “everyone” in sections 12(2) and 
35(2) should not be given its ordinary meaning. When the Constitution intends to 
confine rights to citizens it says so”. Source: Lawyers for Human Rights and Other v 
Minister of Home Affairs and other (CCT 18/03) [2004] ZACC 12; 2004 (4) SA 125 
(CC); 2004 (7) BCLR 775 (CC) (9 March 2004) Section 27. 
4 It is far easier to access hormonal care than surgical interventions. Asylum seekers pay 
a reduced fee at public hospitals to access hormonal care. The access points are 
limited to a handful of public hospitals across the country. These spaces are often 




5 The Bill of Rights of the Constitution of the Republic of South African. (1996). 
Government Gazette. (No. 17678) 
'
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implemented'by' the'Department' of'Home'Affairs' (DHA)6.' The'Act' is' underpinned'by' two'
Conventions:' the'1951!United!Nations! (UN)!Convention!on! the!Status!of!Refugees7!and! its!
accompanying! Protocol8,' and' the' 1969! Organisation! of! African! Unity! (OAU)! Convention!
governing! the! Specific! Aspects! of! Refugee! Problems! in! Southern! Africa9 .' These' define'
‘refugee’' as' per' the' Refugee' Act' (1998),' read' in' conjunction' with' a' Constitution10'that'
prohibits' discrimination' on' the' basis' of' sex,' gender11'and' sexual' orientation.12'This,' along'
with' the' fact' that'South'Africa'does'not'practise'a' system'of'encampment,'has' created'a'
distinctive'asylum'regime.''
The' knowledge' of' this' somewhat' controversial' document' called' the' Constitution' is'
certainly'widespread.'It'has,'over'time,'in'relation'to'the'notion'of'human'rights,'functioned'
as' a' key' influence' in' wider' regional' reactionary' stances' most' frequently' termed' ‘anti\
homosexual’,' and' a' major' drawcard' for' those' fleeing' persecution.' Arguably,' as' gender'
refugees' traverse' borders,' fleeing' persecution' in' countries' of' origin' and'moving' towards'










6 South African Refugees Act, no. 130 of 1998 
7 UN General Assembly, Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, opened for 
signature 28 July 1951, United Nations, Treaty Series, 189 UNTS 137 (entered into 
force 22 April 1954), available from http://www.refworld.org/docid/3be01b964.html 
8 UN General Assembly, Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, 31 January 
1967, 606 UNTS 267 available from http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b3ae4.html 
9 Organization of African Unity (OAU),Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of 
Refugee Problems in Africa ("OAU Convention"), 10 September 1969, 1001 UNTS 45, 
available from available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b36018.html  
10 Section 9(3) of the Bill of Rights in the South African Constitution, referred to as the 
“Equality Clause”. The clause affirms the rights to non-discrimination and equality on 
the basis of sexual orientation and gender respectively, amongst other grounds. 
11 A 2010 decision in the South African labour court regarding the unfair dismissal of a 
trans person further suggests a possible reading of gender to include gender 
identity/expression. Source: Ehlers v Bohler Uddeholm Africa (Pty) Ltd 2010 
(JS296/09) [2010] ZALC 117; (2010) 31 ILJ 2383 (LC) (13 August 2010) 
12 This has been stated on several occasions in Portfolio Committee meetings, in order to 
establish how South Africa comes to a definition of ‘refugee’ and accompanying rights 
in comparison to other countries. Source: Refugee Amendment Bill: Department of 





gender' refugees' and' the' ongoing' movement' and' migration' of' transgender.' At' the'
intersection'of'the'two'lies'South'Africa,'with'its'distinctive'history'of'Colonial'heritage,'the'
role' of' Apartheid,' and' the' advent' of' a' constitutional' democracy' relative' to' the' country’s'
position'on'the'African'continent.'This,' in' turn,'allows' for'a'distinctive'set'of' ‘transgender'
phenomena’,'peculiar'to'the'country.'These'phenomena'can'be'broadly'defined'as'instances'
in' which' the' assumed' normative/natural' linkages' between' biological' sex,' gender'
expression/identity' and' sexuality' are' ruptured,' “bringing' the' unnaturalness' of' this'
assemblage' into' visibility”.13'Transgender' phenomena' become' visible' in' moments' where'
there'is'an'attempt'to'control'what'is'perceived'as'transgressive'behaviour'–'an'attempt'to'
maintain'normative'boundaries,'binary'gender'and'social'hierarchy.'This'thesis'reads'these'
transgender' phenomena' as' instances' indicative' of' perceptions' regarding' gender' and' its'
relation' to' the' body' in' South' Africa’s' history.' This' thesis' argues' that' the' advent' and'
development' of' these' phenomena,' visible' in' South' Africa’s' specific' legislative,' medical,'
political' and' cultural' approaches' to' bodies,' has' ultimately' made' possible' the' journey' of'
transgender'as'it'emerges'in'South'Africa'–'first'as'a'discourse'and,'following'this,'as'politics.''
'
The'second'primary'argument'sits'at' the' junction'between'the' journeying'of' the'term'
and'the'journeying'of'gender'refugees.'This'thesis'argues'that'the'legal\constitutional'make'
up' of' South' Africa,' post' 1994,' is' key' to' framing' the' possibilities' of' transgender' as' it'
circulates'beyond'the'country’s'borders.'Indeed:'that'transgender,'as'it'migrates,'becomes'
intimately'linked'to'the'perceived'rights,'freedoms'and'protections'unique'to'South'Africa.'
This' in' turn' facilitates'a'particular' investment' in' the' imaginary'of' South'Africa' for' gender'
refugees.' However,' the' term' ‘transgender’' itself,' unlike' ‘transsexuality’' or' ‘sexual'
orientation’,'has'no' clear' stature' in' South'African' law,'becoming'politically' salient'only' in'
the'mid'2000s.'This' thesis'argues' that' the'Constitution'of' the'country' in' fact'provides' for'
radical'possibilities'–'as'yet'unrecognised'–'beyond'identitarian'language,'for'all'manner'of'
human'beings' to' find' recognition'and'protection'within' the'country.'This' thesis' reads' the'
structure' and' intention'of' the'Constitution' as' having'progressive' consequences' regarding'
access' to' rights'and'protection' for' those'who'might'consider' themselves' transgender' (or,'
crucially,' be' considered' by' others' as' such,' even' though' they' may' not' use' the' term' for'
themselves),'and'seek'refuge'in'South'Africa.'
'
The'third'and'final'major'argument' is' intimately' linked'to'the'first'and'second.'Part'of'
understanding' the' possibilities' and' materiality' of' transgender' in' South' Africa' requires'
unpacking,' as' this' thesis' does,' the' variegated' role' of' the' State14'and' its' representatives,'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
13 Stryker, S. (2011). Transgender Studies 2.0: New Directions in the Field. Presented at 
the University of Copenhagen, Center for Kønsforskning. 
14 It must be noted that I read ‘the State’ here not as a monolithic singular entity but as 
comprised of multiple sites and actors. These perform many functions, which are 
'
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from' Apartheid' through' to' Constitutionalism,' as' the' arbiter' of' both' sex' and' gender' and'
eventually' refugee' status,' and' the' logic/politics' of' this.' This' thesis' argues' that' the' South'
Africa'has,' over' time,'maintained' a' complex' and' at' times' confounding'position' regarding'
the' relationship' between' sex,' gender,' sexuality,' and' the' body.' In' relation' to' this,' the'
meaning' and' intent' of' the' law' has' often' been' at' odds' with' the' State’s' systems' of'
governance.'The'nuance'and'history'of'these'formulations'is'important'because'it'is'within'
these' formulations' that' gender' refugees' come' to' produce' the' regulatory' anxiety' and'
complexity' that' systems' of' organisation' and' administration' in' South' Africa' struggle' to'
categorise'and'comprehend.'The'experiences'of'gender'refugees,' in'relation'to'the'varied'
means'through'which'they'interact'with'representatives'of'the'state'and'claim'rights,'tells'
us' something' about' gender' as' a'mechanism' of' classification' and'what' sex/gender' based'
categorisation'does'in'the'context'of'national'belonging.'A'crucial'point'here'is'the'question'
of' overlap' between' statehood' and' gender.' Concomitantly' it' also' reveals' some' of' the'
assumptions'and' ‘common'sense’' ideas' regarding'gender'as'binary,'which' structure'State'
systems'and'public' life.'Lastly,' it'suggests'something'about'the'ability'of' these'systems'to'
maintain' and' reproduce' themselves,' regardless' of' the' presence' of' those' which' might'
challenge' dominant' ontological' beliefs.' Indeed,' what' this' thesis' argues' is' that' the'
dissonance' experienced' by' gender' refugees' in' South' Africa' is' symptomatic' of' a' greater'
social'dissonance:'the'dissonance'between'the'possibilities'of'the'constitutional'law'when'it'
comes' to' the' distinction' between' sex' and' gender,' which' is' fairly' open' according' to'





Internationally,' ‘transgender’' has' no' singular' or' fixed' meaning,' which' makes' for'
different'and'sometimes'conflicting'usages,'but'common'to' these' is' the'understanding'of'
‘transgender’' as' an' ‘umbrella' term’.' Transgender' often' incorporates,' but' is' not' solely'
restricted' to,' practices' and' identities' such' as' transvestism,' transsexuality,' drag,' cross\
dressing'and'genderqueer.' It'may'also' refer' to' individuals'who'have'undergone'hormone'
treatment'or'surgery'to'reconstruct'their'bodies,'or'to'those'who'traverse'gender'in'ways'
that' do' not' require'medical' assistance,' or' are' less' permanent.' This' conceptualisation,' by'
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
suggestive of an underlying logic that reproduces, configures and polices the 
arrangement between gender and sex in specific ways. See: Currah, P. (2013). 
Homonationalism, State Rationalities, and Sex Contradictions. Theory Event, 16(1) p. 
5 
15 This formulation draws from Gayle Rubin who asserts that socio-political relations 
within a given society contain mechanisms that convert sex to gender. Within these, 
sex is often understood as natural and immutable. Source: Rubin, G. (1975). The 
Traffic in Women: Notes on the ‘Political Economy’ of Sex. In R. R. Reiter, (Ed.), 
Toward an Anthropology of Women (pp. 157-210). New York: Monthly Review Press. 
'
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activists,' academics' and' individuals,' is' understood' to' be' inclusive' of' some' variation' or'








The' notion' that' a' number' of' identities' and' experiences' fall' within' a' singular,'
overarching,'category'gives'the'term'a'certain'mobility,'but'also'imbues'it'with'distinctive,'
often' highly' confusing,' politics.' Within' its'Western' origination,' the' term' ‘transgender’' is'
highly'contested' in'both' its'popular'and'academic'uses.' In'essence,' the'term'enables' two'
things'which'are'paradoxically'linked'–'it'is'loose'enough'for'a'number'of'people'to'identify'





Martin'Manalansan'questions'whether' it' is' truly' possible' for' us' to' think' of' gender' as'
separate'from'sex'or'sexuality.17'Gayle'Rubin'asserts'that'indeed'we'can'and'must,'stating,'
“the' cultural' fusion' of' gender' with' sexuality' has' given' rise' to' the' idea' that' a' theory' of'
sexuality'may'be'derived'directly'out'of'a'theory'of'gender”.18'Yet,'she'stresses,'they'are'not'
the' same' thing;' they' form' the' basis' of' two' distinct' arenas' of' social' practice.' For' Surya'
Monro'and'Lorna'Warren,'gender'maintains'a'critical'dialogue'with'sex'and'sexuality,'but'it'
demands'a'separate'analytical'and'conceptual'path.19'A'shift'in'the'theorisation'of'sex'and'
sexuality' started' in' the' 1960s,' particularly' focusing' on' the' notion' that' “sexual'meanings,'
identities,'and'categories'were'intersubjectively'negotiated'social'and'historical'products'…'
that'sexuality'was,' in'a'word,'constructed”.20'In' relation' to' this,' there'was'a'concomitant,'
though' less'widely' expounded,' shift' in' understandings' of' gender.'Writers' such' as' Harold'
Garfinkel21'and'Kessler'and'McKenna,22'in' looking'at' transsexuality,'began' to'question' the'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
16 Stryker, Susan. 1998. “The transgender issue: An Introduction.” GLQ: A Journal of 
Gay and Lesbian Studies 4(2) p. 149 
17 Manalansan IV M. F. (2006). Queer Intersections: Sexuality and Gender in Migration 
Studies. International Migration Review 40(1) p. 226 
18 Rubin, G. S. (1989). Thinking Sex: Notes for a Radical Theory of the Politics of 
Sexuality. In C. Vance (Ed.), Pleasure and Danger: Exploring Female Sexuality. 
London: Pandora p. 169 
19 Monro, S. and Warren, L. (2004). Transgendering Citizenship. Sexualities 7, 345-362. 
20 Epstein, S. (1994). A Queer Encounter: Sociology and the Study of Sexuality. 
Sociological Theory 12(2), p. 188 






Benjamin,24 'Richard' von' Krafft\Ebing, 25 'John' Money26 'and' Magnus' Hirschfeld. 27 'As' this'




theorists' such' as' Sandy' Stone,28'Kate'Bornstein,29'Jack'Halberstam30'and' Jason'Cromwell31'
at'the'forefront,'disputing'any'essential'connection'between'sex'and'gender.32'Additionally,'
they'have'argued'that'gender'is'embodied'and'lived'out'in'far'more'complex'and'mutable'




22 Kessler, S. J., & McKenna, W. (1978). Gender: An Ethnomethodological Approach. 
New York: John Wiley & Sons. 
23 Ellis, H. (1940). Studies in the Psychology of Sex. London: Random House. 
24 Benjamin, H. (1977). Transsexual Phenomenon. New York: Julian Press. 
25 von Krafft-Ebing, R. (1998). Psychopathia Sexualis. New York: Arcade Publishing. 
26 Money, J. (1952) Hermaphroditism: An Inquiry into The Nature of a Human Paradox. 
(Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation). Harvard University. 
27 Hirschfeld, M. (1991). Transvestites: The Erotic Drive to Cross Dress (New Concepts in 
Human Sexuality). New York: Prometheus Books. 
28 Stone, S. (2006). The “Empire” Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto. In S. 
Stryker & S. Whittle (Eds.), The Transgender Studies Reader (pp. 221-235). New 
York: Routledge. 
29 Bornstein, K. (1995). Gender Outlaw: On Men, Women and the Rest of Us. New York: 
Vintage. 
30 Halberstam, J. (1998). Butch / FTM Border Wars and the Masculine Continuum. GLQ: 
A Journal of Gay and Lesbian Studies 4(2), 287-310. 
31 Cromwell, J. (1999). Passing Women and Female Bodied Men: (Re)claiming FTM 
History. In K. More & S. Whittle (Eds.), Reclaiming genders: transsexual grammars at 
the Fin de Siècle (pp. 34-61). London: Continuum International Publishing Group. 
32 Key texts include: Stone, S. (2006). The “Empire” Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual 
Manifesto. In S. Stryker & S. Whittle (Eds.), The Transgender Studies Reader (221-
235). New York: Routledge.; Feinberg, L. (1997). Transgender Warrior: Making 
History from Joan of Arc to Dennis Rodman. Boston: Beacon Press.; Wilchins, R. A. 
(1997). Read My Lips: Sexual Subversion and the End of Gender. Ithaca, NY: 
Firebrand Books.; Halberstam, J. (1998) Female Masculinity. Durham: Duke 
University Press.; Cromwell, J. (1999). Transmen and FTMS: Identities, Bodies, 
Genders and Sexualities. Urbana: University of Illinois Press.; Rubin, H. (2003). Self-
Made Men: Identity and Embodiment among Transsexual Men. Nashville: Vanderbilt 
University Press.; and Stryker, S. (2006). My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the 
Village of Chamounix. In S. Stryker & S. Whittle (Eds.), The Transgender Studies 
Reader (pp. 244-256). New York: Routledge. 
'
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Bornstein’s' Gender! Outlaws,36'some' feminist,' queer' and/or' transgender' theorists' have'
come'to'champion'certain'expressions'of'trans'for'their'transgressive'value.37'Transgender'
lives'have'come'to'be'celebrated' in' their' seeming'ability' to' represent'“implicit,'or'better,'
explicit”'critiques'of'the'heterosexist'gender'order.38'Trans'theory'is'attractive'because'it'is'
able'to'call'into'question'the'socially\mandated'and'rigidly'policed'understanding'that'there'
is' such' a' thing' as' gender\appropriate' behaviour.' Concomitantly' some' feminist,' queer'
and/or' transgender' theorists' have' come' to' celebrate' the' critical' potential' of'
‘transgressiveness’.'Many'others,'transgender'people'and'theorists'alike,'have'come'to'read'
this'celebration'as'devaluing'of'their' lives'and'work.39'In'this'celebration,'there' is'often'“a'
homogeneous' conceptualisation'of' trans”' –' a' critique'most'often' levelled' at' the' fields'of'
feminism,' sociology' and' queer' theory' along' with' human' rights\centred' approaches.40'






that' all' gender' is' performative:' ‘man’' and' ‘woman’' are' not' internal' essences' but' rather'
constituted'through'repetition'of'culturally'acceptable'acts'that'signal'their'presence.43'For'
Butler,' ‘woman’' does' not' necessarily' have' to' be' the' cultural' construction' of' the' female'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
33 See: ⁠ Raymond, J. G. (1994). The Transsexual Empire: The Making of the She-Male 
(Athene Series). New York: Teachers College Press. 
34 Davis, E. C. (2009). “SITUATING ‘FLUIDITY’: (Trans) Gender Identification and the 
Regulation of Gender Diversity.” GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies 15(1) 
(January 1), 97-130. 
35 Stone, S. (2006). The “Empire” Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto. In S. 
Stryker & S. Whittle (Eds.), The Transgender Studies Reader (221-235). New York: 
Routledge. 
36 Bornstein, Kate. 1995. Gender Outlaw: On Men, Women and the Rest of Us. New 
York: Vintage. 
37 Elliot, P. (2009). Engaging Trans Debates on Gender Variance: A Feminist Analysis. 
Sexualities 12(1) p. 6. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid., p. 5. 
40 Sanger, T. (2008). Trans governmentality: the production and regulation of gendered 
subjectivities. Journal of Gender Studies 17(1), 41-53. 
41 Brown, G., Browne, K. and Lim, J. (2007). Introduction, or Why Have a Book on 
Geographies of Sexualities? In G. Brown, K. Browne & J. Lim (Eds.), Geographies of 
Sexualities: Theory, Practice and Politics. Hampshire: Ashgate Publishing, p. 8. 
42 Although this work is not without critique. 
43 Butler, J. (1990). Gender Trouble. New York: Routledge, p. 89-90. 
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body,' and' ‘man’' need' not' interpret' male' bodies.44'Indeed,' the' biologically\sexed' body'
guarantees'nothing,'it'provides'the'ground'for'the'act'of'speaking'but'has'no'deterministic'
relationship'to'gender:'“becoming”'a'gender'is'a'laborious'process'of'becoming'naturalized,'
which' requires' a' differentiation' of' bodily' pleasures' and' parts' on' the' basis' of' gendered'
meanings”.45'David'Valentine,' in'agreement'with'Gayle'Rubin,'notes'that'separation' is'key'
to' understanding' transgender' and' homosexual' identities' as' emanating' from' distinct'




understanding' or' lived' experience;' Rubin' stresses' that' in' sex,' sexuality' and' genders,'





boundaries,' and' homes' have' come' to' play' a' central' role.' Jay' Prosser' in' his' book' Second!
Skins:! The! Body! Narratives! of! Transsexuality' explains' this' as' the' ‘trans’' trajectory.48'He'
argues' that' the' story'often' told' is'one'of' a'metaphorical' crossing,'mobilising'gender'as' a'
category' separating' it' from' sex. 49 'Prosser' further' highlights' the' role' of' narrative' in'
explaining' the' travelling' nature' of' identity' and' the' travelling' that' needs' to' take' place' in'
order'to'recognise'and'access'identity.'In'a'critique'of'some'of'these'narratives'of'mobility,'
Jack'Halberstam'warns' that' there' is' a'danger' in' romanticising'migrational' ideas'of'home,'
borders' and' borderlands,' because' some' people' may' be' permanently' dislocated. 50'
Halberstam' stresses' that' in' theorising' transgender' it' is' important' to' acknowledge' wider'
issues'around'mobility'and'access,'outside'of'metaphor,'within' specific' locales.'Moreover'
Halberstam'notes'that'the'kind'of'movement'that'trans'requires'makes'metaphors'drawing'
on' journeying,' travelling'and'border'crossing' inevitable,' “but' they'…' [these'metaphors]'…'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
44 Ibid., p. 263. 
45 Ibid., p. 89-90. 
46 Valentine, D. (2006). “I Went to Bed with my Own Kind Once": The Erasure of Desire 
in the Name of Identity. In S. Stryker & S. Whittle (Eds.), The Transgender Studies 
Reader. New York: Routledge, p. 409. 
47 Rubin, G. S, and Butler, J. (1994). Sexual Traffic. Journal of Feminist Cultural Studies 
6(2), p. 35. 
48 Prosser, J. (1998). Second Skins: The Body Narratives of Transsexuality. New York: 
Columbia University Press. 
49 Prosser, J. (1998). Second Skins: The Body Narratives of Transsexuality. New York: 
Columbia University Press. 








argues' that' there' is' no' guarantee' that' English' terms' for' gender' –' like' transgender' –'will'
maintain' or' retain' their' English' meaning.' The' possibility' of' terms' resisting' their' English'
linguistic'dominance'is'opened'up'as'the'geo\'and'body\politics'of'spaces'of'hybridity'come'
into'contact'with'them.52'In'relation'to'the'travel'and'taking'up'of'transgender'and'its'very'












on' the'presence' and' experiences' of' transgendered'people' –' suggesting' that' South'Africa'
has' been' a' fertile' ground' for' the' production' of' a' politics' of' transgender.' In' academic'
writing,' it' has' appeared' only' marginally,' although' Thamar' Klein,54'Ruth' Morgan,' Saskia'





might' have.' This' thesis' takes' this' suggested' entry' point,' regarding' both' the' travel' and'
possible' transformation' of' transgender.' Indeed:' homes,' borderlands,' and' shifting' are' all'
central' themes' that' animate' this'body'of'work,'mapping'over'and'onto'each'other'–' key'




52 Bettcher, T. M. (2014). Trapped in the Wrong Theory: Rethinking Trans Oppression 
and Resistance. Signs, 39(2, Winter) p. 383-406. 
53 Salah, T. (2014). Subaltern. TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly, 1(1-2) p. 202. 
54 Klein, T. (2009). Intersex and transgender activism in South Africa. Liminalis 3, p. 15-
41. 
55 Morgan, R., & Wieringa, S. (2006). Tommy Boys, Lesbian Men, and Ancestral Wives: 
Female Same-Sex Practices in Africa. Auckland Park: Jacana Media. 
56 Lock Swarr, A. (2008). Moffies , Artists, and Queens: Race and the Production of 







encompassed' by' the' term' ‘transgender’,' and' their' associated' experiences' and' struggles.'
One' such' group' or' individual,' which' I' argue' has' emerged' and' journeyed' alongside' the'
movement' of' transgender' is' what' I' have' termed' the' ‘gender' refugee’.' The' concept' of' a'
refugee,'in'a'legal'sense,'comes'from'the'mass'shifting'of'people'after'both'World'Wars.'In'






Prior' to' 1990,' claims' to' refugee' status' based' on' sexual' or' gender\based' persecution'
were' not' recognised' within' the' Convention. 59 'International' lesbian,' gay,' bisexual' and'











new'democratic'era,'although' it'was'not'until' the'new'millennium'that' the'country'could'
recognise'refugees'and'asylum'seekers' legally' through'the'Refugees'Act.' It' is'unsurprising'
that,'since'its'inception,'those'fleeing'persecution'have'made'their'way'to'the'country'that'
is'widely'considered'the'most'multicultural'and'egalitarian'state'on'the'continent,'especially'
given' the' growing' antagonisms' across' the' continent' regarding' human' rights,' issues' of'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
57  Note: English pronouns are problematic when writing for, or about, transgender or 
gender-nonconforming communities. For some, to be transgender is to reject or feel 
oneself to be outside of binary gender categorisation, thus the singular pronouns 'he' 
or 'she' are inappropriate and inadequate. I have acknowledged participants’ 
preferred pronouns throughout this thesis. These are limited to he, she and they.'
58 Goodwin-gill, G. S. (2008). Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees Protocol 
1951 Relating to the Status of Refugees 1967. United Nations Audiovisual Library of 
International Law: 1-9. http://www.un.org/law/avl/. 
59 Ibid. 
60 Kollman, K. and Waites, M. (2009). The global politics of lesbian, gay, bisexual and 




codes,' and' a' rise' in' a' particular' kind'of' unrelenting'heteronormativity.61'In' a' 2005' report'
addressing' migration' in' the' Southern' African' region' entitled'Gender! and!Migration:! The!
Overview!Report,'Suzie'Jolly'and'Hazel'Reeves'highlighted'that'transgender'people,'a'highly'




migration' at' a' global,' regional' or' state' level.' In' general,' work' addressing' asylum' and'
migration' internationally'has'either' tended' to' focus'on' ‘LGBTI’'or' ‘queer’' asylum'seekers.'









addressing' the' lived' experiences' of' transgender\identified' refugees' and' asylum' seekers' –'
gender' refugees.' Shaksari’s' scholarship' clearly' suggests,' returning' to' Halberstam,' that'
outside' of' the' Global' North,' the' journey' is' not,' and' cannot' be' simply' understood' as,'
metaphorical. 64 'Indeed,' their' work' makes' clear,' as' with' Salah’s' arguments,' that' the'
meaning' of' gendered' and' transgendered' bodies' remains' complicated' by,' and' dependent'
upon,' the' spaces'and'perhaps'national'homes' they' inhabit.' This' thesis'places' itself' firmly'
within' this' emergent' body' of' scholarship.' Certainly' for' gender' refugees' on' the' African'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
61 In 1996, South Africa became one of the first countries in the world to protect people 
from discrimination on the basis of sex, gender and sexual orientation. To what extent 
it was believed that ‘gender’ encompassed transgender in the imagining of the 
Constitution is questionable; regardless, transgender groups have slowly won rights 
utilising this non-discriminatory stance since 1996. This has been perhaps most visible 
in the advent of Act 49, 2001, The Alteration of Sex Description and Sex Status Act, 
which allows for legal adjustment of one’s sex on identity documents without having 
to undergo surgery. In light of international norms and laws which often require 
invasive surgery before gender identity can be re-assigned, this law in and of itself is 
ahead of many of its Western counterparts. South Africa also allows for access to 
biomedical care and body-altering surgery in order to address the needs of those 
transgender people who wish to transition. Access is often difficult and costly but the 
state does provide a handful of surgeries yearly. 
62 Jolly, S. & Reeves, H. (2005). Gender and Migration: The overview report. Institute of 
Development Studies, p. 11. 
63 Shakhsari, S. (2013). Transnational Governmentality and the Politics of Life and 
Death. International Journal of Middle East Studies, 45(02) p. 340–342. 
64 Boyd, N. A. (2006). Bodies in Motion: Lesbian and Transsexual Histories. In S. Stryker 








from'which'one' theorises' ‘home’'…'completely'alters' the'models'of' gender'and' sexuality'
one'produces”.65'There'is,'I'believe,'a'nuanced'interplay'between'the'imagined'South'Africa'
and'transgender,'the' journey'to'this' imagined'place,'the'reality'of'this'place'and,'drawing'
from'Vivian'Namaste,' the' stories' of' the' everyday' produced' to' explain' this' place' and' the'
subsequent'existence'therein.66''
'
'Vivian'Namaste'has'been'critical'of'how' institutions,' for' instance'asylum,'manage'the'
lives'of' transgender'people,'although'as'a'corollary,' she'also'argues' that'one'of' the'most'
severe'limitations'of'what'she'terms'Anglo\American'scholarship'on'trans'people' is'that' it'
lacks' “any' sustained' analysis' of' how' …' [transsexual/transgender]' …' people' are' situated'
(and/or' situate' themselves)' outside' institutions”.67'In' some'ways,' South' Africa' due' to' its'
politics,' placing' and' peculiar' history' presents' a' unique' opportunity' to' understand' how'
gender'refugees'are'situated'in'relation'to'the'institution'of'asylum'–'locally,'regionally'and'
internationally.' As' James' Willets' notes,' asylum' as' a' fundamental' human' rights' issue' in'
relation'to'sexual'orientation'and'gender'identity'“is'truly'a'product'of'international'law'…'
in'almost'no'other'area'of'international'human'rights'law'is'the'dialectic'between'national'
and' international' law' so' pronounced”. 68 'In' tracking' the' emergence' of' transgender'
phenomena,'and'establishing'a'genealogy'of'transgender'in'South'Africa,'this'thesis'is'able'
to'offer'some'insight'into'how'South'Africa'is'able'to'offer'asylum'to'gender'refugees.'This'
discussion' of' institutions' and'management' allows' transgender' to' function' as' an' analytic'










65 Halberstam, J. (1998). Female Masculinity. Durham: Duke University Press, p. 148. 
66 Namaste, V. K. 2000. Invisible Lives: The Erasure of Transsexual and Transgendered 
People. University Of Chicago Press. 
67 Ibid., p. 269. 
68 Wilets, J. D. (1997). Conceptualizing Private Violence Against Sexual Minorities as 
Gendered Violence: An International and Comparative Law Perspective. Albany Law 





last'of' their' testosterone'–' just'enough'to'see' them'through'until' they'can' find'adequate'
medical'access.'Some,'like'Tricia'leave'their'home'countries,'following'other'‘sex\changers’'
and' ‘transgenders’' who' have' accessed' gender\affirming' healthcare' or' ‘experiments’' in'
South' Africa,' whilst' others' like' Maxine,' Chifundo' and' Nelly' in' some' way' follow' Tricia'
following'‘transgenders’.'Some,' like'Alex,' fled'Central'Africa'because'their'parents'tried'to'










them' to' return:' their' very' presence' in' their' country' of' origin' poses' a' threat' to' either'


































For' some,' South'Africa'was'not' the' ideal' choice.' They'would'have'preferred'America,'
Canada'or'Europe.'They'may'have'even'planned'to'get'to'those'destinations.'For'others,'it'
was'the'only'choice,'holding'onto'the'hope'of'being'able' to' identify'as' transgender'while'
still' remaining' on' the' African' continent.' This' by' no'means' suggests' that' their' route'was'




impending'marriage'was'an' impossible'expectation'given' that' the'bride' to'be' “was' like'a'
sister”'and'that'the'intended'groom,'though'the'family'considered'them'a'man,' identified'
as'a'woman.'Having'heard'about' the'possibility'of' safety' for'people' ‘like' them’' in'a'small'




you'know'the' illegal' immigrants'who'want'to'travel'by'boat'–'they'kept' in'small'safe'house'so'that'








the' city'…' l' have' stayed' in' Yemen'…' for' six'months.' Life'was'horrible' there'…'which'makes'me' to'
move'on'again'to'Saudi'Arabia'and'then'they'captured'me.'When'you'are'illegal'in'Saudi'Arabia'they'
will' deport' you' to'whatever' country' you' originate' from'…' They' capture' you' and' they' keep' you' in'
prison'for'thirty'days'because'you'are'illegal'…'they'have'to'punish'you'so'that'you'don’t'come'back.73'
'
This' circuitous' and' evidently' exhausting' journey' is' emblematic' of' many' participants’'
movements' towards' South' Africa.' Experiences' of' arrest,' harassment,' being' chased,'
denigrated,' or' summarily' deported' are' common' threads.' Deportation' was' equated' with'
certain'death,'since'it'seems'that'the'initial'exit'of'an'individual'from'their'home'community'















plans' to' return,' to' their' countries' of' origin,' not' everyone' utilised' the' asylum' system' to'
regularise' their' stay.' Three' participants' arrived' on' study' visas,' one' of' whom' applied' for'
asylum,' while' the' others' have' creatively' manoeuvred' between' work' and' study' visas' to'
ensure'that'they'don’t'have'to'return'to'countries'of'origin.'Only'one'participant'came'to'
South' Africa' on' a' work' visa' intending' eventually' to' use' this' as' a' means' of' accessing'
permanent' residency' status.'Of' those'who' have' applied' directly' for' asylum,' the'majority'




of'whom'paid' for' their' status,' another'who'was' certainly' assisted' via' external' pressures,'




was' insufficient' because' it' did' not' explain' their' relation' to' their' gender' identity' or'
expression.'All'were'accused,'at'some'point'in'their'lives,'of'being'boys'who'acted'like'girls'
or' vice' versa.' In' all' cases,' the' word' ‘gay’' –' a' word' with' a' far' wider' circulation' –' was'
something'heard'in'the'media'or'used'pejoratively'by'religious'or'political'leaders.'The'word'
‘transgender’'was'introduced'through'contact'with'organisations'or'‘educated’'individuals'in'
countries'of'origin.'This' is'not' to'say' that' transgender'has'had'no'media' traction:'at' least'
two' participants' came' across' the' term' in' a' magazine' article' (one' of' whom' carried' that'
article,'which'also'contained'the'contact'details'of'a' local'transgender'organisation,' in'her'
pocket'across'the'border'into'South'Africa).'Most'often,'though,'it'was'introduced'by'NGOs'







74 ‘Sasha’. Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA). Available 
at  ‘Gender Dynamix Collection – GAL108’, Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, 






For' the'most' part,' those' who' came' to' identify' with' the' term' through' organisational'
contexts'were' (although' assigned'male)' already' expressing' their' gender' as'women,'most'
predominantly'through'dress'and'make'up.'Only'one'participant'came'to' identify'as'trans'
because' they' lived' with' other' trans\identified' people' and' were' often' asked' by' clients'
whether'they'were'a'‘she\male’.'For'several'participants,'the'Internet'–'including'YouTube'
and' the' ability' to' ‘Google’' the' meaning' of' the' term' –' was' a' key' source' of' further'
information.'Only'two'participants'–'Akraam'and'Ava'–'were'introduced'to'the'term'or'the'
meaning' of' the' term' in' South' Africa:' both,' perhaps' surprisingly,' by' Muslim' or' Christian'
LGBT/queer'religious'organisations.''
'
By' and' large,' the' majority' utilised' a' combination' of' words' to' describe' themselves,'
including' ‘a' drag’,' ‘ladyboy’,' ‘a' sis’,' ‘a' butch’,' ‘a' queen’' and' several' others.' All' of' these'
function' along' personal' circuits' of' recognition' where' transgender' plays' roles' of' varying'
importance.'For'some,'‘transgender’'is'a'term'that'describes'their'gender'presentation'and'
expression,' in' most' cases' here,' that' of' ‘being’,' ‘presenting’' or' ‘feeling' like’' a' woman;'
alongside' this,' ‘gay’' is'often'used'to'describe' the'sexed'body'as'assigned'at'birth'and'the'
attraction'felt'to'people'assigned'the'same'sex.'According'to'participants,'one'may'be'both'
gay' and' trans,' but' rarely' trans' and' gay.' Three' participants,' though' transgender,' do' not'
identify'as'such'but'rather'identify'as'either'men'or'women'–'adhering'to'binary'genders'–'
and'consider'transgender'as'a'means'to'explain'a'segment'of'their'life’s'journey.'In'all'cases,'
there' is' a' feeling' or' sense' of' self\expression' that' predates' the' terminology.' Cleo,' a' trans'
woman' from'Uganda'and' the' subject'of'a' recent'web'series'The!Pearl!of!Africa,'provides'








The' majority' of' participants' have' experienced' extreme' forms' of' violence' and'
harassment:'notably,'this'was'more'frequent'for'those'presenting'in'ways'read'as'female'or'
feminine.'This'may'help'to'explain'the'prevalence'of'transgender'women'within'the'asylum'
system'and'as'gender' refugees'more'broadly.'Transgender'men' find' it' far'easier,'and'are'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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overall' less'visible,' find' it'easier' to'pass'as'men'and' find'wider' social'acceptance.'Several'
participants' have' accessed' gender\affirming' healthcare' in' South' Africa:' the' majority'
through'government'or'state' run'hospitals,'a' smaller'number'have'been'able' to'self\fund'




To' be' clear' though,' not' all' participants' desired' any' form' of' gender\affirming' healthcare,'
several' simply' wanted' to' present' in' ways' with' which' they' felt' comfortable.' In' some'








activism' finally' coming' to' fruition,' the' shift' in'perceptions'of' ‘gay' rights’78'–' including' the'
ever\controversial'move' towards' ‘marriage'equality’' in' the'Global'North' –' and' the' global'
proliferation'of'access' to' the' Internet'and'digital'media.'This'has' seen' the' likes'of'Caitlyn'
Jenner,'Laverne'Cox'and'Janet'Mock'–'amongst'a'host'of'names'in'the'Global'North'–'gain'a'
certain'kind'of'fame.'They'have'also'come'to'represent'a'particular,'arguably'‘respectable’,'
notion' of' transgender,' of' which' both' Cox' and' Mock' are' self\critical.79'This' ‘Transgender'
Tipping'Point’,80'as'media'in'the'Global'North'have'come'to'call'it,'has'come'to'represent'a'
particular' ‘face’' of' transgender' that' involves' transitioning,' normative' (white)' beauty'
standards,' and' a' kind' of' visibility' that' does' not' equate' to' acceptance' or' safety' for' other'
kinds'of'trans'expression'and/or'nonconformist'identities.81'Enmeshed'within'this'has'been'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
78 For Susan Stryker there is cause for concern regarding a type of ‘progress narrative’ 
prevalent in the US, in particular where transgender issues have become the “next big 
thing” following the ‘achievement’ of gay rights. See: Pasulka, N. (2015, May 14). The 
Academic Behind the Media's ‘Transgender Tipping Point’. Retrieved March 28, 2016, 
from http://www.theawl.com/2015/05/the-academic-behind-the-medias-transgender-
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79 Carbone, C. (2014, February 3). Redefining Realness: Janet Mock on the Transgender 
Experience [Web log comment]. Retrieved March 26, 2015, from 
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particular.' This' conversation' has' focused' on' those' incarcerated' in' the' United' States'
deportation' centres' run' by' the' US' Department' of' Homeland' Security’s' Immigration' and'
Customs' Enforcement' Agency' (ICE).' The' plight' of' transgender' asylum' seekers' and'
undocumented' immigrants' in' the'US' reached'perhaps'one'of' its'most'public'moments' in'
2015,' when' Jennicet' Gutiérrez,' an' undocumented' trans' woman' involved' in' immigration'
activism,'widely'dubbed'in'the'media'as'‘a'heckler’'demanded'that'the'US'President'release'




On' the' African' continent,' the' contradictory' tensions' that' seem' to' suffuse' issues' of'
gender' in' relation' to' sexuality' continue.' While' transsexual' artist' Titica' was' heralded' as'
“taking'Angola'by'storm”85'and'went'on'to'become'Angola’s'‘transsexual'UN'Ambassador’,'
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same' year.90'In' August' 2015,' Solomon' Gichira,' an' LGBT' rights' activist' petitioned' for' the'
Kenyan'High'Court' to'establish'a' third'gender'category' for'people'who'do'not' identify'as'




international' headlines' after' she' was' arrested' and' strip\searched' for' having' used' the'
women’s' toilet. 94 'In' Nigeria,' television' network' Multichoice' dropped' the' American'
television' series,' I! am! Jazz,' a' series' about' a' transgender' teen,! from' its' schedule' after'




undefined' terrain' of' genderqueer/non\binary' identity. 97 'Individuals' have' embarked' on'
hunger'strikes' in'order'to'have'the'sex'markers'on'their'documents' legally'updated,'after'
delays' and' refusals' from' the' South' African' Department' of' Home'Affairs.98'Politically,' The!
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violations' and'murders.' These' are' also'most' often' the' stories' picked' up' by' international'





around' it.' To' open' the' imaginary' regarding' its' possible' meaning' but' also' to' track' its'
trajectory,' influences' and' impact.' Gender' refugees' and' asylum' seekers' are' certainly' part'
and'parcel'of' these'wider' local'and'global' shifts,' in' some'ways'even'an'outcome'thereof.'
What'is'clear'is'that'terms,'like'human'beings,'travel;'there'is'a'materiality'to'the'journey'of'
the'term'‘transgender’'but'there' is'also'much'to'discover' in'the'details'and'phases'of'the'
embodied' journey' that' interacts' with' and' carries' this' term.' As' gender' refugees' become'
increasingly' visible' in' the' US,104 'Australia, 105 'Hong' Kong, 106 'New' Zealand,107 'Turkey, 108'
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of' the' functionality' of' governance' and' administrative' systems' in' relation' to' gender,'
administrative' categories,' the' law,' institutions' and' human' rights.' What' needs' to' be'
understood'is'how'terms,'such'as'transgender,'travel,'how'they'are'taken'up'and'to'what'
effect,'particularly'in'relation'to'the'materiality'of'both'the'bodies'and'the'circumstances'of'
people' in' local' contexts.'Understanding' the'migration'of' transgender,' the' term,' to' South'






The' methodology' chapter' offers' a' reflexive' analysis' of' my' research' experience.' This'
chapter'outlines'my'own'positionality'in'relation'to'participants,'highlighting'what'it'might'
mean' to' be' both' an' insider' and' outsider,' having' to' trade' and' shift' in' language' and'
identitarian' understandings' with' regards' to' fieldwork.' Drawing' on' decolonial'
epistemologies'in'particular'borderland'or'‘border'thinking’'this'chapter'considers'the'need'




of'Gloria'Anzaldúa'as'a' tool' to'explain' the'ways' in'which'bodies'perceived'as'gender'non'
conforming' might' work' in' concert' to' or' against' each' other' while' also' being' situated' as'
researcher'and/or'participant.''
'
The' first' chapter' addresses' the' emergence' of' ‘transgender' phenomena’113'in' South'
Africa’s' history,' beginning' with' the' earliest' instances' of' what' can' be' understood' as' the'
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legislative' curtailing' of' gender' transgressive' behaviour' through' the' Disguises' Act.' This'
chapter' follows' the' development' of' the' interweaving' relationship' between' medical'
knowledge'and'the'law'in'relation'to'shifting'perceptions'around'the'unruly'or'transgressive'
body,' and' the' eventual' dissolution' of' this' relationship.' Drawing' from' the' South' African'
Medical'Journal'(SAMJ),'this'chapter'follows'the'route'of'this'medical'knowledge'back'to'the'
colonial'metropole'and'argues' that'perceptions'of'deviance'were'clearly' influenced'by'an'
investment' in'eugenics' and' the' concomitant'emergence'of' sexology.' This' commingling'of'
eugenics'and'sexology' is'not'necessarily'new,'but'what' is'new' is' the' focus'on' the' role'of'
gender'and'the'maintaining'of'specific'ideas'of'heteronormativity'through'the'emergence'of'




surgery' in' the'public'sphere' from'the'1960s' into'the'1970s'dovetailed'with'the'Apartheid'
government’s' anxieties' regarding' sexuality,' in' particular' the' perceived' threat' of'




cross\pollination'of' knowledge' regarding' the' country’s' particular' take'on'gender,' sex' and'
sexuality,'between'organisations'and'individuals'in'the'US'and'UK,'and'individuals'in'South'
Africa,'eventually'lead'to'the'establishment'of'The'Phoenix'Society:'the'first'organisation'in'
South'Africa' focused'on' gender\transgressive' identities,' including' transgender' individuals.'
The'networking'between'Phoenix'and'international'groupings'was'impressive,'allowing'for'a'
transfer'of'language'and'information'(though'this'was'aimed'largely'at'white'audiences).'It'
was' this' flow'of' illicit' information'across'borders,' in' relation' to' the'particular'history'and'




Africa,' and' a' clearer' genealogical' analysis' of' the' term' transgender.'More' importantly,' it'
outlines' how' the' term' developed' from' a' discourse' into' the' possibility' of' a' politic.' This'
chapter'argues'that'moving'into'the'new'democratic'era,'the'body'fell'away'as'something'to'
be' forcibly' realigned' in' the' service' of' heteronormativity.' Bringing' both' the' South'African'
Constitution'and'the'South'African'Refugee'Act'into'focus,'this'chapter'explores'how'asylum'
is'made'possible' for' those'who'might' identify' or' be' identified' as' transgender.' Through'a'
close'reading'of'the'Constitutional'meaning'of'sexual'orientation,'sex'and'gender,'alongside'
the'possibilities'of'the'Sex'Description'Act'49'of'2003,'this'chapter'argues'that'South'Africa’s'
asylum' regime' is' theoretically' far' more' radical' than' has' previously' been' acknowledged.'
'
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Moreover,' this' chapter' troubles' the' identitarian' politics' of' the' Global' North' embedded'
within'the'spread'of'‘global'gay’/LGBT'human'rights'discourse,'taken'up'by'NGOs'in'relation'
to'wider'funding'mandates'and'support'networks.'It'notes'that'‘transgender’'is'a'term'that'
travels' with' a' kind' of' normative' load,' taken' up' in' very' specific' ways' to' signify' specific'
allegiances'in'relation'to'both'regional'and'transnational'networks.'It'asks'about'the'nature'
of' this' discourse' and'what' the' limits' of' its' travel'might' be' in' relation' to' the' bodies'with'
which'it'comes'into'contact.'In'particular,'a'post\colonial'reading'of'transgender'is'offered'
here,'drawing'on' the' story'of'Malawian'Tiwonge'Chimbalanga'as' a' subaltern'history' that'
has' refused' co\option.' This' chapter' asks'what' it'would'mean' for' a' person' to' be' seen' as'
transgender,' to' be' presumed' to' be' transgender,' but' never' to' take' on' that' term' for'
themselves'–'to'refuse'that'subjectivity.'''
'
The' third' chapter' begins' to' unpack' and' answer' what' exactly' transgender' does,' by'
looking' at' the' relation'of' gender' refugees' to' transgender'within' their' countries'of' origin.'
This'chapter'argues'that'the'discourse'of'transgender'across'the'African'continent'is'limited'





ways' which' they' consider' transgender' but' use' a' variety' of' terms' to' enact' their' self\
description.' Sometimes' their' own' homes' present' a' zone' of' safety'where' families' accept'
their'children’s'gender'transgressions'and'may'even,' in'some'cases,'facilitate'this,'but'it' is'
often'when'transgressive'children'enter'into'society'and'disciplinary'spaces'such'as'school'
environments' that' their'gender' is' read'as'both' threatening'and'problematic.'This'chapter'
takes' the' work' of' Jay' Prosser114 ,' along' with' Jack' Halberstam’s115 'critiques,' regarding'






chapter' addresses' the' impact' of' several' interlocking' forms' of' documentation' and' border'
practices' for' gender' refugees,' noting' that' these' are' clear' sites' of' tension' in' relation' to'
transgender.'More'specifically,' it'asks'about'the'work'and'value'of' transgender'as'asylum'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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seekers' come' into' direct' contact' with' the' South' African' state.' It' tracks' the' crossing' of'




on' normative' –' or' what' I' argue' are' believed' to' be' ‘common' sense’' –' perceptions' of'
sex/gender,'are'the'first'of'many'hurdles'that'actively'exclude'and'erase'gender'refugees.'It'




for' those'who' transition' in' South' Africa' doubly' exposing' as' they' possibly'move' between'
queues,'witnessed'by' local' communities.' The' chapter' questions' the'necessity' of' an' ever\
ubiquitous' system' of' gender/sex' identification' on' documentation:' current' international'
developments' are' noted' in' relation' to' the' development' of' a' third' gender' category,' ‘X’'






life' in' South' Africa.' It' is' clear' that' South' Africa' offers' a' rigorous' rights' framework' that'
theoretically' provides' protection' and' acknowledgement' of' gender' refugees.' However,' in'
practice,'the'ways'in'which'that'recognition'is'offered'to'transgender\identified'people,'as'
this' chapter'will' argue,' erases' the' possibility' of' existence.' Those'who,' as' one' participant'
notes,'“chase'rights”'are' the'most' likely' to' find'themselves'excluded,'marginalised,' in' the'
borderlands,' without' community' and' struggling' to' survive.' Drawing' on' Hannah' Arendt’s'
understanding' of' the' human' in' human' rights,' chapter' five' argues' that' far' from' gaining'
freedom' and' access,' gender' refugees' in' South' Africa' experience' an' extreme' loss' of'
community,'support'and'security.'This'socio\political'erasure'suggests'something'about'the'
materiality' and' value' of' transgender' within' wider' society.' In' essence,' these' refugees'
becoming' stateless,' having' to' rely' on' their' ‘humanness’' to' access' rights,' the' very' thing'
readings' of' their' gender' presentation' generally' deny' them.' At' the' same' time,' there' are'
those' who' use' the' borderlands' as' a' space' of' creative' resistance' and' survival,'
circumnavigating' systems'of' governance' in' order' to' pursue' life' in' South'Africa' in' specific'
ways' which' clearly' relate' to' their' transgender' identity.' This' is' easiest' for' those' who' fit'
systems'of'gender'dichotomy'and'are' read'as'normative'–' those'who'are' read'as'human'


































































to' the! Reader' she' gives' a' clear' outline' of' some' of' the' key'methodological' tenets' of' the'







According' to' Stryker,' the' “embodied' experience' of' the' speaking' subject”' must' be'
analysed'alongside' transgender'phenomena,' and' it'must' also'be' recognised'as' a'defining'
boundary'of'these'phenomena.117'In'essence,'“transgender'studies'considers'the'embodied'
experience'of'the'speaking'subject,'who'claims'constative'knowledge'of'the'referent'topic,'
to' be' a' proper' –' indeed' essential' –' component' of' the' analysis' of' transgender'
phenomena”.118'As' is' clear' then,' the' embodied' subject' –' or' in' decolonial' terms,' the'
‘knowing' subject’' –' is' of' crucial' importance.'Decolonial' epistemology' –'particularly'Gloria'
Anzaldúa’s' work,' which' theorises' borderlands' and' borderland' existence' –' has' a'
foundational' strand' in' Transgender' Studies.' This' is' seen' most' clearly' in' Sandy' Stone’s'
seminal'text,'The!Empire!Strikes!Back:!A!Posttranssexual!Manifesto.119'This'was'one'of'the'
first'works'which' sought' to' shift' transgender'people' from'objects'of' study' to' subjects.120'
The' decolonial' analytic' “is' always' attentive' to' the' colonial' aesthetics' and' epistemic'
differences'and'to'the'need'to'delink,'to'think'in'terms'of'options'rather'than'presupposing'
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So'much' of' this' thesis' has' focused' on' the'many' intersecting' levels' and'meanings' of'
home,'homing'and' the'boundaries'or'possibilities'of' such'an'edifice,' all' core'elements' to'
Transgender' Studies;' it' thus' seems' only' right' that' this' thinking' should' carry' across' into'
methodological'arrangements.'Border'thinking'or'borderland'epistemology,'a'key'element'
to' decolonial' methodological' approaches,' has' been' an' invaluable' tool' in' this' instance.'
Border'thinking'makes'room'for'a'shift'away'from'some'of'the'problematics'inherent'within'
the' Global' Northern' narrative' of' transgender' or' the' ‘trans' trajectory’:' something'Walter'
Mignolo' would' find' akin' to' the' “hubris' of' the' zero' point”.122'I' heed' Keguro' Macharia’s'
words' regarding' the' knowing' subject.' He' suggests' that' so' much' of' the' work' that' has'
emerged'from'Africa'currently'overlooks'the'post\colonial'and'seems'to'make'the'names'of'
homophobic' leaders'notorious,'disregarding'and'possibly'erasing'African'queer' lives'while'
doing' so.' He' stresses' that' we' cannot' continue' to' “promote' research' methods' that' are'
indifferent' to'African' intellectual'production'and'methodological' innovation”.123'Indeed,' if'
the'methodological'approaches'of'Transgender'Studies'present'“vital'and'generally'relevant'
critical/political' questions' …' compacted' within' the' theoretical' articulations' and' lived'
realities' of' ‘transgender’' embodiments,' subjectivities,' and' communities' …' [linked' to]' …'
questions' of' space' and' movement”124'then' it' is,' I' believe,' decolonial' approaches' which'
provide' tools' to'address' these'questions'of' space'and'movement' in' relation' to'epistemic'
difference.'
'
'In' this' chapter,' I' consider' my' experiences' in' the' field' and' provide' some' reflexive'
analysis' noting' the' disruptive' experiences' I' felt' on' a' personal' level,' being' both' a' type' of'
insider' but' also' a' type'of' outsider,' having' to' trade' and' shift' in' language' and' identitarian'
understandings.'This'chapter'seeks'to'engage'with'some'of'the'challenges'of'doing'research'
with' individuals' whose' own' access' to' things' as' commonplace' as' a' name' of' their' own'
choosing' by' which' to' be' identified' is' often' cut' off' from' them' in' bureaucratic' realms.'
Importantly' for' this' work,' Anzaldúa' –' although' speaking' to' a' queer' inhabitancy' of' the'
border' –' argues' for' the' necessity' of' geographical' and' bodily' location' in' theorising'
positionality' and' experience.' Drawing' from' this,' I' use' a' somewhat' unconventional' tool'
within'this'chapter,'inspired'by'Anzaldúa’s'work:'that'of'a'short'story.'I'use'this'story'of'an'
interaction'with'one'of'my' research'participants,'as'a'means' to'explain'what' shifting'and'
borders'might'entail'between'participants'and'researchers,'and'the'questions'that'gender'
non\conforming' bodies' can' raise' in' relation' to' one' another.' As' Mignolo' adds,' border'
thinking' is' a' project' that'moves' beyond' the'mind\body' dualism' so' prevalent' in'Western'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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Genealogy,' according' to'Foucault,'does'not' inquire' into' the' timeless' conditions'which'
endure' in' the' subject' throughout' history,' but' rather' examines' “the' constitution' of' the'





or' presents' a' notion' of' transgender.'Katie' King' adds' that' in' looking' at' genealogy' it' is'
important,' in' line'with' a'poststructuralist' investigation,' to'understand' the'political' power'
and'use'of'language'and'meaning.128'Arguably,'the'very'porousness'of'transgender'enables'




However,' the' meaning' of' this' naming' is' not' fixed;' rather,' it' is' situated' within' specific'
networks' of' knowledge' and' power.' For' Foucault,' discourse' is' generative.' Forms' of'
subjectivity,'for'instance'‘to'be'transgender’,'are'intimately'connected'to'discourse.129'To'be'
clear,' a' positivist' history' would' assume' that' transgender' people' had' existed' throughout'
time'and'attempt'to'claim'those'that'had'previously'been'misidentified.'Genealogy'suggests'
that' this'misidentification' is' not' simply' due' to' incomplete' history' but' rather' the' historic'
variability'of'categories'that'have'organised,'and'continue'to'organise'our'understandings'of'
identities' and' bodies.' Within' Transgender' Studies,' the' useful' grouping' of' ‘transgender'
phenomena’' provides' a' platform' from' which' to' undertake' a' genealogical' analysis'
considering'context,'particularly'location'–'that'of'being'outside'of'the'Global'North.'I'have'
anchored' this' genealogical' enquiry' in' the' first' moments' of' a' legal' position' on' gender'
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social' and' political' developments' which,' this' thesis' argues,' are' suggestive' of' emergent'
transgender'phenomena.'K.'J.'Rawson'notes'that'transgender'phenomena:''
Involve' both' a' material' dimension' (the' collecting,' maintaining,' and' accessing' of'
transgender'historical'materials'in'a'physical'repository)'and'a'theoretical'dimension'




on' the' researcher' to' tease' these' out,' finding' “choices,' accidents' and' circumstances'
precipitating'their'creation”.132'The'physical'repository'of'the'archival'material'used'in'this'
thesis'was'accessed'at'the'Gay'and'Lesbian'Memory'in'Action'Archives'(GALA):'established'












Notably,' he' argues' that' those' who' continue' to' be' excluded' from' the' archives' include'
“sexual' and' gender' dissidents' whose' class' locations,' ethno\racial' identifications,' labour'
practices,' geographical' positions' (urban,' rural,' peri\urban,' diasporic),' and' legal' status'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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(refugee,' exile,' migrant,' stateless)' remove' them' from' immediate' visibility”.136'Macharia'
suggests'that'the'names'and'faces,'bodies,'and'stories'which'might'populate'these'archives'
“form' an' archive' of' disposability,' an' archive' that' is' not' admitted' into' official' view,' an'
archive'whose'presence'undoes'much'of'what'we'might'mean'by'archive”.137''
'
Yet,' to' look' for' this'echo' is' a' far\from\neutral'undertaking,' in' that' transgender,'much'
like'queer,'becomes' legitimated'through'the'archival'evidence'of' the'phenomena' it' seeks'
out' in' the' first' place.' In' essence,' transgender' phenomena' run' the' risk' of' becoming' “a'




reading' of'S! v! Kola.139'This' reading' requires' the' researcher' to' reinterpret'what'may'have'
been'excluded'or' included,' reinstating'a' cycle'of'exclusion'or' inclusion'by'bringing' to' the'
fore'artefacts'considered'more'salient'to'a'transgender'reading.'For'Rawson,'“this'cycle'of'
inclusion'and'exclusion,'of'representation'and'misrepresentation,'is'the'permanent'shadow'
of' any' trans' archival' project,' even'digital' ones;'while' transgender' archives' fight'historical'
neglect,' silences,' and' misrepresentations,' the' selection' and' discrimination' involved' in'
archiving' creates' a' residual' silencing' of' others.”140'Transgender' Studies' has' attempted' to'
address' these' concerns' by' pressing' for' the' methodological' centring' of' the' lives' of'
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this' subject' is' understood' as' “geographically' and! corpo\politically' constituted”.144'Along'
with'this,'border'epistemology,'a'crucial'tenet'of'decolonial'practice,'has'enabled'thinking'
through'and'over'the'intersecting'liminal'positions'characterised,'for'example,'“by'gender,'
sexuality' …' by' the' geo\politics' and' body\politics' of' knowledge,' of' being,' and' of'
perception”.145'Border' epistemology' is' central' in' that' it' requires' a' consideration' of' the'
imbricated' nature' of' the' western' disciplinary' framework,' while' holding' the' possibility,' I'
believe,'of'disrupting'the'western'universality'and'linearity'that'have'felt'either'constricting'




the'world' as' “entangled' through'and'by' the' colonial'matrix' of' power”.146'He' sees'border'
epistemology'as'“a'way'of'thinking'and'understanding'that'dwells' in'the'entanglement,' in'
the'borders”147.'This,'I'believe,'has'allowed'for'a'prying'open'of'the'space,'to'consider'the'
ways' in' which' participants' might' structure' their' understanding' or' use' of' transgender'
outside'of' the'geopolitical' imaginings'Aizura'warns'of.' These'narratives'of' embodiment'–'
those'of'the'knowing'subject'–'can'come'to'be'understood'as'“striated'and'cross'hatched'by'
the' boundaries' of' significant' forms' of' difference' other' than' gender,' within' all' of' which'
gender' is' necessarily' implicated”. 148 'Following' from' this,' the' entanglements' become'
opportunities'to'restructure'and'decentre'certain'perceptions'of'the'‘trans'trajectory’.'This'
allows' transgender' phenomena' to' come' to' the' fore,' directly' related' to' the' geopolitically'
knowing' subject' embedded' within' the' travel' of' language,' colonial' histories,' and' various'
matrices'of'power.'To'return'to'an'earlier'point,' this'allows' for' the'possibility'of' terms'to'
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Importantly,' this' kind' of' methodological' approach' stresses' the' positionality' of' the'
researcher.'Mignolo'notes'that'from'Anzaldúa'he'has'learnt'that'migrants'and'queers,'“are'
always' dwelling' in' the' border”.150'This' is' particularly' pertinent' for' a' project' such' as' this'
where' several' kinds'of' borders' are'being' inhabited,' shifted,' stretched'and'melded' in' any'
given' moment' of' interaction.' Border' thinking' requires' acknowledging' my' own' border'
dwelling,' acknowledging' the' ways' in' which' I' am' an' ‘I’' in' the' project.' It' creates' an'
expectancy'around'my'own'voice.'I'am'not'a'distant'observer'but'imbricated'in'knowledge'
production:'my' position' structures' spaces,' interactions,' and' thinking' –' both'my' own' and'
that' of' participants.' In' order' to' centre' the' specific' narratives' of' participants' as' ‘knowing'
subjects’'I'undertook'a'set'of'life'story'interviews.'I'believe'that'this'method'of'interviewing'
places'emphasis'on' the' subjective'perspective'of'participants,' crucial' to'my'being'able' to'
understand' the' travelling' of' transgender' in' relation' to' participants' and' their' travel' in'
relation'to'transgender.'Considering'my'commitment'to'borderland'epistemology,'life'story'
interviews' offered' the' necessary' interdisciplinary' approach,' making' room' for' the'
emergence'of'“patterns,'perceptions,'and'processes'that'contribute'to'our'understanding'of'





ability' to' centre' the' identity' stories' of' “members' of' historically' ‘defiled’' groups' ...'
reveal[ing]' …' shifts' in' language' over' time,' which' shaped' (and' were' shaped' by)' the'
mobilization' of' these' actors”.' This' speaks' both' to' Transgender' Studies' and' my' own'
concerns'with'decolonisation.' Issues,'which' can'be'understood'as' ‘personal' troubles’,' are'
situated' in'specific' times'and'places.'To' return' to'Mignolo,' this'provides' the'possibility'of'
stories'that'are'“geographically'and!corpo\politically'constituted”.153''In'turn,'an'individual’s'
narratives'about'these'troubles'“are'works'of'history'as'much'as'they'are'about'individuals,'
the' social' spaces' they' inhabit,' and' the' societies' they' live' in”154.' Narrators' provide' some'
sense'of' social' situations'and'history:' they'help' to'ascertain' specific' truths'and' link' those'
truths'to'present\day'action'or'inaction.'With'regards'to'truth,'it'must'be'understood'that'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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During' the' course' of' my' fieldwork,' I' conducted' fourteen' life' story' interviews' with'
transgender\identified'asylum'seekers'and'would\be'asylum'seekers' living' in'South'Africa,'




and' these' have' been' most' useful' in' understanding' moments' of' their' journey' to' South'
Africa.'I'was'particularly'wary'of'interviewing'for'interviewing’s'sake.'In'the'case'of'Tiwonge'
in'particular,'I'felt'that'although'we'have'met'several'times,'it'was'not'necessary'for'me'to'
become' yet' another' of' the' growing' list' of' researchers/journalists/civil' society'









to' Information' (PAIA)' request' to' the' Department' of' Home' Affairs' regarding' numbers' of'
people' applying' for' asylum' on' the' grounds' of' gender' and/or' sexual' orientation,' and'




use' of' asylum' spread' to' those' that' could' potentially' apply' for' asylum' but' for' various'




the' term' transgender.' I'was'wary' at' all' times'of'David'Valentine’s'warning' that' including'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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“produces' a' representational' colonisation' of' those' lives”156.' In' turn,' transgender' did' not'
have'to'be'participant’s'primary'identity'but'had'to'form'some'element'of'their'identity'and'
be'a'key'reason'for'their'coming'to'South'Africa.'Some'participants'were'acquaintances'of'
mine' prior' to' beginning' research;' others' were' put' into' contact' with' me' through'
organisations.'I'must'state'here'that'this'ability'to'make'contact'through'organisations'was'
largely'based'my'own'historical'relationship'with'several'organisations,'which'allowed'for'a'
level' of' trust' on' the' part' of' these' organisations' in' introducing' me' to' some' of' their'
constituents.' Only' in' one' case' was' I' introduced' to' a' participant’s' personal' network' of'
transgender\identified'friends,'after'meeting'the'participant'through'an'organisation.'
'
Participants' ranged' in'age' from' their'early' twenties' to' late' forties,' all'having' come' to'
South'Africa'after'2000.'Apart'from'one'participant,'all'had'decided'prior'to'coming'to'South'
Africa' that' this'was'where'they'wanted'to'be,'because'of' the'belief' that' they'would' find,'
here'(/there),'a'certain'freedom'in'their'gender'and/or'sexual'identity.'Very'few'participants'
were'able'to'afford'direct'means'of'travel'such'as'an'aeroplane'ticket'to'South'Africa.'Their'
income,' class' and' employment' status' varied' quite' significantly' prior' to' leaving' their'
countries' of' origin:' some' came' from' fairly' wealthy' families,' some' from' well\respected'
religious' families' and' others' from' families' where' at' least' one' parent' was' a' government'
employee.' Participants' came' from' a' range' of' employment' backgrounds,' namely:'
hairdressers,'hotel' staff,'bank' tellers,' shop'assistants'and'a' librarian.'Four'were'university'
students'and'three'out'of'those'four'were'able'to'continue'their'education'in'South'Africa.'
Participants' came' from' East,' Central,' Southern' and' the'Horn' of' Africa,'with' the'majority'
coming' from' East' and' Southern' Africa.'Many' travelled' through' other' countries' to' reach'
South'Africa,' including' Tanzania,' Zimbabwe,' Kenya' and'Mozambique.' Several' participants'
experienced'various'difficulties'at'different'borders' regarding' their'appearance' in' relation'
to' their' documentation' –' if' they' crossed' into' countries' through'means' considered' legal.'




and' a' few' participants'who'were' self\employed' as' sex'workers.157'To' survive,' those'who'
were' unemployed' relied' on' support' from' a' combination' of' civil' society' organisations:' in'
return,' in' some'cases,' they'volunteered' their' time.'Participants'engaged' in' this' volunteer'
work' on' an' unpaid' basis' because' organisational' spaces' provide' access' to' the' Internet,'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
156 Valentine, D. (2007). Imagining Transgender: An Ethnography of a Category. 
London: Duke University Press, p. 45. 
157 A number of the transgender-identified women felt that sex work had become their 
only means of survival but they also framed this as a chance to be self-employed and 
in control of their income. 
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shelter' during' the' day,' and' electricity.' One' participant' received' regular' funding' from' a'
transnational'organisation'although' it'was'made'clear' that' this'would'not'be'an'on\going'
arrangement.' Others' relied' on' transnational' contacts' that' they' had' cultivated' mainly'
through'the'Internet.'These'contacts'provided'them'with'a'monthly'allowance'or'irregular'




the' limits' I' would' have' experienced' had' I' been' using' a' recording' device' in' some' of' the'
spaces' in'which'participants'undertook' to'have' their' interviews.'The'phone'allowed' for' a'
certain'sense'of'ease'as'compared'with'a'recording'device,'given'the'ubiquitous'nature'of'
mobile' phones' today:' as' soon' as' it'was' turned' on' I' found' that'we' both' generally' forgot'
about'its'presence'and'were'able'to'talk'without'the'strictures'of'an'interview'scenario.'The'
phone'also'allowed'me'to'record'interviews'in'spaces'that'would'have'proved'difficult'with'
a' recording' device158'–' in' hospitals'when' I' accompanied' Ava' to' get' her' hormones,'while'








Some' participants' I' saw' only' once:' those' I' did' not' see' again'made' it' clear' from' the'
outset'that'this'would'be'the'case.'There'would'be'no'follow\up'interview;'they'were'willing'
to'make'themselves'visible'to'me'in'a'singular'moment'and'they'were'very'much'in'control'
of' this' visibility.' This' was' particularly' the' case' with' Tom,' who,' more' than' any' other'
participant,'was' clear' that' he' had'made' the' decision' to' be' interviewed' as' a' transgender'
person,' and' that' I' would' never' have' known' that' he' was' trans' had' he' not' said' so.' Tom'
placed' a' great' deal' of' trust' in' me' and' in' this' project,' believing' that' his' life' story'might'
somehow' be' able' to' assist' others' like' him.' Tom’s' response' also' speaks' to' the' higher'
number,'amongst'participants,'of'transgender'women'or'feminine\presenting'people.'This,'I'
believe,' is' largely' due' to' the' relative' ease'with'which' those'who' are' assigned' female' at'
birth,'but' identify'and'present'as'men,'are'able' to' live' in'stealth.' It' is'notable' that'all' the'




158 In part because a recording device would have drawn unwanted attention to our 
relationship and intention within certain spaces.  
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organisations'and' LGBT\focused'events.' There'was'a' fairly' substantial' group'with'whom' I'











this' juncture' and' focus' on' an' interaction' with' one' participant.' I' will' use' the' following'
narrative' to' illustrate' some' of' the' finer' points' of' my'methodological' approach' and' as' a'















run'by'African' foreign'nationals' –' spaza' shops,' Ethiopian' restaurants' and' the'well\known'









Usher' and' a' what' looks' like' an' early' millennium' Chris' Brown,' one' can' just' glimpse' the'
shop’s' interior.'The'owner'sits'at'an'L\shaped'counter'with'her'back' to' the'street' looking'
inwards'on'the'eight'chairs'available,'four'to'either'side'of'the'room.'Whenever'I'visit,'she'is'
usually' either' chatting' or' staring' at' one' of' two' massive' flat\screen' televisions' which'
dominate'the'far'end'of'the'salon,'straddled'by'wall\to\wall'mirrors.'One'of'these'is'always'
showing' either'MTV! Base' or' Channel! O' while' the' other,' if' not' on' the' same' channel,' is'
blasting' out' the' evangelical' voice' of' some' distant' pastor.' On'my' last' visit,' the' preaching'








enter' the' salon.' The' women’s' section' is' to' your' left.' Regardless' of' the' implicit' space'
demarcation,'it'is'clearly'the'men'who'very'much'own'the'general'space.'They'can'usually'
be' found' congregating' around' the' door' whenever' I' visit,' calling' out' to' passers\by' –'
particularly' young' women.' I' do' not' find' them' altogether' imposing,' but' then' I' am'white'
clientele,'and'for'the'first'few'times,'at'least,'they'probably'assume'I'am'either'a'man'or'a'
foreigner,'or'both.'The'first'time'I'enter,'at'least'three'of'them'try'to'hustle'me'into'one'of'
their' barber' chairs.' I' say' in' my' best' researcher’s' voice' “I' am' here' for' Kelly”.' There' is' a'






they' don’t' really' like' her' very' much' and' often' call' her' ‘Moffie’.' Notwithstanding' this'
prejudice,'one'of'them'has'tried'to'persuade'her'to'go'on'a'date'with'him'after'hours,'but'
he'would'never'admit'this'in'front'of'his'friends.'If'you'were'to'walk'down'Long'Street,'you'
would'know'Kelly' instantly' from'her' shoulder' length'braids,'her' large'white' sunglasses'of'















–' if' ever' there' was' one' –' for' us' to' meet.' The! Garden,' named' by' the' Dutch' East' India'
Company'(VOC)'and'the'first'group'of'European'colonisers'to'settle'in'the'Cape'in'1652,'is'
wedged' somewhere' between' past' and' present' in' the'middle' of' Cape' Town,'with'Queen'
Victoria'Street'to'one'side'and'the'South'African'Parliament'to'the'other.'Mid'conversation,'
a' child' marches' past' us,' greeting' Kelly' in' transit.' In' response' to' my' quizzical' look,' she'
explains' that' “people' like' her”,'who' have' been' homeless' and' slept' in' places' like' this,' all'
know'each'other.'This'is'when'I'decide'to'start'coming'to'Kelly'to'have'my'hair'done.''
'
In' the'salon,'Kelly'opens'her'cupboard' to' the' right'of'me'and'brings'out'a' set'of' clippers'





have'watched'every'time'since'without' fail.'Had' it'been'any'other' item'of'hair'care,'Kelly'
would'probably'have'simply'asked'one'of'the'other'women'around'her'if'she'could'borrow'
theirs,'but'clippers,' it'seems,'are'gendered'and'belong'on'the'side'of'the'shop'we'do'not'
occupy.'Having' raised' the' ire'and' interest'of'one' side' I' grit'my' teeth,' ignore' the' smell'of'
burning'plastic'and'hope'that'the'next'five'minutes'of'my'life'don’t'kill'me'or'end'Kelly’s'job.'










all' major' urban' areas' in' South' Africa,' I' found' most' to' be' situated' in' Cape' Town' and'
Johannesburg,'with'one'participant' in'Tshwane.' 'As' is'evident' from'the'businesses' in'and'






between'6'and'8'months' in' Johannesburg'and'Tshwane,'and' the' rest'of'my' time' in'Cape'
Town.' In' Cape' Town,' the' majority' of' participants' (including' Kelly)' lived,' at' one' time' or'
another,'in'Sea'Point'–'my'own'neighbourhood.'The'field'in'some'senses'was'always'part'of'
home'and'I'have'run'into'participants'whilst'doing'my'shopping,'out'walking,'or'cycling'to'
work.' Kelly’s' hair' salon' was' a' daily' feature' on' my' commute.' In' Johannesburg,' most' of'
participants'lived'in'Hillbrow'–'a'suburb'on'the'outskirts'of'the'CBD'–'in'shared'apartments.'
Another'was' renting'a' shared' room' in' the'yard'of'her'employer’s'house'and'yet'another'
lived'on'a'premises'shared'with'five'other'students.'At'the'time'of'interviewing,'none'of'the'
participants' had' children' and' none'were'married,' although' several' expressed' a' desire' to'
marry.' In' most' cases,' this' was' about' the' desire' to' have' a' family,' or' to' regularise'
relationships' with' potentially' wayward' boyfriends.' Almost' always,' though,' this' was' also'
about'an'alternate'means' for'participants' to' regularise' their' stay' in'South'Africa,' thereby'
exiting'the'asylum'system.''
Considering'that'notions'of'home'are'both'epistemological'and'ontological'threads'that'run'
throughout' this'work,' the' distinction' between' the' field' and' home'became' an' interesting'
one'within'this'body'of'work.'This'thesis'has'been'a'complex'negotiation'of'self'in'relation'
to' participants,' always' aware' of' my' own' presence' and' the' “question' mark”' that' brings'
greater'visibility'to'the'space'which'a'participant'and'I'share.'This'has'meant'that,' for'the'
most' part,' my' fieldwork' interviews' have' taken' place' in' contexts' that' I' consider'
unconventional:' public' park' benches,' McDonald’s' car' parks.' Places' which' felt,' at' times,'
extremely' public' but' also' extremely' isolated,' and' which' constantly' brought' me' back' to'
notions'of'borders.' I'was'never'able'to'fully'dislodge'myself' from'the'field:' in'many'ways,'
parts'of'it'are'also'very'visceral'elements'of'my'own'world,'given'that'I'navigate'some'of'the'
same'gendered'environments'that'participants'have'had'to,'although'I'have'far'more'means'
at'my' disposal' to'make' that' navigation' slightly'more' comfortable' and' less' fraught.' I'was'
never'quite'an' insider,'but' rather' someone' that'hovered'around' similar'margins' and'had'
passed'others'on'similar'passages.'Let'me'state'for'clarity'though,'that'our' lives'are' in'no'
way' commensurate:' I' am'white,'have'passports,' easier' access' to'education,' and' financial'





pervasive'system'of'gendered'governance.'The' first' incident'occurred'after'a' return' flight'








waltzed' into' the' room,' took' one' look' at'me,' turned' to' the' police' and' said:' “I' see' what'
you’re'doing'here.'We'will'see'who'you'think'is'a'moffie”.''





laid' against' us.'We' offered' to' be' breathalised' if' alcohol' consumption'was' their' concern.'
When' I' refused' to' accept' the' possibility' of' her' staying' overnight,' the' officer' in' charge'
turned'to'me'and'asked'for'my'ID.'After'inspecting'it,'he'glibly'asked'me'if'I'knew'how'he'
knew' I'wasn’t'a'man.'He'then'picked'up'my' ID'and'pointed'to' the'central'numbers:'“this'
here'on'your'ID,'these'numbers'tell'me'you'are'a'girl”.'After'having'his'fun,'he'eventually'







the' interactions' with' the' various' aspects' of' Kelly’s' workspace,' and' in' relation' to' Kelly.' I'
bring'her'gender'presentation'into'stark'relief,'as'she'does'mine.'I'have'always'felt'far'more'
affinity'with' transgender'and'gender'non\conforming' spaces' than'gay'or' lesbian' spaces.' I'
feel'that'my'commonalities'were'only'further'reinstated'and'supported'by'my'interactions'
with'participants.' I' admit' that' for'me' these'were'never' easy.' Every'question' I' asked'was'
asked,' in' some' way,' in' return.' My' knowledge' about' hormones,' organisations,' support'
















of' disclosure' that' they' had' offered' me,' meant' that' I' too' had' to' provide' biographical'
information.'I'too'had'to'unearth'and'give'language'to'what'it'is'that'I'felt'about'how'I'move'
in'the'world,'and'what'it'is'that'I'want'people'to'see.'My'gender,'my'genderqueerness,'was,'




ourselves' some' distance' from' those' we' analyse,' they' are' also' labouring,' watching' us,'
making'meaning'of'us”.160'During'interviews,'and'sharing'spaces'like'the'salon,'I'was'always'
struck' by'what' our' bodies' could' and' could' not' say' to' each' other,' and'what' they' said' in'
combination.' I' was' never' allowed' to' become' disembodied,' forget' my' own' gender'
presentations,'my' perceived' sexuality,'my' access,' and'my'whiteness.' These' all' remained'
present' all' the' time,' because' these' were' the' things' that' I' was' questioned' about.'
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ways,'on'my'terms.' It'was' in'these'moments,'as' I' thought'about'whether' I'was'repeating'
the'job'of'the'Refugee'Reception'Officer,'that'perhaps'I'came'closest'to'understanding'what'
it' must' be' like' to' have' to' explain' one’s' body,' identity,' and' sense' of' self' in' a' concise'
narrative,'vesting'me'with'power.'At'times,'much'like'the'salon,'participants'did'not'believe'
I'was'South'African,'noting'that'white'South'Africans'were'not'interested'in'their'concerns.'I'







' The' levels' of' trust' varied:' for' some' participants' it'was' clear' that' apart' from' their'
support'group,' very' few'spaces'had'opened'up' for' them'to'discuss'gender'and'corporeal'
desires.'I'struggled'for'a'long'time'in'the'beginning'with'the'weight'of'their'stories,'feeling'
that' I' was' somehow' profiting' from' their,' at' times,' very' difficult' lives' –' I' assume' many'
researchers'experience'this.'I'like'to'believe'that'what'I'offered'was'a'space'to'speak'and'to'
listen,'a'person'to'acknowledge'their'identity'and'use'the'correct'and'desired'pronoun.'I'felt'
most'often,'as'with'Tom,'that' I'was'being'asked'to'witness'something.'Perhaps'that' I' too'





the' night' of' her' call' she' was' crying' and' in' the' background' there' was' frantic' pounding'
against'her'bedroom'door.'She'had'passed'a'comment'about'their'behaviour'towards'her,'
and' now' they'were' threatening' to' kill' her.' And' she' had' barricaded' herself' in' her' room.'










'I' recognised'prior' to'beginning' fieldwork' the' interactions'many'participants'had'on'a'
daily'basis'around'naming,'official'documentation'and'bureaucracies'of'power.' I'was'wary'
of' re\enacting' systems' of' oppression' by' presenting' more' paper' that' was' signed' and'
seemingly' never' seen' again.' I'was' inspired' largely' by' the'work' of' Eithne' Luibheid' in' this'
regard.'In'the'introduction'to'her'book'on'controlling'sexuality'at'national'borders,'she'asks'
what'it'might'mean'for'researchers'to'be'enmeshed'in'systems'of'bureaucratic'control'that'
hinge' on' proper' naming' and' documentation. 161 'Luibheid' asks' how' scholars' might'
perpetuate'the'very'systems'they'write'about.'Consent'was'thus'always'verbal'along'with'a'
discussion' over' preferred' name' and' pronoun.' I' believed' that' this' was' the' best' method'
possible' when' I' began' this' thesis,' and' hold' to' this' after' completing' fieldwork.' I' was'
constantly'aware'of'the'consent'given'because'I'did'not'have'a'slip'of'paper'that'had'been'






began' to'wonder' about' naming' and' not' naming,' asking' a' person' to' take' on' yet' another'
name'by'which'to'be'known,'and'how'I'might'be'inviting'another'psychological'oppression.'
The'word' they'had' chosen' for' themselves' that,' regardless'of' its'official' recognition'or' its'
non\appearance' on' any' document,' the' taken\for\grantedness' that' naming' has' in' official'
spaces'allowing'access' to' the'basics'of'everyday' life'–' this'name,' regardless,'was' theirs.' I'
was'now,'in'asking'for'a'pseudonym,'asking'them'to'put'this'aside'and'produce'yet'another.'






Some' suggested' I' just' use' their' name' anyway' since' they' had' spoken' openly' in'
newspapers'or'in'documentaries'about'their'lives'and'who'they'were.'I'recognised'this'but'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
161 Luibheid, E. (2002). Entry Denied: Controlling Sexuality at the Border. Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, p. XXIV. 
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first' I' believed' it' best'only' to'provide' letters' as'names'but' after' a' first' reading'of' a'draft'
chapter,'it'became'abundantly'clear'that'this'had'done'exactly'what'I'had'hoped'not'to'do'
to'participants'–'dehumanised'them.' In'some'way' I'enacted'a'kind'of'violence'here'that' I'






I' chose' pseudonyms' that' reflected' the' character' and' resilience' of' each' participant.'
These'were'not'random'choices;'I'was'acutely'aware'of'my'‘white'tongue’'and'the'further'
layer'of'ethical'quandary'embedded'in'my'bestowing'of'names.'To'this'end,'I'searched'for'
names' similar' to' their' chosen' names' in' meaning' or' that' maintained' an' equivalent'
sentiment'but'were'also' indigenous'to'their'countries'of'origin.' I'did'not'want'to' lose'the'
gravity'of'their' individuality.'Naming'was'not'the'only'ethical' factor'of'concern.'Given'the'
















162 Whittle, S. (2006). Foreword. In S, Stryker & S, Whittle (Eds.), The Transgender 
Studies Reader. New York: Routledge.  
163 Ibid., p. 14. 
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dubious' to' analytically' prise' apart' ‘western' identities’' and' identities' found' in' Africa”.164'
Adrienne'Rich'has'long'called'for'‘politics'of'location’.165'She'argues'that'it'is'detrimental'to'
have'grandiose'theory'without'specificity'and'acknowledgement'of'the'body'and'indeed,'as'
Anzaldúa'would' agree,' the' lived' experience' of' the' person'who' inhabits' that' body' and' in'
turn'that'life.''
'
This' work' then,' I' believe,' emerges' in' this' moment,' anchored' in' the' methodologies'
traditionally'associated'with'Transgender'Studies'but'with'a' focus'on'geopolitical' location'
that' may' work' to' shape' different' gender' subjectivities.' In' combining' a' genealogical'
approach'with' the' voices' of' participants,' I' take' to' heart' Stryker’s' argument' that' neither'
holds'more' power' but' rather' that' they' work' in' relation' to' one' another.' Studied' from' a'
position' of' exteriority,' transgender' phenomena,' and' their' relation' to' asylum,' assist' in'
establishing' the' “particularities' and' specificities”' of' the' speaking' position' of' transgender\
identified'refugees'and'asylum'seekers.166'In'this'chapter,'I'have'given'a'broad'overview'of'
my'approaches'and'experiences' in' the' field,' and' the'nuanced'ethical' and'methodological'
hurdles.'Moreover,' this' chapter' has' drawn' on' some' of' the'main' theoretical' strains' that'






ways' that' race,' economic' situatedness,' class,' education' and' nationality' intersect,' are'




decolonial' practice' of' thinking' from' the' border,' as' a' tool' to' address' the' circulation' of' a'
particular'racialised'narrative'of'transgender'and'trans'mobility'–'a'certain'idea'of'who'the'







164 Tucker, A. (2009). Queer visibilities: space, identity and interaction in Cape Town. 
Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, p. 4. 
165 Rich, A. (1986). Blood, Bread And Poetry. London: Virago Press, p. 215. 
166 Stryker, S. (2006). (De)Subjugated Knowledges: An Introduction to Transgender 
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enable' the' acknowledgement' and' assistance' of' individuals' fleeing' their' countries' due' to'
persecution'based'on'gender' identity' and/or' sexual'orientation'has'existed' since' the' late'
1990s.'It'is'theoretically'far\reaching'and'covers'a'variety'of'possible'understandings'of'both'
gender' and' sexual' experience,' and' provides' the' possibility' of' unsettling' the' currently\
prevailing,' largely'Western,' categories.' For' the' most' part,' however,' the' current' political'
landscape' relating' to' gender' identity' and' expression' has' been' animated' by' the' term'
‘transgender’.' In'an'historical'sense,' ‘transgender’'as'a'term'is'a'relatively'recent'concept.'
Nonetheless' it' describes' or' encapsulates' ways' of' being' and' identifying' –' variance,' non\
conformity'or'transgressiveness'–'that'have'existed'for'far'longer'than'it'has.'As'a'means'of'
understanding'the'emergence'of'transgender,'this'chapter'begins'to'unpack'the'conceptual'
travel' of' ideas' regarding' the' body' its' perceived' truths,' stabilities,' instabilities,' and' the'
historical'nuances'particular'to'South'Africa.'Susan'Stryker,'in'her'seminal'work!Transgender!
History!(2008),'has'utilised'what'she'has'labelled'“transgender'phenomena”'to'track'similar'









exclusive,' opposite' categories,' “whose' differences' are' rooted' in' unchangeable' material'
facts”.169'In' South' Africa,' like' most' countries,' the' legal' system' has' been' constructed' on'
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transgressive' behaviour' in' the' early' 1900s,' function' as' this' chapter’s' chronological' entry'
point.'The'four'known'instances'of'the'Acts’'implementation'allow'one'to'track'the'evolving'
relationship'between'legislation'and'medical'science'in'their'attempts'to'control'the'unruly'
body.' Internationally,' medical' science,' most' notably' the' field' of' sexology,' has' been'
paramount' to' addressing' fears' related' to' a' variety' of' bodies' that' have' been' read' as'
transgressive.' Not' least' of' these' are' the' homosexual' and' the' transsexual' –' both' terms'
which' in' their'originary' sense' functioned'as'diagnoses.'The'South'African'Medical' Journal'
(SAMJ),' as' the' voice'of' the' South'African'medical' fraternity,' followed' legal' developments'
and' international' trends.'This' journal'provides'a'means' through'which'to' track' the'arrival'
and' inculcation' of' the' field' of' sexology' as' a' medical' science,' whose' emergence' was'
intimately'bound'to'understandings'of'race'and'miscegenation'or'racial'science'in'the'form'
of' eugenics.' It' one' of' the' key' arguments' of' this' chapter' that' the' outcome' of' this'
relationship' between' medical' science' and' racial' science' was' the' materialisation' of'
‘transsexuality’' as' a'medical! and! legal! entity' directly' “related' to' efforts' to' maintain' the'




'A' shift' in' legal' perceptions' regarding' the' fixity' of' sex' or' the'malleability' of' the' body'
ultimately' led'to'the'eventual'dissolution'of'this'medico\legal'relationship,'as'South'Africa'
began' to' transition' towards' Constitutional' democracy' in' the' 1990s.' This' shift'marks' this'





the' varied'and' shifting'understandings,'diagnoses'and'assemblages'of' the'body,'how' it' is'
constructed' –' deviant,' inverted,' sexually' misaligned,' homosexual,' transsexual' or'







171 Here I am referring to a collection of Acts in South Africa prohibiting disguise. 
Namely: Transvaal Law On Masks, False Beards or Other Disguises, no. 2 of 1891; 
Criminal Law Amendment Act of Natal, Act no. 10 of 1910 S6(2)E; Cape Colony Police 
Offences Act, no. 27 of 1882 SVIII(2); Orange River Colony Police Offences 
Ordinance, no. 21 of 1902 S25(2).    





Internationally' the' 20th' century' saw' the' emergence' of' two' distinct,' yet' mutually'
constitutive,'fields'of'‘scientific’'study'focused'on'the'body,'which'would'have'a'substantial'
impact'on' future'notions'of' race,' sexuality,' gender'and' racial' segregation' in'South'Africa:'
eugenics' and' sexology.' Eugenics,' a' form' of' scientific' racism,' melded' science' and' social'
policy'and'argued,'at'its'core,'that'the'best'and'fittest'of'the'population'should'reproduce'
while' the' reproduction' of' the' unfit,' particularly' ‘inferior' races’,' should' be' curtailed.' The'
eugenic' movement' had,' at' the' time,' gained' a' substantial' foothold' internationally,' with'
societies,'institutions'and'organisations'devoted'to'its'study'in'both'Britain'and'the'United'
States. 173 'In' the' colonial' metropole' there' were' increasing' concerns' over' issues' of'
degeneracy,'as'racial'decline'was'“linked'to'apocalyptically'phrased'fears'about'Empire'and'
its'ruling'race”.174'Marked'by'a'language'of'deviance,'degeneracy'and'abnormality,'eugenics'
was' an' ideological' import' to' South'Africa.' By' the' early' 1900s,' as' evidenced' in' the' South'
African'Medical'Journal'(SAMJ),175'it'was'freely'in'circulation'and'“segregationist'ideologues'
were'quick' to'absorb'eugenic' thinking”.176'Moreover,'as'a' former'colony'on' the'Southern'
African' sub\continent,' South'Africa'was' considered'one'of' the' frontiers'of' this'new' racial'
science'and' several' international' figures' in'eugenics,' including'Francis'Galton'–'one'of' its'
pioneers'–'travelled'to'the'country.177''
'
New' theories' about' the' sub\continent' began' to' emerge' from' a' growing' “corpus' of'
colonial\based'intellectuals”.'Simultaneously,'a'belief'developed'regarding'the'compatibility'
of'white'settlers'–'British'and'Dutch'–'and'possible'racial'mixing'as'being'advantageous'to'
the' new' nation,' while' the' separation' of' Africans' from' them' through' explicit' racial'
segregation' spoke' to' the' growing' field' of' eugenics' in' the' country.178'This' understanding'
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177 From this trip Galton produced one of his seminal works: 
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inversion,181'a'precursor' to' transsexual' subjectivity,182'which'“tended'to'conflate'same\sex'











and' gender,' became'most' clear.' Ellis’s'work' and' that' of' his' peers'was' not' lost' on' South'
African'audiences:'as'early'as'1909,'Dr'C.'J.'Westerfield'noted'the'work'of'key'minds'in'the'
field' of' sexology' in' the' Presidential' Address' of' the' British' Medical' Association' (BMA)'
delivered' at' the' organisation’s' Griqualand' West' Branch.' In' fact,' so' sure' was' he' of' his'
audience’s'knowledge'of'the'work'of'these'individuals'that'when'he'reached'the'discussion'
of' Sexual! Neurasthenia187!and! Psychology,! he' informed' the' audience' that' the' topic' had'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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and'was' an' active'member' of' the' Eugenics' Education' Society' of' England.190'In' 1907,' Ellis'




Siobhan' B.' Somerville' notes' that' not' only' did' sexology,' initially,' circulate' within' this'
“pervasive' climate'of'eugenicist' and'anti\miscegenation' sentiment'and' legislation”,'but' in'
many' ways' depended' on' it. 192 'The' influence' of' eugenics' as' ‘a' science’' on' legal'
understandings'and'the'use'of'the'judicial'system'to'curtail'perceived'dangers'is'evident'as'
laws'restricting'the'lives'of'black'people'through'segregation'began'to'emerge'in'the'early'
1900s. 193 'Stryker' notes' similar' developments' in' legislation' in' the' US' used' to' ensure'
normative' gender' behaviour,' most' visible' in' the' regulation' of' public' dress' through'
ordinances' and' laws' forbidding' disguise.194'Suggestively,' as' in' South' Africa’s' case,' these'
laws'were'often'not'about'a'broad'definition'of'disguise'but'male\bodied'people'dressed'as'




from the somatic side”. Source: Westerfield, C. J. (1909). Some Thoughts on 
Neurasthenia. South African Medical Record, VII(06, June), p. 150. 
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considered”.198'This' was' particularly' true' in' matters' regarding' the' public' which' medical'
practitioners' of' the' time' asserted' should' have' brought' individuals' into' contact' “with'
Government'authorities”199.' It' is'notable'that'while'eugenics'may'have'been'the'pervasive'













part'of' a'wider' international' turn,' particularly' visible' in' countries' like' South'Africa'with' a'
growing'concern'over'“the'boundaries'of'sex,'race,'citizenship'and'city'space”.201'Other'laws'
passed'within' the' same' time'period' such' as' the' 1914' Immigration'Act,202'which' explicitly'
prohibited'persons'convicted'of'sodomy'or'unnatural'offences'from'settling'in'South'Africa,'
can' be' read' as' further' evidence' of' this' turn.203'Although' the' intent' of' laws' regarding'
disguise'might'not'have'been'entirely'evident'at' the' time,' the' two\fold' function'of' these'
laws'would'become'abundantly' clear:' South'Africa'would'eventually'use' them' to'exclude'
from'public'participation'people'whose'gender'was'perceived'as'non\normative,'while'also'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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Nearly' twenty' years' after' Sir' Kendal' Franks’' lecture,' as' articles' in' the' SAMJ' from' the'
time'period'suggest,'it'would'seem'that'a'far'more'conducive'relationship'between'medical'
science' and' the' state' had' begun' to' unfold,'with' a' clear' perception' of' the' importance' of'
medical'science'to'the'“enhanced'national'status”'of'the'Union'of'South'Africa.205'Indeed,'
the'two'key'pitfalls'pointed'out'by'Franks'seemed'to'have'been'overcome.'In'a'speech'read'










In' September' of' the' same' year,' the' SAMJ' published' arguably' its' first' article' directly'
addressing'sexuality'and'gender'entitled'Homosexuality.207'At'the'time,'homosexuality'was'
still' understood' as' a' subcategory' of' the' invert208'–' a' diagnosis' which' referred' to' the'
assumed'inborn'reversal'of'gender'traits'and'sexual'interest'in'the'same'sex.209'Pointing'to'
the' on\going' circulation' of' concepts' related' to' transgender' phenomena,' the' SAMJ' also'
published'a' review'of'Ellis’s210'work'Studies! in! the!Psychology!of!Sex211!in'which'he'makes'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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more' surgically/medically\imbued' transsexuality213.' Part' of' the' substance' of' the' article'
addressed'the'health'and'virility'of'the'nation,'underlining'a'belief'that'medical'science,'in'




As'evidenced'by' the'next' known'case'of' arrest'under' the'Disguises'Act,' by' the'1940s'
there'was'indeed'a'medical'practitioner'being'called'on'by'the'courts'to'expound'on'their'
own' scientific' opinion' regarding' the' behaviours,' ailments' and' perceived' abnormalities' of'
the'body.'One'of'the'first'cases'of'conviction'for'being'in'disguise'–'Rex!v!Ntokile!Zulu!(1947)'
–' was' later' overturned.215'The' Durban'Magistrate’s' court' charged' the' accused,' from' the'
Cato'Manor'informal'settlement,216'“who'is'a'native'male'of'the'estimated'age'of'36'years”,'
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211 Reviews: Studies in Sex-Psychology – Havelock Ellis. (1928). Reviews: Studies in 
Sex-Psychology – Havelock Ellis, Journal of the Medical Association of South Africa 
II(08, August), p. 452. 
212 “Another kind of inversion which usually remains, so far as the sexual impulse itself is 
concerned, heterosexual, that is to say, normal. Inversion of this kind leads a person 
to feel like a person of the opposite sex, and to adopt, so far as possible, the tastes, 
habits, and dress of the opposite sex.” – Ellis, H. (1927). Studies in the Psychology of 
Sex, Volume II Sexual Inversion. Retrieved from 
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214 Stohr, F. O. (1928). Homosexuality. Journal of the Medical Association of South 
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215 Hoctor, S. (2013). The Offence of Being Found in Disguise in Suspicious 
Circumstances, Obiter 34(2), 316–321. 
216 In a 2004 newspaper article the police commissioner of Point Police Station, Durban 
claimed:  
   “At one time in the 60s Durban had the largest transvestite population in the country. 
A whole suburb of Cato Manor settlement was made up of transvestites”.   
    Kirk, P. (1997, May 3). Boy or Girl? Transvestites Pose Tricky Problem. The Saturday 
Paper. 








crucial' here.' It' is' not' simply' that' being' male\bodied' and' wearing' female' attire' was'
considered' problematic,' but' rather' that' this' stated' something' about' a' person’s' sexual'
proclivities,'a'suggestion'of'inherent'deviance'which'could'be'diagnosed'–'‘congenital'sexual'
inversion’.' Sears' notes' that,' far' from' being' anachronistic,' the' these' kinds' of' laws' “had'
remarkable' longevity' and' became' a' key' tool' for' policing' lesbian,' gay,' and' transgender'
communities' in' the' mid\twentieth' century.”220'This' chapter' will' further' highlight' Sears’'
point.'The'crime'became,'rather'than'something'to'be'committed'with'the'disguise'being'
indicative' of' intention,' the' disguise' itself,' and' what' it' suggested' about' the' individual’s'
sexual'proclivities'in'relation'to'the'‘health'and'virility’'of'the'nation.''
'






race'was' less' a' biological' than' a' social' and' cultural' phenomenon”.222'Saul' Dubow' argues'
that'the'recently\established'Apartheid'State'had,'due'to'the'historical' implementation'of'
racial' segregation,' little' need' to' invest' explicitly' in' the' biological' difference' of' race' but'
rather'relied'on'“appeals'to'cultural'difference'and'ethnic'nationalism”.223'Eugenics'took'on'
its'own'local'colouring'in'South'Africa'from'1948,'seen'in'the'growing'obsession'with'“the'
process' of' ordering,' enumerating' and' controlling' black' South' Africans”. 224 'Further'
highlighting'medico\legal'constructions,'Dubow'specifically'points'to'the' Immorality'Act'of'
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'This' shift' in' the' nature' of' the' relationship' between' racial' and' sexual' science' saw' a'
distinct'increase'in'the'mention'of'sexology'in'the'SAMJ'from'the'1950s,'well'into'the'1980s.'
This' included' regular' reviews' of' journals 226 'and' books' related' to' the' subject, 227 'the'
publishing' of' international' conferences' in' Paris 228 'and' Montreal, 229 'locally' organised'
conferences'in'both'Natal230'and'Johannesburg,231'and'wider'discussions'with'readers'in'the'
letters' section.232 'Sexology' was' also' gaining' wider' international' visibility,' with' the' US'
becoming'something'of'a'focal'point'due'to'the'emergence'of'key'minds'in'the'field'such'as'
Dr.'Alfred'Kinsey,'Dr.'Harry'Benjamin'–'credited'with'popularising'the'term'transsexual233'–'
along' with' figures' like' Christine' Jorgensen,' commonly' known' as' “the' first' media'
transsexual”.234 'Jorgensen' is' often' credited' with' bringing' transsexualism' to' worldwide'
attention' through' media' coverage,' inaugurating' “a' new' era' of' comprehensive,' even'
obsessive' coverage”235'and' sparking' increased' medical' interest' in' the' nature' of' sex' and'
gender.'One'of'the'by\products'of'this'interest'was'the'conceptual'travel'of'ideas'regarding'
transsexualism' into' the' public' sphere.' Both' Jorgensen' and' her' physician,' Dr.' Christian'
Hamburger,' received' considerable' mention' in' SAMJ,' although' not' initially' as' a'
‘transsexual’.236'It'was'not'only' in'SAMJ'that' Jorgensen'received'considerable'coverage;' in'




226 A 1952 review of the Journal of Sexology – which included subjects such as Neurotic 
counterfeit sex and the influence of heterosexual culture on the attitudes of 
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The' SAMJ' received,' in' 1953,' a' copy' of' the' new' edition' of' International! Journal! of!
Sexology' (1952)' for' review:' the' edition' contained' an' article' entitled! The! Mind! of! the!
Transvestite.238'However,'it'was'not'until'1954'that'the'first'mention'of'issues'pertaining'to'







'In'1954,' the'article'MedicogSociological!Data! in! the!Field!of!Homosexuality!depicted'a'
broad' range' of' individuals' describing' variations' of' sexual' inversion' that' could' lead' to'
homosexuality'“as'well'as'other'perversions'of'character'and'conduct”.241'This'article'clearly'
referenced' wider' international' work' and' also' suggested' cross\pollination' from' other'
academic'fields,'citing'both'Ellis'and'Hirschfeld.'Two'years'later,'in'1956,'the'SAMJ'returned'









'For' the'most'part'of' the'1950s,' individuals'who'wanted' to'undergo'sex' reassignment'
were' thought' of' as' transvestites' and/or' homosexuals.' However,' there' was' a' shifting'
medical'and'cultural'climate'with'regards'to'sex'within'South'Africa'best'summed'up'by'The'
C.! Louis! Leipoldt! Memorial! Lecture,243'entitled' The! Role! of! Sex! in! Human! Evolution.' This'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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lecture' suggested' a' growing' cross\pollination' of' knowledge,' not' simply' in' relation' to'
medico\legal' perceptions,' but' in' academic' understandings' as'well.' The' lecture' noted' the'
interplay' and' overlap' of' different' systems' of' knowledge,' such' as' anthropology' with'
medicine,' in' coming' to' a' greater' understanding' of' sexual' relationships' and' sexual'






While' the' first' half' of' the' 1900s' certainly' saw' transgender' phenomena' come' into'





in' the' late' 1920s.246'By' the' 1960s,' Dhianaraj' R.' Chetty' argues' that' rather' than' simply'
providing'“exposés'of'queer'life”,'top\selling'publications'with'a'largely'black'audience'like'
Drum'Magazine! and' the' Golden! City! Post' actually' generated' their' own' news,' utilising'
transgender' phenomena' as' particular' avenues' of' titillation' for' their' readership.247'This' is'
visible'in'stories'trumpeting'headlines'like'‘I'Changed'My'Sex’248'or'in'articles'published'on'
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
Africa”. Source: Drennan, M. R. (1958). The Role of Sex in Human Evolution. South 
African Medical Journal, XXXII(06, December), p. 1176. 
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better known as S v Kola. Two of the accused’s friends took what Chetty describes as 
“extreme measures to avoid persecution”: both had sex change operations. Source: 
Chetty, D. R. (1994). A Drag at Madame Costello's: Cape Moffie life and the Popular 
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woman”. Later in the article Johnny declares outright, “I am a man myself”. – Excerpt 
from Golden City Post and Drum Magazine Post, & Chetty, D. R. (1994). Lesbian 
gangster: The Gertie Williams Story. In M. Gevisser & E. Cameron (Eds.), Defiant 
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Moffie'Queen'Competition'which'was'held' in'Athlone' in'1967.250'For'Chetty,' “the'moffies'




the' growing' availability' of' technology' and' knowledge' –' saw' greater'medical' engagement'
with'notions'of'sex'change.'Internationally,'sexology'had'shifted'its'centre'from'Europe'to'
the'US.' This'would' be' surprisingly' impactful' for' South'Africa,' as' the' country' had,' for' the'
most'part,'only'kept'up'with'international'developments' in'the'field'due'to' its' intellectual'
colonial' lineage.' The' shift' saw' American' surgeons' publicly' engage'with' sex' reassignment'









work' of' Havelock' Ellis' and' Jorgensen’s' physician' Dr.' Hamburger.257'Unlike' Benjamin,' Don'
was'not'a'great'supporter'of'sex'change'surgery;'indeed,'in'the'four'case'studies'his'article'
presents,'he'rejects'it'outright'and'suggests'hormone'and'electro\shock'therapy'as'far'more'
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and' the' remainder,' if' adamant' enough,' will' seek' treatment' in' countries' where' surgical'
reconstruction' is' available”.259'Don'also'notes' concerns'within' the'medical' fraternity'over'




One' of' the' most' widely' referenced' cases' relating' to' the' production' and' policing' of'
gender'in'South'Africa'is'S!v!Kola'1966.262'This'case'set'the'precedent'for'what'would'later'
come' to' be' an' amalgamated' Disguises' Act' (1969),' drawing' principally' on' both' the'




case' itself' was' pivotal' to' further' understandings' of' disguise' in' relation' to' gender'
normativity,' in'that' it'raised'the'question'of'the'exact'connection'between'criminal' intent'
(and'what' could'be' considered'as' such)' and'Kola’s' ‘disguise’' as' a'woman. In' a' clear' shift'










male' but' manifesting' feminine' behavioural' patterns' through' expression.' The' surgeon’s'
conclusion' based' on' this' was' that' Kola’s' mind' was' the' opposite' of' what' it' should' be' –'
female' instead' of' male' –' and' that' this' was' congenital.' A' reading' of' congenital' sexual'
inversion' is' not' only' terminology' directly' attributable' to' Havelock' Ellis,' but' a' direct'
suggestion' of' problematic' sexuality' –' homosexuality.' Kola' provides' a' clear' instance' of'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
259 Ibid., p. 485. 
260 Ibid., p. 484. 
261 Lock Swarr, A. (2012). Sex in Transition. New York: SUNY Press p. 59 
262 S v Kola 1966 (4) SA 322 (A) 1966 (4) SA p. 322. 
263 “Whereas it has appeared that by the use of masks, false beards and disguises, fraud 
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1. The wearing or use of masks, false beards or other means whereby disguises are 
effected, in public roads or other public places is forbidden” Source: Transvaal Law On 
Masks, False Beards or Other Disguises, Law no. 2 of 1891 S1. 
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Throughout' the' 60s' there' had' been' burgeoning' concern' within' Apartheid’s' National'
Party'government'over'homosexuality,'considered'an'aberration'and'a'direct'threat'to'the'
State' and' to' Calvinistic' morals.' As' Marc' Epprecht' argues,' “The' military' establishment'
regarded'homosexuality'as'indicative'of'psychological'weakness'or'unfitness'for'the'coming'
battle.'It'also'suggested'vulnerability'to'communist'blandishments'or'political'opposition'to'
apartheid”.268'The' notion' that' transsexuality' might' function' as' cure' for' homosexuality' in'
South'Africa'was'not'that'far\fetched,'given'both'the'medical'and'legal'perceptions'at'the'
time.' A' 1967' paper' by' J.' Strauss,' noting' both' Jorgenson' and' the' work' of' Benjamin,' put'
forward' the'question' for' South'Africa' in' relation' to' a' case' in'Argentina'where' the' courts'
convicted' an' Argentinian' surgeon' for' defying' “all' that' nature' imposes”' by' attempting' to'
change'a'man'into'a'woman'as'a'means'of'“curing'homosexuality”.269'
'
This' fear' of' homosexuality' was' brought' to' the' fore' when' a' gay' party' was' raided' in'
Forest'Town,'Johannesburg,'in'1966.'Partygoers'were'detained'and'pictures'were'taken'and'
published'by'several'leading'media'publications.270'It'became'clear'after'the'party'that'the'
police' did' not' have' enough' legal' clout' to' address' what' Mark' Gevisser' has' termed' the'
“queer' conspiracy”. 271 'At' the' time' the' 1957' Immorality' Act 272 'only' addressed' public'
offences'and'therefore'couldn’t'be'utilised'against'partygoers'in'a'private'residence.'It'was'
also' fairly' impossible' to' prosecute' any' of' the' nearly' 350' partygoers' under' common' law,'
anti\sodomy' laws,' or' public' indecency' law.273'Among' those' detained' though,' nine' were'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
267 Dr. Derk Crichton notes that between 1969 and 1993 he performed 58 “gender 
reassignment surgeries” in Durban. Source: Crichton, D. (1993). Gender 
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charged,' under' the' Disguises' Act,' for' “masquerading' as' women”. 274 'To' address' this'
perceived' legislative'gap,'the' Immorality'Act275'was'amended,'along'with'an'amalgamated'
Disguises' Act,276'drawing' on' Kola' as' precedent.277'The' aim' of' this'was,' arguably,' to' bring'




in' drag' –'went' far' beyond' curtailing' sexual' deviation' and' extended' to' implying' a' kind' of'
gender'normativity'ostensibly'expected'by' the'State.'One'of' the' few'academic'articles' to'
mention'the'Act'argues'that'it'represented'a'clear'moment'of'the'Apartheid'State’s'attempt'
at' “social' control”'which'went'beyond' issues'of' race.278'The'new'Act'was'broader'and'no'
longer' made' it' necessary' for' the' State' to' prove' “that' the' circumstances' in' which' the'
accused'was'found,'gave'rise'to'an'inference'that'he'had'the'intention'...'to'commit'...'[an]'
offence”.279''The'onus'was'on'the'accused'to'prove'the'absence'of'intention'to'commit'any'
crime.280'In' essence,' should' a'male\bodied' individual' be' found' in' a' dress,' they'would' be'




'As' the' incident' at' Forest' Town' suggests,' it' was' not' only' black' and' coloured'
communities' in' South' Africa' who' found' their' gender' expression' legally' curtailed' and'
medically'scrutinised.'However,'the'trajectory'for'white'South'Africans,'considering'the'very'
real'political' impact'and' largely' inherent'privilege' that'Apartheid'bestowed'on' them,'was'
somewhat'different.'Amongst'the'earliest'organisations'addressing'issues'regarding'gender'
identity/expression'internationally'was'Phi'Phi'Epsilon'(FPE)'(USA)'–'a'society'established'by'
Virginia' Prince,' along' with' the' journal' Transvestia.' Prince’s' original' organisational' model'
was' based' on' the' notion' of' a' secret' society' with' a' newsletter,' a' contact' system' and'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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Prince' –' actually' made' a' visit' to' South' Africa' in' 1965' to' “find' and' investigate”' a' cross'
dresser,' Lady' Roma' Burnie,' who' had' made' contact' with' the' organisation. 286 'Prince’s'
“emissary”' was' able' to' provide' Roma' with' information' on' both' the' organisation' and'
transvestism,' noting' in' correspondence' with' Prince' that' “poor' Roma' had' been' in' the'
dark”.287'The'gay'community'and'gay'organisations'galvanised'around' the' Immorality'Act,'
starting' the' Legal' Reform' Fund' (LRF)' and' what' would' become' the' beginnings' of' a' ‘gay'
movement’' in' South'Africa.'On' the' other' hand,' the' secretive' nature' of' organisations' like'
Beaumont,' even' with' members' in' South' Africa,' was' such' that' it' impeded' any' possible'








Prince' is'most' often' credited'with' the' term' ‘transgenderal/' transgenderist’,' used' for' the'
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Press. 
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Society' Conference' in' Leeds.292'They'would' later' credit' Alice' Purnell,' former' President' of'




in' chapter' two.'While' the' term' ‘transgenderist’'was' slowly' beginning' to' surface' in'wider'





of' the' same' coin' in' South' Africa' (unlike' in' the' US' and' Western' Europe),' with' control'
explicitly' reinvested' by' State' powers' in' the' hands' of' medico\legal' gatekeepers.' Growing'
State' control'meant' clearly'delineated'and'policed'categories'of'being.'Nowhere'was' this'




tertiary' academic' facility,' offered' several' necessary' services' to' “transgender' patients”.295'
The'SAMJ'notes'numerous'talks'held'at'the'hospital’s'Psychiatric'Outpatient'Department'on'
the' subject' of' ‘transsexualism’' and' ‘sex' change’.296'H.F.' Verwoerd' Hospital' in' Pretoria'
offered'similar'services.'Although'there'is'very'little'information'available'on'this'institution'







292 King, D., & Ekins, R. (2007). The First UK Transgender Conferences, 1974 and 1975. 
Gendys Journal, Autumn(39). 
293 Ekins, R., & King, D. (2004). Rethinking “Who put the ‘Trans’ in Transgender?”. 
Presented at The Eighth International Gender Dysphoria Conference, Manchester, 
England. 
294 An article printed in The Star Newspaper in 1980 claimed that in “1969 and 1975 at 
Groote Schuur Hospital alone, out of a total of 62 referred cases, 32 had sex change 
surgery”. Kennaugh, B. (1980, March 5). Plight of in-between People. The Star. 
295 Wilson, D., de Villiers, A., Marais, A., Addinall, R., & Campbell, M. M. (2014). 
Transgender issues in South Africa, with particular reference to the Groote Schuur 
Hospital Transgender Unit. South African Medical Journal, 104(6), p. 450. 
296 Editor. (1977). Passing Events: In die Verbygaan. South African Medical Journal, 
XLIII(04, April), p. 489.  
297 Theron, A. (1980). Criteria for the Evaluation of Male-to-Female Transsexual Patients. 
South African Family Practice Journal, 1(10), 5-7. 
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register”.298'Notably,'when' the'Bill'was'presented' to' the'National'Assembly,' the' response'
was'remarkably'supportive,'with'the'change'even'being'referred'to'as'“essential”299'and'the'
struggles' of' transsexuals'with' regards' to' being' able' to' adjust' their' sex' as' a' “terribly' real'
problem”.300'Parliamentarians' expressed' concern' for' those' “who' find' themselves' in' this'
unfortunate' position”.301'The' Deputy' Minister' of' the' Interior' argued' that' it' was' simply'
perfunctory' necessity' to' give' a' legal' foundation' “to' an' administrative' practice'which' has'
been' followed' for' some' time' in' respect' of' altering' birth' registers”.302'Pointing,' again,' to'
medico\legal'collusion'in'correcting'and'establishing'acceptable'sex,'the'Minister'went'on'to'
add' that' in' order' to' change' sex' in' the' register' they' would' need' medical' reports' and' a'
possible'examination'of'the'applicant'in'question.303''
'
The' discussion' regarding' the' Bill' shows' a' certain' level' of' knowledgeability' and'
awareness,' explicitly' drawn' from' international' understandings' on' the' subject.' Those'
present' noted' “judgements' in' other' countries' dealing' with' this' problem”,304'singling' out'
how' the' matter' had' been' dealt' with' in' Britain,' and' by' extension' suggesting' continued'
judicial,' medical' and' intellectual' influence.305'Unlike' the' British,' who' had' entered' into'
similar' Parliamentary' discussions' in' 1970' following' the' decision' in! Corbett! vs! Corbett' –'
which' saw' the' creation' of' the' infamous'Ormond' test' –' legal' relief'was' afforded' to' post\
operative' transsexuals' in' South' Africa.306'For' the' British' parliament,' the' fear' was' “that'
recognition'of'the'post\operative'patient's'new'sex'…'[would]'…'herald'the'opening'of'the'








298 Births, Marriages and Deaths Registration Amendment Act, no. 51 of 1974. 
299 Births, Marriages and Deaths Registration Amendment Bill Second Reading, Debates 
of the House of Assembly (3 October 1974) p. 4443. 
300 Ibid., p. 4444. 
301 Ibid. 
302 Ibid., p. 4441. 
303 Births, Marriages and Deaths Registration Amendment Bill Second Reading, Debates 
of the House of Assembly (3 October 1974). 
304 Ibid., p. 4442. 
305 Ibid. 
306 Taitz, J. (1988). A Transsexual’s Nightmare: The Determination of Sexual Identity in 
English Law. International Journal of Law and the Family, 2, p. 144. 
307 Ibid., p. 145. 
308 Sexual Offences Act 1967 (UK) c 60 
309 Morris mentions several key moments in her transition which took place in Africa. She 
also reminisces about her time in South Africa prior to transitioning and during her 
transition. She notes calling on a friend in the Cape during her transition; “a Xhosa 
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noteworthy' that' throughout' the' discussion,' and' in' every' single' example'mentioned,' the'
focus'of'transition'was'from'male'to'female.'The'discussion'makes'several'points'clear:'this'
was' a'matter' those' present' felt' sympathetic' towards;' there'was' a' sincere' belief' that' an'
individual'was'able'to'change'sex,'but'only'with'the'assistance'of'medical'professionals;'and'
that' legislation' should' be' put' in' place' to' assist' rather' than' aggravate' this' process.'
Furthermore,'there'was'a'very'clear'understanding'that'the'right'to'designate'sex'lay'within'
medico\legal' framings' of' such,' and' that' the' political' State' should' have' control' over' the'
designation' of' correct' sex,' since' “personal' files' of' all' persons' are' retained' at' the' central'
registry'of'the'Department'of'the'Interior'…'these'documents'of'proof'will'be'filed'there'as'
part' of' the' permanent' record' pertaining' to' the' individual”.311'Merely' two' years' after'
implementing' the' amended' Act,' the' courts' made' a' decision' in' the' case' of'W! v! W,312'





Perhaps' the' greatest' sign' of' the' Apartheid' government’s' investment' in' medico\legal'
approaches' to'maintaining' the' hetero\patriarchal' order' was' the' work' undertaken' by' Dr.'
Aubrey'Levin'–'also'known'as'Dr.'Shock'due'to'his'penchant'for'aversion'therapy'–'at'the'
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
wise woman, telling my future in her dark hut of the Transkei, had assured me long 
before one day I would be a woman too” – Morris, J. (1972). Conundrum. New York: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, p. 105 & 110-111. 
310 Births, Marriages and Deaths Registration Amendment Bill Second Reading, Debates 
of the House of Assembly (3 October 1974) p. 4442. 
311 Ibid., p. 4448. 
312 The change in legal status was brought on by a case in which an individual, who had 
been assigned male at birth, had undergone sex reassignment, changed their marker 
in the Birth Register to female, and later entered into an ostensibly heterosexual 
marriage with a female. The wife filed for divorce in the Witwatersrand Local Division 
on the grounds of adultery. In the process, the actual validity of her marriage came 
into question and the court chose to apply the highly controversial Ormond Test from 
the English case of Corbett vs Corbett (1970). The court held that the plaintiff was 
male, noting “imitation cannot be equated with actual transformation” and that by 
extension the marriage was void. W v W 1976 (2) SA 308 (W)1976 (2) SA p. 308 
313 In 1970, the case of Corbett v Corbett became the precedent for the determination of 
legally-recognised sex, applying what would later become known as the Ormond Test. 
In the case, nine doctors gave evidence suggesting four factors that were considered 
integral to delineating sex: chromosomes, genitals, gonads and psychology. The case 
dealt with the validity of a marriage between Arthur Corbett, a cis-gendered male, 
and April Ashley a ‘post-operative male-to-female transsexual woman’. Justice 
Ormond defined marriage as the union of a man and a woman and the cornerstone of 
the family, “in which the capacity for natural heterosexual intercourse is an essential 
element”. Ormond distinguished sex from gender: he posed gender as cultural, while 
sex was biological, determined at birth and unchangeable. Corbett v Corbett 
(otherwise Ashley) 1970 2 All ER 33. 
314 W v W 1976 (2) SA 308 (W)1976 (2) SA, p. 308. 
315 Lock Swarr, A. (2012). Sex in Transition. New York: SUNY Press. 
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notorious' Ward' 22' at' 1' Military' Hospital' Voorttrekkerhogte. 316 'The! Aversion! Project,'
published' in' 2001,' asserts' that' as' many' as' 900' sex' change' operations' may' have' been'
carried' out' over' a' period' of' two' decades' (1970\1990),' within' the' South' African' Defence'
Force'(SADF).'Internationally,'homosexuality'was'declassified'as'a'mental'disorder'in'1973.'
In'contrast'to'the'clear'availability'of'information,'and'growing'international'understanding,'
regarding' transsexuality,' much' of' the' ‘treatment’' carried' out' by' the' military' during' this'
period'was'“developed'in'complete'ignorance'of'scientific'literature'…'considering'the'first'
sex'change'operation'occurred'in'the'1950s'and'that'there'has'been'a'flood'of'literature'on'
the' topic' since' then”.317'Certainly,' there' were' some' who' found' solace' in' a' diagnosis' of'
transsexuality' through'the'military'medical'establishment318'but' the'majority'of'conscripts'
who' experienced' ‘treatment’' were' homosexual.' The' attitude' of' the' military' medical'
fraternity'“was'simplistic,' crude'and'stereotypical' to'an'extreme:'male'homosexuals'were'
perceived'as'effeminate'and'passive,' inadequate'males'who'wanted'to'be' female;' female'




As' Carla' Tsampiras' has' noted,' apartheid' South' Africa' was' marked' by' “the' fervent'
reinforcing'of'heteronormativity”.320'Read'alongside'the'seemingly'sympathetic'approach'to'
sex'change'as'a'necessary'relief'to'an'“unfortunate'position”,321'the'facilitation'of'access'to'
surgery' and' post\operative' documentation 322 'and' the' military’s' approach' towards'
homosexuality' provide' some' insight' into' the' State’s' perceptions' of' sexuality,' gender' and'
the'body'in'the'1970s.'Amanda'Lock'Swarr'argues'that'the'1974'amendment'of'the'Births,!
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
316 Kaplan, R. (2001). Aversion Project – Psychiatric Abuses in the South African Defence 
Force During the Apartheid Era. South African Medical Journal, 91(3), p. 216. 
317 Ibid., p. 217. 
318 Here follows a description of being diagnosed in the military by one transsexual: 
    “She found herself in an intense overt masculine world and was lost. She was at that 
time severely depressed and attempted to commit suicide. She was admitted to a 
military hospital. Whilst she was in the military hospital, the diagnosis of male to 
female transsexualism was made for the first time. For the first time she had a name 
for her bizarre condition and a realization that there was a recognizable journey 
traversed by other transsexuals culminating in a surgical procedure and finally living 
out her days as a normal woman”. Source: Ehlers v Bohler Uddeholm Africa (Pty) Ltd 
(2010) 31 ILJ 2383 (LC) S 3. 
319 Kaplan, R. (2001). Aversion Project – Psychiatric Abuses in the South African Defence 
Force During the Apartheid Era. South African Medical Journal, 91(3), p. 17. 
320 Tsampiras, C. (2008). Not So “Gay” After All – Constructing (Homo)sexuality in AIDS 
Research in the South African Medical Journal, 1980-1990. South African Historical 
Journal, 60(3), p. 492. 
321 Births, Marriages and Deaths Registration Amendment Bill Second Reading, Debates 
of the House of Assembly (3 October 1974) p. 4446. 
322 According to Liesl Theron in an interview with Thamar Klein, documents including a 
new ID book and passport indicating the post-operative sex marker were made 
available almost immediately after leaving hospital. Source: Klein, T. (2009). Intersex 
and Transgender Activism in South Africa. Liminalis, 3, p. 29. 
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Deaths! and! Marriages! Registration! Act! 51! shows' a' “close' and' mutually\substantiating'
relationship'between'the'State'and'medical'institutions,'as'legal'recommendations'followed'
the'medical' opinion' of' the' 1970s”.323'She' suggests' further' that' the' rigid' and' obsessively'
controlling'nature'of' the'Apartheid'State,'along'with'this'collusion' in'codifying'categories,'
may'go'some'way'to'explaining'the'Act’s'amendment.324'The'events'of'the'1970s'(including'
the' continued' experimentation' at' 1' Military' Hospital,' despite' the' international'
declassification'of'homosexuality'as'a'disorder325)'points'to'a'perception'on'the'part'of'the'
















a' man' and' a' post\operative' transsexual' woman.327'For' Afrikaans' religious' organisations,'
such' as' the' NG' Kerk,' which' dominated' the' pages' of' several' publications' throughout' the'
1980s'and'into'the'early'1990s,'this'visibility'and'the'right'to'marriage'was'not'a'question'of'
law' but' rather' a' question' regarding' the' unnaturalness' of' sex' change.328'Religious' groups'
turned'to'academic' institutions'to'reinstate'their'opinion'on'the'biological'stability'of'sex.'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
323 Lock Swarr, A. (2012). Sex in Transition. New York: SUNY Press, p 60. 
324 Ibid. 
325 Homosexuality was declassified as mental disorder in 1973. See: Spitzer, R. L. 
(1981). The diagnostic status of homosexuality in DSM-III: a reformulation of the 
issues. American Journal of Psychiatry, 138(2), 210-215. 
326 Wilson, E. (1985, June 22). The Twilight World of the Transsexual. The Daily News. 
327 Ibid. 
328 The issue of sex change continued to be a difficult point for the NG Kerk throughout 
the 1980s and into the 1990s: an article published in Die Volksblad in 1990 noted that 
the NG Kerk considered the operation taboo. The church also noted concern over what 
they perceived to be the rising number of operations taking place. Another article 
regarding the church’s feelings was published again at the end of 1990. Source: 
Geslagsoperasies Taboe, sê Kerk. (1990, April 12). Die Volksblad; Vir Die Nood Draai 
Die Sinode Dowe Oor. (1990, October 24). Die Volksblad. 
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Die! Kerkbode,' the' religious' newspaper' of' the' NG' Kerk,' along' with! Die! Beeld329'and' Die!
Vaderland330,'rejected'outright'both'the'ability'to'change'sex'and'the'possibility'of'marriage'
thereafter.'Die! Volksblad331!and'Die! Vaderland332'noted' the' opinion' of' several' academics'
based'at' the'University'of' the'Free'State'stating'that' the'marriage'of' individuals'who'had'
undergone' sex' change' operations' was' unnatural.' A' similar' article' printed' in' The! Citizen,!
entitled' “The' Problems' of' Same' Sex' Marriages”,' quoted' a' corroborating' opinion' from' a'
professor' at' the' Department' of' Roman' Dutch' and' International' Law' at' the' University' of'









towards' the' same' sex,'while' a' transsexual,' on' the' other' hand,'was' desperately' unhappy'
with' their' body' and' their' sex' organs.335'Although' the' State' may' have,' up' until' the' late'
1980s,'facilitated'sex'change'both'medically'and'legally'–'ostensibly'believing'that'it'stood'
as'a'cure' for'homosexuality'–'within' religious' institutions,' the'sex'of'a'body'could'not'be'






usage' outside' both' medical' establishments' and' secret' societies,' particularly' as' support'
groups'began'to'establish'their'presence'more'publicly.336'Sub'culturally'in'South'Africa,'the'
Phoenix' Society,' possibly' the' first' gender\focused'organisation,'was' formed.' Its'members'
were' largely'white'male\to\female'cross\dressers.'Charl'Marais,' in'Trans:!Transgender!Life!
Stories! from! South! Africa,' describes' himself' as' the' only' coloured' member' of' the'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
329 Kerk-nee vir geslag verander. (1983, September 13). Die Beeld. 
330 Brynard, K. (1983, September 13). Seksoperasie Afgekeur. Die Vaderland. 
331 Sulke Huwelike Onnatuurlik. (1984, February 3). Die Volksblad. 
332 Sulke Troues Onnatuurlik. (1984, February 6). Die Vaderland. 
333 Problems of Same sex marriages. (1984, May 11). The Citizen. 
334 Al Meer Geslagsveranderinge. (1984, August 20). Die Transvaler. 
335 Ibid. 
336 Ekins, R., & King, D. (2004). Rethinking “Who put the ‘Trans’ in Transgender?”. 





Knoetze' joined' the' Beaumont' Society' through' an' advertisement' in' the' South' African'




the' first' time' in' 1984.340'They' also' extended' their' reach,'making' “contact'with'more' and'
more'clubs'overseas”.341'The'organisation,'much'like'its'predecessors'the'Beaumont'Society'






some'members' in' Namibia,' Zimbabwe' and' as' far' afield' as'Malta.342'It' was' also' regularly'
distributed' to' other' organisations' overseas' including' Beaumont' and' FPE,' in' exchange' for'
their' publications.' Quite' soon' after' publishing' FanFare,' Phoenix' began' to' appear' in'
mainstream' news'media' for' the' first' time,' leading' to' an' unexpected' inundation' of' new'
members.343'A' recent'member' of' the' society' stated' in' a' letter' printed' in' the' November'
1985'edition'that' they'had'“seen'a'couple'of'articles' in' the'Huisgenoot'and'Cosmopolitan'
about'men'who'like'to'dress'as'women'…'it'was'through'these'articles'that'I'heard'of'and'
contacted' the' Phoenix' Society”.344'The' Society' itself' believed' that' this' “exposure' in' the'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
337 Morgan, R., Marias, C., & Wellbeloved, J. (Eds.), (2009). Trans: Transgender Life 
Stories from South Africa (pp. 27-35 – Charl's Story: ‘Back in the 70s there was no 
support’). Auckland Park: Jacana Media. 
338 “During the 1960s, 70s and 80s Scope magazine became a South African publishing 
icon. It challenged the censorship laws of the time with pin-up pictures of bikini-clad 
girls and star-covered breasts” Source: Froneman, J. (2011). The rise and demise of 
Scope magazine: A media-historical perspective. Ecquid Novi African Journalism 
Studies, 32(1), p. 49. 
339 Morgan, R., Marias, C., & Wellbeloved, J. (Eds.), (2009). Trans: Transgender Life 
Stories from South Africa (p.58 – Marlene's Story: ‘I felt lonely trying to be a man’). 
Auckland Park: Jacana Media. 
340 Ibid. 
341 Ibid. 
342 FanFare. (19 November 1985). FanFare, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives 
of South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. 
343 FanFare. (18 September 1985). FanFare, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives 
of South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 1. 
344 FanFare. (19 November 1985). FanFare, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives 
of South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 7 
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popular' press”' was' necessary' and' would' “help' all' transgender' people' everywhere”.345'










literature350'which'made' it' far' too' difficult' and' costly' to' attain' books' and'materials' from'
overseas.351'In' the' increasingly' stifled' climate' of' the' 1980s,' Phoenix' also' maintained' a'
library'system'whereby'books'pertinent'to'gender'issues352'could'be'rented'and'sent'via'the'





345 FanFare. (22 March 1988). FanFare (33), Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives 
of South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 26 
346 Ibid. 
347 ‘“Are you telling me this is what you looked like before you became a 
transgenderist?” The cartoon isn’t directly attributed to any other organisation; 
however, given the lack of the term’s visibility within Phoenix at the time and the fact 
that they did reprint cartoons and articles from organisations who were using the 
term, it is highly likely this particular cartoon was sourced from another organisation. 
348 FanFare. (24 September 1986). FanFare, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives 
of South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 18. 
349 Morgan, R., Marias, C., & Wellbeloved, J. (Eds.), (2009). Trans: Transgender Life 
Stories from South Africa (p.57 – Marlene's Story: ‘I felt lonely trying to be a man’). 
Auckland Park: Jacana Media. 
350 At the time Benjamin’s The Transsexual Phenomenon appeared on the State’s list of 
objectionable literature from 1980s. Cape Town Archives Repository. Objectionable 
Literature. Harry Benjamin. The Transsexual Phenom. Vol. 3/83.  
351 FanFare. (22 May 1986). FanFare, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of 
South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 20. 
352 The Library of the Phoenix distributed copies of April Ashley’s Odyssey, Morris’s 
Conundrum and The Christine Jorgenson Story. FanFare. (24 September 1986). 
FanFare, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA). 
Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, Johannesburg, William Cullen 
Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 20. 
353 “It gives me great pleasure to say that even overseas our sister organisations 
appreciate your efforts so much that one can hardly open an overseas magazine and 
not find one or more of FanFare’s articles reprinted” . Source: FanFare. (22 July 










why' so' many' of' the' Society’s' members' were' “leaving' the' closet' existence' behind”' and'
displaying' “the' courage' to' go' public”.355'The' answer,' the' editor' suggested,' lay' in' the'
increased' “publicity”' in' news' media. 356 'In' 1987,' Phoenix' assisted' the' South' African'
Broadcasting' Corporation' (SABC)' to' produce' a' documentary' on' transvestite' and'
transgender' people,' assisted' by' Phoenix.' Sadly,' the' documentary' never' aired:' the' editor'
suggested' (perhaps' in' part' due' to' Phoenix’s' growing' public'media' presence)' “our'moral'
protectors'have'found'something'‘undesirable’'in'the'program”.357''
'




South' Africa' but' also' to' contacts,' members' and' allies' internationally.' The' introduction,'
written'by'a'clinical'psychologist,'began'by'outlining'that'transsexualism'was'transgender’s'
“closest' medical' definition”,' distinguished' from' it' by' the' “explicit' request' of' some'
individuals'that'medical'professionals'provide'them'with'some'means'to'physically'change'
their'sex”.360'The'text'makes'a'very'clear'distinction'between'sex,'gender'and'sexuality.'In'a'
seemingly' strange' echoing' of' Afrikaner' religious' institutions,' the' book' clarified' Phoenix’s'
standpoint'regarding'to'the'medico\legal'notion'of'transsexualism'by'stating'that' it'was'in'
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, Johannesburg, William Cullen 
Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 10. 
354 FanFare. (January 1986). FanFare (36), Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives 
of South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 14. 
355 Ibid., p. 16. 
356 Ibid. 
357  FanFare. (May 1987). FanFare (28), Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of 
South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 22. 
358 FanFare. (September 1988). FanFare (36), Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action 
Archives of South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 21. 
359 The Phoenix Society. (1988). The Transgender Phenomenon: You and Your Dual 
Gender. Phoenix Publications. Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South 
Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, Johannesburg, 
William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. 




evidence,' the' book' went' to' great' lengths' to' discredit' the' bodies' of' post\operative'









Phoenix' argued' that' it' was' in' the' search' for' help' that' the' transgender' person'
encountered'“traditional'medical'dogma'which,'through'ignorance,'tries'to'convince'him'to'
quit,'or'else'have'a'sex'change.'Neither'of'which'are'what'he'really'needs'or'wants,'because'
he' is' being' offered' a' sexual' solution' for' what' is' essentially' a' gender' condition”.363'This'
person,'they'contended,'may'feel'himself'(to'use'the'original'pronoun'of'the'publication)'a'








they' may' want' to' change' gender,' are' –' through' maintaining' a' male' sex' –' in' fact'
heterosexually'aligned,'while'transsexual'men'desire'sex\changing'surgery'and'to'engage'in'









better' judgement,' to' the' full' sex' change' operation”.365'The' book' closes' by' noting' that'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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Transsexuality,' then,' for' both' the' Apartheid' State' and' the' Phoenix' Society367'was' a'
means'through'which'to'realign'sexual'orientation,'a'true'crossing'or'transing'of'sexuality'
away' from' the'moral' threat' and' failure'of' homosexuality' towards' heterosexuality,' rather'
than' a'medical'means' through'which' to' facilitate' desired' gender' embodiment.' However,'
unlike'the'State:'Phoenix,'certain'academics,'and'wider'religious'institutions'considered'the'
post\operative' person' as' something' other' than' heterosexual' (due' to' their' lack' of'
procreative'capabilities)'and'closer'to'a'homosexual,'but'not'quite'–'a'transsexual.'Phoenix'
certainly' saw' transgender' as' an' umbrella' term,' noting,' “as' a' subculture' we' have' been'
fragmented'by'all'the' labels'that'we'have'allowed'to'be'fixed'on'one'or'another'facets'of'
our'condition.'At'long'last,'it'has'taken'time,'one'word'is'becoming'[sic]'to'be'accepted'and,'







did' not' want' surgical' intervention' was' certainly' becoming' an' issue.' The' challenges' from'
both'academia'and'one'of' the' largest' religious' supporters' regarding' the'nature'and' legal'
standing'of'the'post\operative'transsexual'body'could'no'longer'be'ignored.'In'1984,'it'was'
reported' that' the' South' African' Law' Commission' would' be' undertaking' the' task' of'
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South' Africa,' along' with' the' Society' of' Obstetricians' and' Gynaecologists,' and' the'
Association' of' Plastic' and' Reconstructive' Surgeons,' were' to' investigate' and' submit'
recommendations'to'the'Minister'of'Health'and'Welfare.372''
'
In' its' 1986' annual' report' to' then'Minister' of' Justice' Kobie' Coetzee,' the' Commission'
highlighted'that'they'had'appointed'Professor'J.'Taitz'to'investigate'the'matter'and'that'he'
had'undertaken'a'trip'to'Britain'in'order'to'do'so.373'In'1987,'Taitz'published'an'article'in'the'
UCT!News' criticising' sex' change' operations' for' creating'what' he' termed' a' “Pygmalion'…'
hovering'between'the'neurotic'and' the'psychotic,'neither'man'nor'woman'and'unable' to'
identify'with'one'gender'or'the'other”.374'It'is'through'the'work'of'Taitz'that'two'interesting'
shifts'began' to'happen'during' the'1980s.'First,'as'a' legal'voice'and'an'academic' in'1980s'
South' Africa' writing' about' transsexualism,' Taitz' explicitly' begins' to' make' clear' the'
separation'between'the'homosexual'and'the'transsexual.375'Second,'within'this'separation,'
Taitz' refers' to' transsexuals' as' “suffering' from' gender' dysphoria' syndrome”,376'explicitly'
using' the' word' ‘gender’. 377 'Moreover,' although' he' differentiated' homosexuality' from'
transsexuality,' Taitz'was'of' the'opinion' that' Parliament,' by' acknowledging'post\operative'




from' Apartheid' to' democracy”,378'the' Births,!Marriages! and! Deaths! Registration! Act' was'
repealed.'Lock'Swarr'points'out'that'the'reason'for'the'repeal'was'not'directly'related'to'sex'
reassignment' but' rather' a' move' to' streamline' registration' processes.379'The' Minister' of'
Home' Affairs' noted' that' the' Act’s' successor,' the' Births! and! Deaths! Registration! Bill,380'
followed' the' precedent' that' had' been' set' down' in' W' v' W:' the' legal' possibility' of'
transsexuality'was'rejected381'noting'that'“A'person’s'sex'cannot'be'altered'medically'…'a'
sex\change' operation' brings' only' psychological' relief' and' that' a' person’s' sex' is' not'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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generally'more' “sophisticated”383'and'moving'with' the' shifts' of' a' rapidly' changing'world.'
Not'a'single'member'asked'about'the'removal'of'the'ability'to'change'sex.'It'is'interesting'
then' that' the'Minster' chose' to' return' to' the' subject' before' taking' his' seat,' presenting' a'












towards' the' new' South' Africa' where' homosexuality' would' eventually' become'
constitutionally'protected,' the'political'organising' for'which'had'already'begun,' there'was'
no' longer'a'need' to'perceive'a'static,'heterosexually\focused'gender'at'play' in' the'wrong'
body.'Rather,'the'body'fell'away'as'something'malleable.'Lock'Swarr'argues'that'this'was'a'
fundamental' moment,' in' what' can' be' described' as' a' medico\legal' split,' indicating' clear'
“differences' between' medical' and' legal' understandings' of' gender' as' alterable' or'
inalterable”.385'Moreover,' the' suggestion' that' the' “good' old' days”'were' “over”' is' a' clear'
assertion' that' sex' change' was' an' eccentricity' of' apartheid.386'Nowhere' is' the' Apartheid'
State’s'understanding'of'sex'change'operations'and'their'outcomes'more'clear'than'in'the'
release'–'in'1994,'after'some'ten'years'–'of'the'Commission’s'report'on'the'matter'entitled'
Investigation! into! the! Legal! Consequences! of! Sexual! Realignment! and! Related!Matters.387'
Providing'clear'evidence'that'the'Minister’s'decision'did'not'take'place'within'a'vacuum,'its'
very' name' and' that' of' the' proposed' Bill' that' would' eventually' transpire' from' it' –' the!
Realignment! of! Sexual! Orientation! Bill! –! underscore' the' Apartheid' perception' that' sex'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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South' Africa’s' particular' medico\legal' history,' in' part' due' to' its' sustained' ties' “with'
Britain' and' its' medical' traditions' and' norms”389'lead' to' the' development' of' the' field' of'
sexology'alongside,'and'often'indiscernibly'from,'the'field'of'eugenics.'Chauncey'notes'that'
medical'theories'achieve'greater'acceptance'and'influence'“because'they'reflected'a'much'
broader'cultural'uneasiness'with'and'antipathy' to' these'challenges”.390'Certainly' the'early'







to' the' difference' between' gender,' sex' and' sexuality.' It' is' at' this' point' that' South' Africa'
began' to' develop' a' very' particular' notion' of' medical' intervention' in' relation' to' non\
normative/transgressive' bodies,' regardless' of' whether' this' non\normativity' was' due' to'
sexuality,' gender,' or' a' combination' of' the' two.' As' Dubow' adds,' colonial' societies'would'





emerged'out'of' the'category'of' inversion,'was'simply'the'true' identity'of' the'homosexual'
who' could,' through' sex' change,' be' cured' and' reintroduced' into' society' as' a' gender\
normative,' heterosexually\inclined' individual.'However,' this'would' soon'be' challenged'by'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
388 In the 1997 Annual Report, the South African Law Commission noted that ‘Project 52 
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these' types' of' history' are' incomplete' without' considering' the' visibility' of' transgender'
phenomena' in' popular' culture,' because' they' rest' too' much' power' with' medico\legal'
relationships' and' definitions. 392 'As' this' chapter' has' argued,' since' at' least' the' 1950s'
transgender'phenomena'began' to' find' some'articulation'or' reflection'within'mass'media.'
These' portrayals' may' not' always' have' been' particularly' flattering,' but' they' did' provide'
some'form'of'visibility.'Meyerowitz'adds' that'popular'cultural' images,' like' the'scandalous'
stories'of' ‘sex'change’'or' ‘man'turns' into'woman’,'presented' in'magazines' like'Scope'and!
Drum,' or' the'coverage'and'exposure'of' individuals' ‘masquerading'as'women’,'have'often'




a' particular' contextual' understanding' of' sex,' gender' and' sexuality' within' South' Africa.'
When'transgender,'as'a'term,'did'emerge'in'the'late'1980s,'it'was'initially'in'the'publication'
of'one'of'the'first'gender\focused'organisations:'the'Phoenix'Society.'Their'use'of'the'term'
was' as' a' counter\point' to' the' State’s' role' as' medico\legal' gatekeeper,' referring' to' the'
inability'of'“ignorant'doctors”'to'tell'the'difference'between'“gender'role'conflict,'and'their'
sexually'orientated'solution”.394'This'“sexually'orientated'solution”' is'a'key'element'of'the'
long' history' of' the' emergence' of' transgender' phenomena.' The' travel' of' knowledge' and'
language' regarding' transgender'phenomena'has'not'been'unidirectional:' cross\pollination'
between'global'and'local,'the'public'sphere,'medico\legal'and'academic'understandings'has'
played' a' critical' role.' These' various' roots/routes' and' attachments' represent' a' unique'
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creation' of' a' new' Constitution' for' the' country.' Arguably' one' of' the' more' controversial'
introductions'of'the'Interim'Constitution'of'1993,'which'garnered'widespread'international'
coverage,' was' its' Bill' of' Rights.395'The' inclusion' of' protection' from' discrimination' on' the'
grounds' of' sexual' orientation,' sex,' and' gender' within' the' proposed' Equality' Clause' was'
particularly' controversial.' While' the' Births,! Marriages! and! Deaths! Registration! Act! 51! of!
1992' was' being' repealed,' a' burgeoning' ‘gay' rights’' movement' –' lead' by' the' National'
Coalition'for'Gay'and'Lesbian'Equality'(NCGLE)'–'had'begun'to'show'real'political'promise.'
Across' the' African' continent,'much' like' during' apartheid,' several' countries' responded' to'
South'Africa’s'legislative'inclusion'of'sexual'orientation,'sex'and'gender'as'an'opportunity'to'
establish' their' sovereignty,' independence' and' critically' their' moral' superiority.' This'
controversy'over'what'was'widely'touted'as'the'inclusion'of'‘gay'rights’'in'the'South'African'





These' developments' of' constitutional' democracy' in' the' early' 1990s' heralded' in'
remarkable'new'possibilities'for'South'Africa,'not'least'of'which,'as'this'chapter'will'argue,'
was'the'evolution'of'transgender'from'a'discourse'into'a'viable'politics.'This'chapter'picks'
up' from' where' the' last' left' off:' it' tracks' the' journeying' and' shifting' of' the' term'
‘transgender’' as' it' enters' into'wider' circulation' and' comes' into' contact'with' notions' and'
options'of'asylum.' It'also'unpacks'the'conditions'that'have'allowed'for'this'movement.' In'
doing'so,'this'chapter'seeks'to'answer'how'transgender'functions'within'South'Africa,'how'
it' is' deployed,' and'what' power' and'meaning' it' holds' in' relation' to' asylum.'We' begin' by'
unpacking'the'meanings'and' implications'of'gender,'sex,'and'sexuality'within' the'Equality'
Clause' as' a' key' constitutive' element' of' both' The' South' African' Refugees' Act,' no.' 130' of'
1998'and'The'Alteration'of'Sex'Description'and'Sex'Status,'no.'49'of'2003.'Together'these'
three' legislative' instruments'mark'out' the' foundational'possibilities'of' life' in' South'Africa'
for' transgender' asylum' seekers.' This' chapter' argues' that' it' is' the' presence' of' the' term'
‘transgender’,' though' lacking' in' substance,' within' the' early' language' of' the' LGBT' rights'










relation' to' asylum' in' South' Africa.' David' Valentine' notes' in' considering' transgender' that'
“while'every'word'we'speak'is'a'category,'some'have'more'power'to'explain'who'we'are,'
and' thus' to' limit' (as'much'as'enable)' the'possibilities' for'our'action' in' the'world”.396'This'
chapter' argues' that' transgender' has' come' to' hold' a' certain' currency' for' transnational,'




also' explores' the' limits' of' transgender.' Chimbalanga’s' story' presents,' I' argue,' a'moment'
“out'of'joint”.397'She'brings'us'to'the'point'within'which'Dipesh'Chakrabarty'would'suggest'




South' Africa.' In' essence,' if' transgender' transforms' as' it' travels,' taking' on' meaning' in'
relation' to'bodies,' national'homes,' institutional' frameworks' and' imaginaries,' this' chapter'
asks'what' it'might'mean' for' a' person' to' be' seen' as' transgender,' to' be' presumed' to' be'
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wider' lack' of' both' favourable' international' precedent,' and' a' visible,' cohesive,' lobbying'
force'within'South'Africa,'initially.399'Neville'Hoad'suggests'that'this'relational'link'between'












Justice! and! Others' (1998),!which' declared' the' criminalisation' of' sodomy' unconstitutional'
while'also'providing'the'grounds'for'recognising'myriad'other'rights'for'‘sexual'minorities’'in'
South'Africa.401'Edwin'Cameron’s'1993'article'Sexual!orientation!and!the!Constitution:!a!Test!
Case! for! Human! Rights! (1993)! was' highly' influential' in' both' the' majority' and' minority'
judgements'of'the'case.'In'his'paper,'Cameron'makes'it'clear'that'“homosexual'identity'as'a'
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Cameron' acknowledged' that' discrimination,' in' a' number' of' cases,' is' based' on' the'
perception'of'homosexuality,'as'opposed'to'the'actual'practice'of'homosexuality.''Thus,'he'
pointed' out' strongly' that' there'was' a' need' for' general' protection,' as' opposed' to' simple'
decriminalisation.' In' arguing' that' adequate' protection' for' sexual' orientation' within' the'
Constitution'would'entail'the'right'to'freedom'of'speech,'association'and'conduct,'he'notes'











Rights,' extended' to' prohibiting' discrimination' against' transsexual' people.' The' judgement'
did'more' than' just' recognise' transsexuality;' it'provided'a' space' for' the'varying'ways' that'










This' is' not' to' say' that' a' reading' of' transgender,' within' the' Constitution,' outside' the'
bounds'of'sexual'orientation'is'not'possible.'Along'with'‘sexual'orientation’,'the!use'of'the'
words' ‘sex’' and' ‘gender’' within' the' Bill' of' Rights' was' very' particular,' as' Janet' Kentridge'
(1998)' explains' in' Constitutional! Law! of! South! Africa.' Based' largely' on' an' understanding'
drawn'from'feminist'literature,'sex'refers'to'biological'characteristics'while'gender'refers'to'
social' characteristics' –' which' often' derive' their' meaning' from' being' attributed' to' a'
particular'biological'sex.'Gender,'as'utilised'in'the'Bill'then,'is'“a'psychological'and'cultural”'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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using' the'word' 'gender'' is' to' express' the'belief' that' sex'does'not'determine'gender,' and'
that' point' cannot' be' made' unless' different' meanings' attach' to' the' words' 'sex'' and'
'gender’”.409'Kentridge' adds' that' both' sex' and' gender' were' included' in' the' Bill' so' as' to'
ensure'the'greatest'possible'protection.410'This'understanding'would'suggest'that'a'possible'
constitutional' reading'of' transgender' as' a' protected'element'of' sex'or' gender'within' the'
Equality' Clause' is' entirely' possible,' given' the' theoretical' acknowledgment' that' sex' and'
gender'are'separate'and'that'the'“one'does'not'determine'the'other”.411'Notably'though,'at'
the' time' of' these' discussions,' ‘transgender’' did' not' as' yet' hold' any' political' impetus,'
meaning'or'indeed'visibility,'even'though'it'was'in'circulation'to'some'degree'in'the'Global'




These' swift' advances' in' the' first' years' of' democracy,'with' regards' to' legal' challenges'
and' the' provisions' of' the' new' Constitution,' lulled' many' into' a' false' sense' of' security.'
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class' foundation' of' the' Society,' as' noted' in' the' previous' chapter.' Along'with' this' lack' of'
political' inclination,' the'historical'use'of' ‘sex' change’' surgery'by' the'Apartheid' state,' as'a'
means' to' cure' homosexuality' during' the' 1970s' and' 1980s,' positioned' them' as' possible'
colluders' in'a' system'that'had'been' inherently'oppressive' to'gay'and' lesbian'people.'This'
will' be' expanded' on' further' on' in' this' chapter.' This' positioning' as' possible' colluders'
hampered'their'ability'to'connect'to'the'emergent'gay'rights'movement'represented'by'the'
NCGLE.' Moreover,' State\sponsored' reassignment' exacted' a' political' price' for' the'
organisation.'Those'who'did'transition'during'the'1980s'were'told'to'break'ties'with'family'
and' friends' and' start' a' new' heterosexual' life.' Tamar' Klein' has' called' this' an' “historically'
delayed' opportunity”' to' establish' networks,' build' interest' groups'with' similar' individuals'
and'build'a'movement'to'enhance'rights.414'The'requirement'was'to'disappear,'making'the'
transition' from' transsexuality' to' a' more' transgressive' politics' of' transgender' nearly'
impossible.''
'
Incongruously,' given' these' political' shifts' regarding' the' relative' disappearance' of' any'
sort'of'trans'visibility,'by'1997'The'NGCLE'was'celebrating'an'“equality'clause'unique'in'the'
world'and'in' legal'history'…'achieved'not'without'sacrifices'by'many'lesbian,'gay,'bisexual'
and' transgender! people”.415 'Evidently' the' movement' for' sexual' rights' in' South' Africa'
utilised'the'term'‘transgender’,'but'it'was'unclear'to'what'end'and'who'this'was'meant'to'
represent.' The' lack'of'a' visible' transgender' constituency'begs' two' interrelated'questions:'
first,'how'did'this'term'come'to'form'part'of'the'language'utilised'by'the'Coalition?'Second,'
considering' South' Africa’s' muddled' political' history' with' regards' to' trans' issues' and' the'
Apartheid' government,' why' would' the' Coalition' use' the' term' ‘transgender’' at' all?'
Transgender’s' variegated' appearance' can' be' explained' by' the' changing' international'
environment' in' relation' to' human' rights,' and' the' climate' in' which' transnational'
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http://www.oocities.org/southbeach/6006/rsa.htm 
414 Klein, T. (2009). Intersex and Transgender Activism in South Africa. Liminalis, 3, p. 
38. 
415 NCGLE. (1997). The National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality: Draft Annual 
Report January 1996 – February 1997. NCGLE Collection, AM 2615, Gay and Lesbian 
Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA), Johannesburg, William Cullen 
Library, University of the Witwatersrand. 
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emergent' gay' rights'movement.' Leadership'was' dominated' largely' by'white,' cisgendered'
gay' and' lesbian' professionals' while' transgender' people' were' at' best' “a' politically'
embarrassing'subgroup”.417'As'the'gay'rights'movement'became'the'‘gay'and'lesbian'rights'
movement’,' the' critique' that' these' organisations' continued' to' reflect' the' needs' and'
experiences' of' an' elite' few' remained' ever\present. 418 'Alongside' this' dominance' of'
normative'gender'expressions'and'identity,'a'shift'towards'framing'gay'and'lesbian'rights'as'
human' rights' was' also' gaining' traction' globally.' This' turn' toward' a' discourse' of' human'
rights' established' a' key' platform' through' which' to' conduct' professional' international'






eventually' more' widely.' This' was' met' with' some' resistance,' particularly' from' groups'
concerned' with' the' possibility' that' inclusion' would' only' create' greater' division' and'
confusion' regarding' the' substance' of' sexual' minority' rights,' especially' within' this' move'
towards'human'rights.419'This'emergence'was' intimately'connected'to'a'critique'of'binary'
gender'and'prescriptions'of'normative'gender.420'For'David'Valentine,'the'earliest'example'
of' this' critique' –' and' arguably' the' groundwork' for' what' would' become' the' initial'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
416 Spade, D., & Mananzala, R. (2008). The Nonprofit Industrial Complex and Trans 
Resistance. Sexuality Research and Social Policy, 5(1), p. 57. 
417 Frye, P. R. (2000). Facing Discrimination, Organizing for Freedom: The Transgender 
Community. In J. D'Emilio, W. B. Turner, & U. Raid (Eds.), Creating Change Public 
Policy, And Civil Rights. New York: St. Martin’s Press, p. 461. 
418 Spade, D., & Mananzala, R. (2008). The Nonprofit Industrial Complex and Trans 
Resistance. Sexuality Research and Social Policy, 5(1), p. 60. 
419 Holly Boswell, in her seminal article The Transgender Alternative suggested that 
transgender had the power to be a political and transgressive tool for a kind of culture 
revolution. See: Boswell, H. (1991). The Transgender Alternative. Chrysalis Quarterly, 
1(2), p. 30. 
420 “The lack of visibility in, and at times active exclusion from, the leadership and 
politics of mainstream gay and lesbian organisations forced the emergence of a model 
of transgender identity and politics that saw sexual orientation and gender identity or 
expression as separate aspects of identity and that identified the need for a specific 
political framework to address discrimination and oppression experienced by people 
who violate gender norms and express gender characteristics”. Source: Spade, D., & 
Currah, P. (2008). Introduction to Special Issue – The State We’re in: Locations of 
Coercion and Resistance in Trans Policy, Part 2. Sexuality Research Social Policy, 
5(1), p. 1. 
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transgender' political'movement' –'was' Leslie' Feinberg’s' groundbreaking' 1992'publication,'
Transgender!Liberation.421'The'pamphlet'gave'a'particular'historical'reading'of'the'existence'
of' transgender' individuals' throughout' the' world,' including' several' African' countries.422'
South'Africa,' though'addressing'major' internal' political' shifts,'was'not' completely' cut' off'
from' these' international' debates.' In' 1991' JoAnne' Roberts423'produced' a' Bill! of! Gender!
Rights,' which' articulated,' possibly' for' the' first' time,' basic' human' rights' for' transgender'
people.' Addressed' to' ‘All! Transgender! Support! Groups’,' it' was' published' by' several'
organisations' internationally,' including' Phoenix.424'The' push' for' this' inclusion'meant' that'
many'former'LG(B)'organisations'began'adding'the'T'into'their'names,'mission'statements'
and' mandates,' generating' a' shift' in' rights' rhetoric' from' LG(B)' rights' to' LGBT' rights.425'
According' to' some' critics,' the' adding' of' the' ’T’' brought' little' to' no' substantive' political'
change.' This' additive' approach'made' transgender' “ubiquitous' in' progressive' community\
based'organisations,'identity\based'political'movements,'popular'media'accounts'…'[and]'…'




Joseph'Massad' has' been' particularly' acerbic' about' this' specific' circulation' of' human'





certain' impact' this'would'have'on'human' rights' internationally,' “enabled' the'Coalition' to'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
421 Feinberg, L. (1992). Transgender Liberation: A Movement Whose Time Has Come. 
New York: World View Forum, p. 6. 
422 Ibid. 
423 JoAnn Roberts was an early trans political activist and the founder of the Renaissance 
Transgender Association in Pennsylvania, USA. The Bill was a hallmark of early trans 
advocacy and organisations. It would go on to be expanded into the International Bill 
of Gender Rights in 1993, and is remembered as a “remarkable declaration of our 
wholeness and worthiness at a time when many of us were mired in shame”. Source: 
Denny, D. (2013). Remembering JoAnn (With Digression). Retrieved July 28, 2016, 
from http://dallasdenny.com/Chrysalis/2013/06/08/remembering-joanne-roberts/; 
Bolich, G. G. (2008). Today's Transgender Realities: Crossdressing in Context, Vol. 2. 
Psyches Press 
424 FanFare. (July 1991). FanFare (52), Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of 
South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. 
425 Stryker, S. (2008). Transgender History. Berkley: Seal Press, p. 136. 
426 Valentine, D. (2007). Imagining Transgender: An Ethnography of a Category. 
Durham: Duke University, p. 33. 
427 Massad, J. A. (2002). Re-Orienting Desire: The Gay International and the Arab World. 
Public Culture, 14(2), p. 363. 
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raise' sufficient' funds' to' secure' its' operations' and' proceed”.428'Yet,' a' five\year' evaluation'
report' of' the' NCGLE' notes' that' although' the' Coalition' was' perceived' as' “a' united' and'
representative' structure” 429 'publicly' claiming' over' 70' affiliates' and' a' commitment' to'
building'a'“strong'social'movement'of'bisexual,'gay,'lesbian'and'transgendered'people'with'
a' fully' representative' leadership”430'this' was' in' fact' “an' area' of' conspicuous' failure”.431'
Fewer' than' 25' of' these' affiliates' actually' existed' as' organisational' realities,' and' crucially,'





The' Constitutional' shifts' in' South' Africa' had' significant' impact' in' relation' to' the'
circulation' of' LGBT' human' rights,' sexual' identity' politics,' and' the' seemingly' fairly' vacant'
category'of' ‘transgender’.'By'acknowledging'the'rights'of' ‘sexual'minorities’,'South'Africa,'








428 NCGLE. (1995). We Must Claim Our Citizenship! Report of the Interim Executive (IEC) 
of the NCGLE: December 94 - December 95. NCGLE Collection, AM 2615, Gay and 
Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA), Johannesburg, William 
Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 6. 
429 Nell and Shapiro CC. (1999). Taking the Struggle Forward: An Evaluation of the 
National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality. Report Commissioned by the NCGLE, 
NCGLE Collection, AM 2615, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South 
Africa (GALA), Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. 
p. 1. 
430 Ibid., p. 8. 
431 Ibid. 
432 Ibid. 
433 Phillips, O. (2000). Constituting the Global Gay: Issues of Individual Subjectivity and 
Sexuality in Southern Africa. In D. Herman & C. Stychin (Eds.), Law and Sexuality: 
The Global Arena. University of Minnesota Press, p. 25. 
434 Mtetwa, P. (1998, October 2). Legal Strategy Workshop - Side B. Presented at the 
National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality National Conference. NCGLE 
Collection, AM 2615, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa 
(GALA), Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 25. 
435 Nell and Shapiro CC. (1999). Taking the Struggle Forward: An Evaluation of the 
National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality. Report Commissioned by the NCGLE, 
NCGLE Collection, AM 2615, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South 













Mugabe' in' 1995,' and' the' consequent' attacks' on' homosexuality.437'For' Oliver' Phillips,'
Mugabe' has' been' one' of' the' most' effective' publicists' for' gay' and' lesbian' identity' and'
politics.' Indeed,' Phillips' suggests' that' he' “Introduced' the'word' and' concept' of' 'sexuality''
into' a' previously' virginal' public' discourse' …' By' publicising' his' homophobia' President'
Mugabe'…'[gave]'…'an'identity'to'many'who'were'previously'ignorant'of'or'uncaring'about'
it”. 438 'It' is' this' singularity' regarding' the' emergence' of' sexualities' –' their' combined'
proclamation' within' developing' human' rights' discourses,' and' denigration' as' sites' of'










in' direct' reaction' to' this' tension.' The' Rainbow' Project' (TRP)' of' Namibia,' for' instance,'
emerged'as'a'direct'reaction'to'then\President'Sam'Nujoma’s'denial'of'the'existence'of'gays'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
436 Achmat, Z. (1998, October). Legal Strategy Workshop - Side A. Presented at the 
National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality National Conference, NCGLE 
Collection, AM 2615, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa 
(GALA), Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 2. 
437 Hoad, N. (1999). Between the White Man’s Burden and the White Man’s Disease: 
Tracking Lesbian and Gay Human Rights in Southern Africa. GLQ: A Journal of Gay 
and Lesbian Studies, 5(4), p. 563. 
438 Phillips, O. (2000). Constituting the Global Gay: Issues of Individual Subjectivity and 
Sexuality in Southern Africa. In D. Herman & C. Stychin (Eds.), Law and Sexuality: 
The Global Arena. University of Minnesota Press, p. 24. 
439 Ibid., p. 25. 
440 von Wallström, J.(Director) (2014, December 8). A Ugandan Transgender Girl Fights 
for her Right to Love. Chapter 1: The Woman - The Bill. YouTube Pearl of Africa TV 





capacity\building,' ensuring' that' the' fledgling' organisation' benefited' directly' from' the'
advancements' and' LGBT' human' rights' model' utilised' in' South' Africa.442'This' connection'
between'funding,'global'political'trends,'language,'and'transnational'influences,'in'relation'
to' the'use'and'spread'of'LGBT'rights' terminology'cannot'be'overstated.' It'must'be'noted'
here' that' very' few,' if' any,' LGBT'organisations' in'Africa' receive' funding,' let' alone'political'




Zambia' was' established' in' the' wake' of' the' public' ‘coming' out’' of' Zambian' Francis' Yabe'
Chisambisha.' This' was' possibly' the' first' organisation' on' the' African' continent' to' use'
transgender'in'its'name.'Its'establishment,'though,'was'nothing'but'a'name:'LEGATRA'never'
registered'as'an'NGO.'In'fact,'the'organisation'was'a'complete'fallacy:' its'establishment'is'
understood' to' be' a' direct' attempt' to' syphon' possible' available' funding' for' LGBT' human'
rights'work'from'transnational'organisations.444''
'
These'models,' including' the' framing' and' language' of' LGBT,'were' taken' up' initially' in'
Southern'Africa,' and'eventually' spread'more'widely.' In' the'Executive'Summary'of'a'2005'
report' on' LGBT' Organising' in' East' Africa,' it' was' noted,' “the' experiences' from' Southern'




followed' by' organisations' in' Southern' Africa,' along' with' the' influence' of' international'





441 Kiragu, J., & Nyong'o, Z. (Eds.), (2005). LGBTI Organizing in East Africa: The True 
Test of Human Rights Defenders. Nairobi: Urgent Action Fund Africa, p. 44. 
442 Ibid., p. 33. 
443 Ashley Currier unpacks some of the pitfalls of being an LGBT-focused organisation in 
Africa, having to rely on funding from the Global North. This often means balancing 
survival against further accusations of being unAfrican. See: Currier, A. (2007, June 
26). The Visibility of Sexual Minority Movement Organizations in Namibia and South 
Africa (Doctor of Philosophy). University of Pittsburgh. 
444 Long, S. (2014, July 6). Sodomy in Zambia. Retrieved July 31, 2015, from 
http://paper-bird.net/2014/07/06/sodomy-in-zambia/ 
445 Kiragu, J., & Nyong'o, Z. (Eds.). (2005). LGBTI Organizing in East Africa: The True 
Test of Human Rights Defenders. Nairobi: Urgent Action Fund Africa p. 12 
446 Currier, A. (2015). Transgender Invisibility in Namibian and South African LGBT 

















asylum' seekers' to' claim' refugee' status' due' to' persecution' based' on' sexual' orientation,'
Anita'–'or'as'she'was'known'offstage,'Azu'Udogu,'a'former'winner'of'both'the'Miss'Nigeria'
and'Miss'Lagos'drag'competitions'–'arrived' in'South'Africa' in'December'1998.449'Crucially'








It'was' after' experiencing'multiple' arrests,' public' harassment' and'beatings' for' being' –'
perceived'to'be'–'gay,'that'Udogu'fled'Nigeria:'for'the'country'that,'as'local'news'media'had'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
447 Levin, A. (2003, May 7). “Pink Refugees” in South Africa Seek Refuge From 
Persecution at Home. Retrieved August 13, 2015, from 
http://www.rainbownetwork.com/content/Feature.asp?featid=13214 
448 The first reports of asylum seekers requesting protection due to their sexual 
orientation or gender identity started to appear in the late 1990s. Although no longer 
in existence, the Equality Project assisted some of the first gays and lesbians seeking 
asylum. See: Isaack, W. (2009). African Lesbian & Gay People – Final Destination 
South Africa?. Legal Resource Centre. 
449 Levin, A. (2003, May 7). “Pink Refugees” in South Africa Seek Refuge From 
Persecution at Home. Retrieved August 13, 2015, from 
http://www.rainbownetwork.com/content/Feature.asp?featid=13214 
450 In almost all news articles published on Udogu, she has been referred to as ‘he’; 
however, I take guidance from her words regarding her preferred pronoun. 
   “I’ve always told myself that I’m transgender, I thought and lived like a woman and I 
think that is comfortable with me. I always like it when somebody calls me she, when 
they call me he I ask them “which one is he?”, I’m a girl.” 
451 Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA). (2003, 
September 29). Interview with Azu Udogu. Available at ‘Archiving GALA collection’ – 
AM3160, Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. 
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6\8' million' ‘aliens’' living' in' South' Africa,' “many' thousands' of' gay' and' lesbian' people'
displaced' because' of' their' sexual' orientation”.454'Many' of' these' ‘aliens’' arrived' in' the'
country' only' to' experience' a' system' of' profound' contradiction.' While' the' Constitution'
explicitly'forbade'discrimination'on'the'basis'of'gender,'sex,'or'sexual'orientation,'some'of'
the' provisions' of' the'Aliens' Control' Act' (ACA)' –' a' document' largely' based' on' the' deeply'
racist,' homophobic' and' xenophobic' Aliens' Act' of' 1937,' and' the' 1913' Immigration' Act' –'
directly'contravened'this.455'The'incongruence'between'South'Africa’s'Constitution,'notions'




the' UN' Convention' provides' a' singular,' universally\applicable' definition' of' a' refugee'
providing' five'grounds457'on'which'a'person'may'claim'asylum.'Within' these' five'grounds,'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
452 Levin, A. (2003, May 7). “Pink Refugees” in South Africa Seek Refuge From 
Persecution at Home. Retrieved August 13, 2015, from 
http://www.rainbownetwork.com/content/Feature.asp?featid=13214 
453 Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA). (2003, 
September 29). Interview with Azu Udogu. Available at ‘Archiving GALA collection’ – 
AM3160, Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. 
454 Wakeford, C. E. (1996). Lobbying and Advocacy Project Report. NCGLE Collection, AM 
2615, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA), 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand.  p. 2. 
455 Dodson, B. (2001). Discrimination by Default? Gender Concerns in South African 
Migration Policy. Africa Today, 48(3). 
456 It has since been supplemented by subsidiary protection instruments in several 
regions including the 1969 African Union Convention created to address the protection 
of refugees across Africa. It remains the only treaty to include an elaboration of the 
definition of refugee found the 1951 convention. The extended definition is considered 
by the UNHCR as ‘complimentary protection’, created to address the region’s specific 
refugee generating issues which include “external aggression, occupation, foreign 
domination or events seriously disturbing public order”. Its necessity is rooted in the 
perception that the UN Convention is unable address two key issues for the African 
continent in particular: “the struggle against colonialism and apartheid, as well as 
relations between African states including the control of subversive activities”. 
Source: UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). (2005, June). Protection 
Mechanisms Outside of the 1951 Convention ("Complementary Protection"). Retrieved 
July 13, 2014, from http://www.refworld.org/docid/435e198d4.html p. 13 
457 “Owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, 
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the 
country of his nationality and is unable to, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail 
'
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‘membership' of' a' particular' social' group’' is' broadly' understood' to' include' those' fleeing'
persecution'on'the'basis'of'sexual'orientation'and/or'gender'identity.''
'
The' lack' of' legislation' implementing' post\Apartheid' South' Africa’s' obligations' under'
both' the'UN'and' the'AU'Conventions'meant' that'much'of'what'was'meant' by' ‘refugee’,'
‘asylum' seeker’' and' ‘refugee' rights’,' let' alone' the' “particularly' contentious”458'issue' of'
discrimination' ‘based' on' sexual' orientation’,' were' open' to' interpretation' by' the'
Department'of'Home'Affairs.'Udogu,'perhaps'unsurprisingly' then,' first'applied' for'asylum'
on' the' basis' of' ‘political' opinions’.459'The' NCGLE' played' an' undeniably' critical' role' in'
challenging'the'constitutionality'of'the'ACA,'in'some'ways'expediting'the'evident'need'for'
refugee\specific' legislation.' It'must'be'noted,' though,'that'at' the'time'their' focus'was'the'
gaining' of' immigration' rights' for' same\sex' couples.' Refugee' issues' were' a' secondary'
concern.' In' the' wake' of' the' constitutional' challenge' and' the' clear' lack' of' adequate'
legislation,' the' UNHCR’s' regional' office' developed' a' draft' Refugee' Bill' incorporating' the'
central' tenets' of' the' UN' Convention.' It' is' arguable' that,' at' this' point,' the' idea' of'
transgender\specific'asylum'seekers'would'have'been'almost'entirely' inconceivable'to'the'
NCGLE.'Prior' to'making'a' submission' to'Home'Affairs' in'1997,' regarding' immigration'and'
asylum,'a'memo'of'the'proposed'document'was'circulated'within'the'NCGLE'with'a'request'
for' clarity' over' whether' “sexual' orientation' included' transgender' people?”460'In' the' final'
submission'sent'to'Home'Affairs,' the'Coalition'noted'that'South'Africa'had'signed'the'UN'
Convention' and' that' internationally,' those' fleeing' persecution' due' to' sexual' orientation'







Constitution,' giving'asylum'seekers' fleeing'a'broad' scope'of'persecutions'an'explicit' legal'
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
himself of the protection of that county”. Source: Art 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention 
Relating to the Status of Refugees 
458 Wakeford, C. E. (1996). Lobbying and Advocacy Project Report. NCGLE Collection, AM 
2615, Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA), 
Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. p. 2. 
459 Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA). (2003, 
September 29). Interview with Azu Udogu. Available at ‘Archiving GALA collection’ – 
AM3160, Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand. 
460 Wakeford, C. E. (1997, June 2). Home Affairs Memo. NCGLE Collection, AM 2615, Gay 
and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA), Johannesburg, William 
Cullen Library, University of the Witwatersrand.  p. 1. 
461 Ibid., p. 8. 
462 The Act established a single asylum procedure, based on an approach of local 




UN' guidelines' and' the' South' African' Constitution' ostensibly' ensure' the' rights' and'
recognitions'of'transgender'individuals'fleeing'persecution'in'their'countries'of'origin.'Seen'
as'members'of'a'particular'social'group,'with'some'established' international'precedent' in'
this' regard,464'transgender' people' would' theoretically' be' able' to' attain' refugee' status' in'
South' Africa' due' to' persecution' based' on' gender' identity' or' expression.' Yet,' after' the'


















argued,' certainly' facilitated' the'possibility'of' asylum' for' transgender\identified'people' for'
the' first' time' in'South'Africa’s'history.'However,'as'Udogu'notes,' ‘being' transgender’'was'
perceived'by' those'experiencing'persecution'beyond' the' country’s' borders'only' as' ‘being'
allowed’' in' South' Africa.' It' was' unclear' (given' the' legal' possibility' for,' yet' Constitutional'
absence'of,'the'term'itself,'its'ad'hoc'usage'by'the'NCGLE'through'the'1990s'and'the'lack'of'
a' visible' constituency,' given' the'dissipation'of' Phoenix)'what' this' ‘being'allowed’' actually'
meant.' At' the' time' that' Udogu'was' officially' awarded' refugee' status,' in' 2003,' an' article'
appeared' in' the' City! Press' heralding' the' re\emergence' of' the' South' African' Law'
Commission’s' report' Investigation! into!the!Legal!Consequences!of!Sexual!Realignment!and!
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
rights and freedoms. This differed from the general African approach, as seen in 
countries like Kenya, of accommodating refugees in large camps. Asylum seekers and 
refugees now had a legal right to registration and documentation and – importantly 
for gender refugees – access to services such as healthcare, including the ability to 
access gender-affirming healthcare.  
463 Handmaker, J. (2011). Public Interest Litigation for Refugees in South Africa and the 
Potential for Structural Change. South African Journal on Human Rights, 27(1), p. 73. 
464 See Appendix 1. 
465 Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA). (2003, 
September 29). Interview with Azu Udogu. Available at ‘Archiving GALA collection’ – 










formed;' this' represented,' perhaps,' the' first' moment' of' transgender' as' a' visible' political'
manifestation'in'South'Africa.'According'to'Estian'Smit,'one'of'the'group’s'representatives,'





by' The' Equality' Project’s' “transphobic' Parliamentary' submission”470 'regarding' the' Bill.'
Resurrecting' the' ghosts' of' Apartheid,' The' Equality' Project' –' the' organisation' in' part'
responsible' for' the' circulation' of' ‘T’' as' part' of' LGBT' human' rights' beyond' South' Africa’s'
borders'–'highlighted'what' they' referred' to'as' the'“sinister'aspect”'of' “the'allowance' for'
changing' sex' description' in' the' 1963' Births' and' Deaths' Registration' Act”.' In' that' “Sex'
changes'were'used'by'the'apartheid'government'as'a'means'of'oppression”.471'The'Support'
Group'argued'that'the'Law'Commissions'report' itself'was'unethical,'academically' inferior,'
and' reliant' on' sexist,' homophobic' and' outdated' pathological' terminology.472'Indeed,' the'
perceptions'maintained' in' the' Report' –' considering' it'was' initially' published' in' 1995' and'
included'no'references'to'any'publications'after'the'1980s'–'were,'by'2003,'at'best'archaic.'
In'particular,'The'Support'Group'argued,' it'overlooked'the'“emergence'of'an'independent'
and' critical' international' transsexual/transgender' community”.473'They'added' that' any'bill'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
466 South African Law Commission. (1994). Investigation Into the Legal Consequences of 
Sexual Realignment and Related Matters (Report). Pretoria: South African Law 
Commission. 
467 Mkhabela, M. (2003, March 2). Cabinet Faces Sexual Status Bill. City Press. 
468 Ibid. 
469 Camminga, B. (2014, October 10). Email Interview with Estian Smit – Cape Town 
Transsexual/Transgender Support Group. Cape Town. 
470 Ibid. 
471 Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs (2003). Alteration of Sex Description and Sex 
Status Bill: hearings 9 September 2003. Cape Town: Parliamentary Monitoring Group. 
472 Cape Town Transsexual/Transgender Support Group (2003). Request by the Cape 
Town Transsexual/Transgender Support Group to the South African Home Affairs 
Portfolio Committee For an Extended Submission Period for the Alteration of Sex 
Description and Sex Status Bill, 2003. (Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs). Cape 
Town: Parliamentary Monitoring Group. 
473 Camminga, B. (2014, October 10). Email Interview with Estian Smit – Cape Town 
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African' citizens' only,' as' the' National' Population' Register' did' not' contain' the' details' of'
foreigners'and'thus'it'would'not'apply'to'them.476''
!





with' regards' to' the' naming' of' the' Bill' seemed' to' arise' from' the' distinction' between'








the'answer' regarding' the' reasoning'behind' the'use'of' ‘Sex'Description’' is' critical'here.'As'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
474 The Group referred to the UK’s Gender Recognition Act which provides such a 
mechanism for foreign-born people. This was underpinned by a 2002 European Court 
of Human Rights which ruling that failure in recognising a change of sex would be a 
breach of the European Convention on Human Rights. Source: Cape Town 
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and Sex Status Bill, 2003. (Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs). Cape Town: 
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relied' to' inform' their' understandings,' the' report' was' supportive' of' the' need' for' the'
facilitation' of' the' ability' to' access' ‘sex' change’.' Surgery' and' hormone' treatment' were'
presented'as'a'means'through'which'to'provide'“a'normal'biological'male'or'female'…'the'
appearance' of' the' opposite' sex”.' 481 'This' notion' of' appearance' is' central.' The' report'
stressed' at' several' points:' “there' is' no' such'phenomenon' as' a' true' sex' change'or' sexual'
metamorphosis.'The'transsexual'who'undergoes'sex'change'procedure'takes'on'the'realistic'
form' and' appearance' of' his' or' her' post\operative' sex”. 482 'Following' this,' adequate'
documentation' was' presented' as' a' means' through' which' to' ensure' that' “there' is' no'
discrepancy' between' …' apparent' sex' …' and' registered! sex”.483'What' we' see' here' is' a'





gender' was' a' psychological' factor,' a' cultural' construct:' outside' the' bounds' of' legal'
definition,' but' functioning' nonetheless' as' a' visible' cultural' or' social' interpretation' of' the'
stable' dimorphic' categories' of' sex.' The' purpose' of' the' bill' was' to' make' it' possible' to'
recognise,' legally,' “change' sexed'appearance”'as' indicative'of' a' “change'of' sex' status”' in'
order'to'avoid'future'“legal'anomalies”485.'The'maintaining'of'the'name'Sex'Description'Act'
suggests,'at'least'on'the'part'of'parliamentarians,'a'perception'that'what'was'being'altered'












particular' sex' by' using' style' of' dressing,' the'wearing' of' a' prostheses' or' other'means”.487'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
481  South African Law Commission. (1994). Investigation Into the Legal Consequences 
of Sexual Realignment and Related Matters (Report). Pretoria: South African Law 
Commission, p. 4. 
482 Ibid., p. 12. 
483 Ibid., p. 15. 
484 Ibid., p. 23. 
485 Ibid., p. 55. 





sex,' a' person' who' had' undertaken' minimal' medical' intervention,' such' as' seeing' a'
psychologist' and/or'a' traditional'health'practitioner,488'and/or'adjusting' the'expression'of'
their'social'identity'with'regards'to'their'gender.'In'essence,'in'South'Africa,'a'person'has'to'
be' recognised' as' one' of' two' sexes;' it' is' not' stipulated' exactly' how' those' sexes' will' be'
ascertained'in'relation'to'gender'identity.'Although'it'is'almost'certainly'a'given,'within'the'
biomedical'context,'that'this'would'work'along'the'lines'of'being'expected'to'perform'what'
would' be' considered' a' medically\deemed' “appropriate”' gender' correlating' with' an'
appropriate'binary'sex.489''
'
Notably,' in' the' Parliamentary' hearings' that' followed' the' passing' of' the' bill,' the'word'
‘transsexual’' was' rarely' mentioned' by' Members' of' Parliament 490 'and' the' word'
‘transgender’' was' never' mentioned,' except' by' the' NGOs'making' submissions.491'The' Act'
itself'makes'no'mention'of'either'‘transsexual’'or'‘transgender’,'only'‘intersex’.492'Key'here'
is'that'Act'49'does'not,'in'fact,'cater'to'or'for'identities'specifically.'Instead,'by'avoiding'the'
use' of' identitarian' language' and' allowing' for' minimal' medical' intervention' in' terms' of'
actualising' “social' identity'as'a'member'of' a'particular' sex”,493'the'Act'arguably' reflects' a'
nuanced 494 'understanding' of' sex/gender' within' the' South' African' socio\economic'
context.495'What'makes'Act'49'unique' is'that' it'was'not' introduced'or'brought'about'by'a'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
488 Klein, T. (2012). Who Decides Whose Gender? Medico-legal classifications of sex and 
gender and their impact on transgendered South Africans’ family rights. Ethnoscripts, 
14(2), p. 23. 
489  However, state-run hospitals like Groote Schuur have begun to provide services to 
clients who identify outside or beyond binary categories. In doing so, the distinction 
between sex and gender identity and the functionality of the Act has become 
increasingly murky.  
490 Ms M. Maunye (ANC) asked for an explanation of the terms intersexual and 
transsexual. Source: Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs. Alteration of Sex 
Description and Sex Status Bill: hearings 9 September 2003. (2003). Cape Town: 
Parliamentary Monitoring Group. 
    Ms Chohan-Kota (ANC) asked about the differentiation between transsexuality and 
intersexuality. Source: Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs (2003). Alteration of Sex 
Description and Sex Status Bill: hearings 10 September 2003. Cape Town: 
Parliamentary Monitoring Group. 
491 Namely: South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) Presentation, The 
Equality Project and the Support Group. Source: Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs 
(2003). Alteration of Sex Description and Sex Status Bill: hearings 9 September 2003. 
Cape Town: Parliamentary Monitoring Group. 
492 The Alteration of Sex Description and Sex Status, Act no. 49 of 2003 at 2.1. 
493 Ibid. 
494 It must be stressed here that this nuance is limited by the investment in normative 
perceptions of sex and gender alignment.  
495 Elsje Bonthuys provides an excellent critique of what happens when law directly 
imagines the identity of those for whom it caters, such as ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’. The 
author notes that the Civil Union Act “fails to reflect a perception or understanding of 
the complexities and nuances of same-sex relationships in African communities” in 
that “they do not necessarily identify themselves as exclusively lesbian or gay, but 
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group' of' people' with' a' specific' identity' that' had' turned' to' the' Constitution' demanding'
rights.'In'fact,'this'is'a'glaring'absence'in'terms'of'the'Act.'Yes,'The'Support'Group'existed'
but' it'came'into'existence' in'relation'to'the'Act'and'–'markedly'–'disappeared'thereafter.'
The' Act,' for' all' intents' and' purposes,'would' have' passed' either'way:' the' Support' Group'
certainly'improved'on'its'fundamentals,'but'they'were'not'the'cause'of'its'emergence'or'its'
eventual' solidification.' The' Act' itself,' however,' within' two' years' of' its' passing,' would'












people' in'South'Africa:' in'direct'relation'to'the'rights'and'possibilities'set'out' in'Act'49.498'
This' is' in' stark' contrast' to' most' LGBT' organisations,' which' emerge,' as' for' instance' the'
NCGLE' did,' to' agitate' for' rights.'Much' like' its' predecessor,' Phoenix' Society,' international'






often take on the gender identity of the opposite sex like transsexuals”. Source: 
Bonthuys, E. (2008). Possibilities Foreclosed: The Civil Union Act and Lesbian and Gay 
Identity in Southern Africa. Sexualities, 11(6), p. 734- 735. 
496 Gender DynamiX (GDX). (2010, June 8). Transgender African activists meet in 
Namibia. Windhoek, Namibia. [Video File]. Video posted to 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er98BdHcN3E 
497 About Us. (2012, August 2). Retrieved November 27, 2014, from 
http://www.genderdynamix.org.za/about/ 
498 Klein, T. (2009). Intersex and Transgender Activism in South Africa. Liminalis, 3. 
499 Started by Alice Purnell in 1990, who is also credited with introducing transgender to 
a British audience. 
500 Klein, T. (2009). Intersex and Transgender Activism in South Africa. Liminalis, 3, p. 
34. 
501 ILGA. (2011, March 2). South Africa: Lack of bisexual, transgender and intersex 




















unlike' its'predecessors,' the'organisation'situated' itself'as'“African'based”,'de\emphasising'
notions'of'South'African'exceptionalism.' In'both'rhetoric'and'practice,' their'approach'has'
been'distinctly' transnational,' situating' themselves'as'a' key'player'within' the'wider'global'
trans' movement.' In' essence' then,' the' organisation' has' not' only' been' taking' “better'
terminology”' to' South' Africans,' but' also' actively' cultivating' it' regionally,' simultaneously'















was' far'more'nuanced.'Due' to' the'nature'of' the' investigation' and' the' threat' it' posed' to'
Victor’s'life,'he'became'one'of'the'first'visible'transgender'nationals'from'another'country'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
502 Klein, T. (2009). Intersex and Transgender Activism in South Africa. Liminalis, 3, p. 
19. 
503 Klein, T. (2009). Intersex and Transgender Activism in South Africa. Liminalis, 3, p. 
19. 
504 Camminga, B. (2012, November 6). Interview with Liesl Theron – Director. Gender 
Dynamix. Cape Town. 
505 Staff Writer. (2005, December 25). Court Gives Christmas Present to Ugandan Gays. 
Afrol.com. Retrieved November 21, 2014, from http://www.afrol.com/articles/32072 
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to' seek' refuge' in' South' Africa.' In' 2006,'Mukasa' spoke' at' the'UN' about' the' hardships' of'
being'transgender'in'Africa.'Referencing'the'emergent'politics'of'transgender,'he'heralded'
the'establishment'of'GDX'and'their'work'as'a'victory:'“We'are'now'claiming'language'and'





terminology”' beyond' South' Africa’s' border.' Regardless' of' their' own' eschewing' of' South'
African' exceptionalism,' the' organization,' in' the' same' manner' as' the' NCGLE/Equality'
Project,' has' been' upheld' as' a' model' for' transgender' political' organising' across' Africa,'
playing' “a' mentorship' role' in' the' Eastern' and' Southern' African' emerging' trans'
movement”.507'The'organisation’s'Founders’!Statement'makes'clear'that'this'regional'focus'
in'particular'has'been'financially'beneficial.508'This'positive'funding'situation'has'come'with'
certain' requirements' that' cannot' be' overlooked' in' accounting' for' this' politics' of'





the'word.' In'many' instances'people'will' still' call' themselves'gay'or' lesbian'while' they' live' the' lives'
they' live,' you'know?'…'Like'everything'else,' the'donors'have'a' lot'of'power'and' they'decide'what'







What' is' critical' here' is' that' prior' to' GDX,' there' was' very' little' political' substance' to'
transgender'in'South'Africa.' It'certainly,'as'Smit'has'pointed'out,'was'a'term'in'circulation'
and' as' the'words' and'presence'of'Udogu' suggest,' this' circulation'was' already'happening'
beyond'South'Africa’s'borders.'This'travel,'as'this'chapter'has'argued,'was'part'of'the'initial'
circulation' of' the'wider' rhetoric' of' LGBT' human' rights' and' so' linked' to' a' notion' of' both'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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508 “Our work in the region did not only advance GDX in the current financial situation, 
but due to our relationships with activists and organisations in other countries over a 
period of a few years, we managed to build a reputable name for us” – Theron, L. 
(2013, July). The Founder. Retrieved November 27, 2014, from 
http://www.genderdynamix.org.za/about/gdx-founder-liesl-theron/ 
509 Camminga, B. (2012, November 6). Interview with Sibusiso Kheswa – Advocacy 







facilitated' the' political' possibility' of' visibility' and' a' claiming' of' space.' Returning' to' the'









In' December' 2009,' Malawian' Tiwonge' Chimbalanga' was' arrested' and' charged' with'
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suggested' that' the' pair' were' the' “first' ‘gay’' couple' to' attempt' marriage' in' Malawi”,518'






Prior' to' the' engagement,' Chimbalanga'had'been' living' as' a'woman'and'Monjeza'had'
presented' her' to' his' family' as' such.' She' performed' several' duties' set' aside' for' women'





evidence' to' suggest' that' either' of' the' words' ‘gay’' or' ‘transgender’' were' used' either' in'
relation' to' the' couple' or' by' the' couple' themselves.' Arguably,' the' local' news' media' –'
recognising' the' possible' traction' of' a' report' on' gay' marriage,' a' controversial' topic'
internationally'at'the'time,'and'in'an'African'country,'no'less'–'took'a'seemingly'unknown'
couple,' removed' from' the' politics' of' LGBT/gay' rights' and' propelled' them' into' the'
international'spotlight.'As'Theron'explains,'“with'the'whole'stigma'of'these'western'words'
…'it'immediately'became'quite'well'known'that'this'is'wrong,'this'is'not'the'right'thing,'so'
now'they'were' in' trouble”.522'As'noted'by'Chimbalanga,' the'question'of'whether'she'was'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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from' overseas.' But' the' first' time' I' heard' the' word' ‘gay’' was' when' I' saw' it' next' to' my'
photograph' in' the' newspaper”. 524 'As' it' became' apparent' that' Chimbalanga' actually'
identified'as'a'woman,'transgender'organisations'around'the'world'voiced'frustration'at'the'











woman.' In' light'of' this,' they'argued,' “If' she'knew' the'word' transgender' she'would'come'
home'to'a'world'of'understanding'of'herself".526'Yet,'she'never'used'the'word'transgender.'
Even' while' in' prison,' when' asked' –' as' it' seems' she' was' –' by' representatives' from'
transnational'organisations'and'media'houses,'she'continued'to'identify'simply'as'a'woman.'
UK' rights' campaigner' Peter' Tatchell' stated,' regarding'whether' Chimbalanga' identified' as'
transgender:'"I'have'arranged'Malawian'prison'visitors'for'the'last'four'months.'I'have'got'
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'Due' to' international'pressure,' the' two,'after'being'sentenced' to' fourteen'years’'hard'
labour,'were'pardoned'by'the'President'“on'humanitarian'grounds”.529'A'far'more'plausible'
explanation,'for'one'of'the'continent’s'most'aid\dependent'countries,'seems'to'lie'with'the'
clear' threat' of' withdrawal' of' Malawi’s' foreign' aid' and' donor' support,' pending' the'
continued'imprisonment'of'the'couple.530'Monjenza'almost'immediately'established'himself'
with'a'new'cisgendered' female'partner'–'many'believe' this'was' in'order' to'avoid' further'
public' persecution.531'Due' to' the' seeming' level' of' notoriety' Chimbalanga' had' gained' in'
Malawi,' the' situation' was' somewhat' different' from' that' of' Monjeza.' As' Chimbalanga'
explains:'“After'I'was'released'from'prison'I'experienced'a'lot'of'challenges'in'my'country.'


















subject'position' resonates'with' transgender' and' yet' she'does'not' inhabit' its' discourse'or'
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530 Blecher, S. (Director). (2013). Two Men and a Wedding [Documentary]. South Africa: 
CINGA Productions.  
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reading' Chimbalanga' would' simply' become' part' of' current' contested' universalist'
perceptions'of'transgender.535'The'second'reading'would'be'to'understand'Chimbalanga'as'
an' individual' “illuminating' life' possibility' for' the' present”' in' connection' to' how' the'
relationship'between'gender,'sex'and'sexuality'might'be'framed.536''
In' the' latter' reading,' she' would' be' troubling' the' very' nature' of' the' category' of'
transgender'as'a'universal.'This'would'be'would'mean'reading'Chimbalanga’s'experiences'
as' illustrative' of' “times' that' produce' cracks' in' the' structure' of' homogeneity”. 537'






to' it;' this' says' something' specific' about' the' possibility' of' life' in' South' Africa.' The' very'
possibility' that'Udogu'may' have' imagined.' As' has' been' argued,' the' legislative' process' in'
South'Africa,'at' least'on'paper,' seemingly'does'not'necessarily' require'a'person'to'define'
themselves'with'terms'like'transsexual'or'transgender.'This,'coupled'with'the'possibility'of'
limited' medical' intervention' and' the' opportunity' to' seek' assistance' from' a' traditional'
healthcare'practitioner,'suggests'that'the'Act'might'not'actually'suppress'local'notions'of,'or'
possibilities' for' the'expressions,'of' sex/gender/sexuality'as'has'been'argued'by'critics' like'
Klein.539'Rather,'when'a'person'desires'to'have'their'sex'registered'as'something'other'than'
that' designated' at' birth,' the' possibility' to' have' been' assigned' male' and' present' as' a'
woman,'without'necessarily'taking'on'the'term'transgender,' is'theoretically'a' liveable'and'
protected' expression' of' life' in' South' Africa.' Surprisingly' then,' it' is' the' imposition' of'
language' from' NGOs' that' creates' the' disjuncture' here,' and' the' law' that' theoretically'
outlines'possibility.''
This'possibility' for'Chimbalanga'ostensibly'works' in'terms'of' legal'grounding'but'there'
may' be'wider' social' and' cultural' issues' –' particularly' as' terms' like' ‘transgender’' become'
increasingly'pervasive'as'a'way'of'naming'within'society.540'Here'we'find'the'line'between'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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rights,' proposing' a' particular' visibility,' while' suggesting' universality' and,' by' extension,'
naturality.541 'Kheswa' notes' that' people' at' a' local' level' ‘live' the' lives' they' live’.' It' is'
donors/funders'who'require'organisations'to'pass'‘better'terminology’'on'to'constituencies,'






and' projects' of' social' justice”.542'In' this' case,' transgender' is' a' rational' way' to' frame'




outside' the' Global' North' did' not' readily' accept' these' terms' –' rational' principles' linking'
public' life' and' projects' of' social' justice' –' instead'maintaining' alternate' language,' simply'
refusing' or' feeling' that' being' assigned' male' and' identifying' as' a' woman,' makes' one' a'
woman?' As' is' the' case' –' arguably' –' for' most' people' assigned' female' who' identify' as'
women.' Why' is' it' that' Chimbalanga' should' –' in' this' instance' –' have' a' gender' identity'
framed'as'transgender,'and'assigned'female'people'who'identify'as'women,'simply'have'a'




the' grounds' of' sexual' orientation' –' perceiving' it' here' as' synonymous'with' sexuality' and'
same'sex'identities'such'as'gay'and'lesbian'–'the'gender'identity'of'applicants'is'overlooked,'
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Transgender Human Rights: an Introduction. Contemporary Politics, 15(1), p. 13. 
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arguably' for' Sachs/Ackerman' seems' to' be' not' so'much' about' sexuality' or' specific' sexual'
identities' but' the'orientation,' the'directionality,' of' one' sex' towards'others.544'In' essence,'
within'the'borders'of'South'Africa,'the'Constitution'does'not'deal'with'discrimination'based'
on' sexual' orientation' “as' a' matter' of' discrimination' against' a' fixed,' essentialised' group'
named'‘homosexuals’,'but'…'rather'focus[es]'on'the'social'and'sexual'practices'which'might'
mark'individuals'as'‘other’'because'of'their'practices'and'because'of'their'shared'experience'
of' oppression' and' exclusion”.545'This' particular' “queer”' reading' separates' South' African'
constitutional' notions' of' sexual' orientation' from' the' “trajectory' of' its' European' colonial'











This,' as' with' the' notions' underpinning' Act' 49,' again' reiterate' an' understanding'
regarding' the' historically\contingent' nature' of' discourse,' language' and' identities.' This'
reading'makes' room' for' Chimbalanga,' along'with'Udogu,' and'many' others,' in' that'while'
noting' that' transgender' as' a' politics' or' identity' may' exist' or' be' emergent,'
being/claiming/identifying'as'transgender'is'not'necessary'in'relation'to'asylum.'Rather'it'is'
the' perception' of' a' person’s' orientation,' both' at' the' level' of' their' own' sex' and' towards'
other'sexes,'in'combination'with'their'gender'and'the'assumptions'made'in'relation'to'this,'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
543 Ahmed, S. (2006). Orientations: Toward a Queer Phenomenology. GLQ: A Journal of 
Gay and Lesbian Studies, 12(4), p. 543. 
544 “Defined by reference to erotic attraction: in the case of heterosexuals, to members 
of the opposite sex; in the case of gays and lesbians, to members of the same sex. 
Potentially a homosexual or gay or lesbian person can therefore be anyone who is 
erotically attracted to members of his or her own sex” – National Coalition for Gay 
and Lesbian Equality v The Minister of Justice 1998 (12) BCLR 1517 (CC) at para 20 
545 de Vos, P. (2009). From Heteronormativity to Full Sexual Citizenship? Equality and 
Sexual Freedom in Laurie Ackermann’s Constitutional Jurisprudence. In J. Barnard, D. 
Cornell, & F. du Bois (Eds.), Dignity, Freedom and the Post-Apartheid Legal Order: 
The Critical Jurisprudence of Laurie Ackerman. Cape Town: Juta, p. 13. 
546 Ibid., p. 13. 
547 National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality v The Minister of Justice 1998 (12) 
BCLR 1517 (CC) at para 134. 
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that' presumably' have' led' to' their' persecution' and' subsequent' claim.' It' is' an'









in' South' Africa' and' to' some' extent' Africa' has' been' somewhat' different.' It' would' take'
almost' ten' years' from' the' emergence' of' a' democratic' South' Africa' for' a' movement' to'
emerge,'and'when'it'did'it'was'independent'of'any'LGB'organisation.'Organisations'like'GDX'
stepped' into' an' already\established,' though' politically' vacant,' category.' In' fact,' their'
emergence'was' in'some'ways' facilitated'by'South'Africa’s'constitutional\legal'make'up,' in'
particular' the' attendant' rights' of' Act' 49.' Although' mainstream' gay' organisations' within'
South'Africa'carried' the'LGBT'acronym'–'arguably' following' funder'mandates'which'were'
couched' in' that' language'–'work'done' to' address' trans' issues'or'needs'was' slim' to'non\
existent.'South'African'transgender'NGOs,550'since'their'emergence,'have'strategically'taken'
on'a'mantel'of'regionalism,'working'hand'in'hand'with'larger'‘transnational’'organisations'
to'precipitate' the'development'of' transgender'beyond' the' country’s' borders.'As'Udogu’s'
case'illustrates,'the'pathways'created'initially'by'LGBT'activism,'along'with'the'denigration'
of' ‘gay'rights’'by'religious'and'political' leaders'and'the'publication'of'this'by' international'
news'media,'have'combined'to'create'the'perception'that'South'Africa'is'a'safe'haven'for'
individuals'experiencing'persecution.'It' is'this'network'that'proliferates'around'the'politics'




attendant' terms,' laws,' repudiations,'accusations'and'questions.' It'has' inhabited'and'been'
inhabited,'deployed'and'been'treated'with'a'certain'amount'of'deference'due'to'its'Global'
Northern'origin.'Chimbalanga' represents'a' ‘scandal’'within' this' travel,'within' the'possible'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
548 Ahmed, S. (2006). Orientations: Toward a Queer Phenomenology. GLQ: A Journal of 
Gay and Lesbian Studies, 12(4), p. 563. 
549 Gevisser, M. (2013). Love in exile. The Guardian. Retrieved November 6, 2015, from 
http://www.theguardian.com/news/2014/nov/27/-sp-transgender-relationship-jail-
exile-tiwonge-chimbalanga 
550 The list includes several other regionally-focused organisations including The Social, 
Health and Empowerment Feminist Collective of Transgender Women in Africa (SHE) 
and Transgender and Intersex Africa (TIA). 
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Outreach' Officer' at' GDX,' notes' that' he' respects' her' for' this' and' says' that'many' people'
respect'her'“as'a'woman'and'not'as'trans”.'''
'
South' Africa' offers' asylum' on' the' grounds' of' sexual' orientation,' not' sexuality' or'
sexuality'orientation,'however'cumbersome'that'may'sound.'It'is'clear'that'transgender'has'






in' terms' of' desire' and' the' shape' of' one’s' body'might' be' supported' without' necessarily'
having' to' use' a' specific' discourse.' Clearly,' what' Udogu' may' have' imagined,' and' what'
certainly' created' the' room' for' someone' like'Chimbalanga' to' come' to' South'Africa,' is' the'
Constitution.'It' is'this'very'imagining'of'the!variability!of!human!behaviour552'that'provides'
the'possibility' to'embrace' the'Chimbalanagas'of' the'world,'and'many'others'we'may'not'
even'be'able'to'imagine'yet.55333
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
551 Camminga, B. (2012, November 6). Interview with Charlie Takati – Outreach Officer. 
Gender Dynamix. Cape Town. 
552 National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality v The Minister of Justice 1998 (12) 
BCLR 1517 (CC) at para 134. 
553 It is arguable that the Constitution is in fact compatible with a far more pluralistic and 
radical/fluid notion of gender and sex than is currently envisioned by legislation such 
as Act 49. The Constitution is, after all, a living document. At the time of its creation, 
notions of sex and gender as existing in a far more fluid manner may not have been 
at the forefront of its creators’ minds if indeed these understandings existed at all. It 
is clear that Act 49 functions on the assumption that gender is unambiguous. 
Moreover that sex and gender exist in binary and in a correlating relationship to one 
another. As understandings about sex and gender evolve, the possibility remains for 
diversity to be read into the Constitution. A recent briefing paper presented to Home 
Affairs by GDX and the Legal Resources Centre (LRC) has noted along these lines 
“that in the context of the constitutional democracy in South Africa, limiting access to 
rights and services to only those who have gender identity that is “acceptable” 
undermines the spirit and purport of the Constitution, which requires that the State 
must take steps to protect, promote and fulfill everyone’s rights, which includes 
transgender persons” (p. 5). In light of this, they stress that the law has lagged in 
relation to medical and social developments regarding “thinking about gender and sex 
beyond the male-female/man-woman binary” (p. 21). Source: Legal Resources 
Center, Gender DynamiX (GDX). (2015). Briefing Paper:  Alteration of Sex Description 






Gender' refugees' are' those! who! can! make! claims! to! refugee! status,! fleeing! their!
countries!of!origin!based!on!the!persecution!of!their!gender!identity.' ‘Gender'refugees’'are'
different' from' sexual' refugees' in' that' their' issues' pertain' to' a' perceived' incongruity'
between' their' gender' identity' and' birth\assigned' sex.' Being' transgender\identified' and' a'
refugee' or' asylum' seeker' is' a' relatively' recent' and' under\researched' facet' of' both'
transgender' identity' and' refugee' experience.' Furthermore,' understanding' is' limited'
regarding' the' lived' experience' of' transgender\identified' individuals' in' countries' of' origin'
that' might' force' them' into' situations' that' would' lead' to' seeking' refuge.' Key' to' both'
transgender' and' the' refugee' experience' is' the' concept' of' migration.' In' relation' to'




As' a' more' metaphorical' experience,' migration' originated' in' work' regarding'
transsexuality,' and' has' come' to' be' a' dominant' element'within' transgender.554'Narratives'
regarding'migration'as' it'pertains' to' transgender'experience,' though'contested,'are'often'
linear'in'nature,'suggesting'a'one\way'movement.555'For'Jay'Prosser,'this'journey'speaks'to'
a'leaving'of'a'perceived'location,'a'place'of'origin,'in'both'a'literal'and'metaphorical'sense,'
in'order' to'cross'a'border'–'usually'physically,' the'border'of'a'state,'and'at' the'corporeal'
level,'a'gendered'border'–'into'a'borderland'or'transitional'space,' in'order'to'return'fully\
actualised.' This' is' a' journey' structured' by' the' metaphorical' ‘homes’' of' manhood' or'
womanhood'invested' in'the'body,'at'which,' in'transitioning,'one'arrives'more'fully.'These'











554 Aizura, A. Z. (2012). Transgender Travel Narratives. In T. T. Cotton (Ed.), 
Transgender Migrations: The Bodies, Borders and Politics of Transition. New York: 
Routledge, p. 142. 
555 See: Prosser, J. (1998). Second Skins: The Body Narratives of Transsexuality. 
Columbia University Press. 
556 Aizura, A. Z. (2012). Transgender Travel Narratives. In T. T. Cotten, Transgender 






This' reading' of' transgender' is' contextually' bound,' and' is' suggestive' of' particular'
ideologies' regarding' the' body' and' the' relationship' between' sex,' sexuality,' and' gender.'
Furthermore,'it'also'relies'on'–'and'is'in'some'ways'structured'by'–'the'possibility'of'access'
to'gender\affirming'healthcare.'As'transgender'travels,' its'seamless'application'in'contexts'





role' transgender' plays' in' relation' to' this.558'This' chapter' takes' the' narratives' of' gender'
refugees' regarding' their' experiences' and' lives' in' countries' of' origin' and' considers' the'
“complex,'wide\ranging'and'pervasive' set'of'phenomena”'which'might'bring' them' to' the'
decision' to' seek' refuge' in' South' Africa.'While' doing' so,' this' chapter' also' considers'what'
forced' migration,' becoming' a' gender' refugee,' might' reveal' about' the' complexity' of'
transgender'in'this'context.'Moreover,'what'it'might'offer'to'current'conceptualisations'of'
transgender' in' relation' to' both' the' literal' and'metaphorical' notions' of' home,'migration,'
borders'and'borderlands.'
'
Utilising' Sara' Ahmed’s' understanding' of' the' stranger' as' an' embodied' other,' a' someg
body,' already' known'and' visible'within' the'nation' space,' this' chapter' argues' that' gender'
refugees'and'asylum'seekers,'most'frequently'those'assigned'male/boy'at'birth'who'express'
any'form'of' femininity' (but'not' limited'to'this),'experience'varying' levels'of'exclusion'and'





is'not'simply'about'gender,' it' is'also'about'their'perceived'sexuality.'Moreover,'that'it' is'a'
cumulative'set'of'experiences'–'leading'to'the'threat'of'social,'political'and'civil'death'–'that'
causes'a'transgender\identified'person'to'flee'their'country'of'origin.'Anzaldúa'offers'a'way'
to' frame' these' particular' transgender' experiences,' to' understand' the' possibility' of'




557 Halberstam, J. (1998). Female Masculinity. Durham: Duke University Press Books, p. 
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that' something' about' them' set' them' apart' from' their' peers.' Their' short' description' of'
experiences' leading' up' to' their' coming' to' South' Africa,' highlights' several' threads' which'
cumulatively' play' a' significant' role' in' becoming' a' gender' refugee:' family,' society' or'
community,'homosexuality,'violence'–'seemingly'free'of'impunity'–'and'finally'the'threat'of'
death.' In' looking' back' at' their' childhood' they' recall' what' they' now' see' as' moments' of'
“discrimination”' –' being' taunted' by' local' children,' questioned' by' adults' regarding' their'
gender' and' feeling' as' though' they'were' somehow' different.' They' attribute'much' of' this'
behaviour'on'the'part'of'their'community'to'being'a'reaction'to'the'way'they'looked,'spoke'













not'a' line'of'questioning' that' requires'an'answer;' rather,' it' is'a' statement'presenting' the'
early' borders' of' personhood' and' belonging' at' several' intersecting' levels' but' most'
importantly' gender/sexuality.' Gender' is' imposed' on' an' individual' largely' based' on' their'




560 Alex’s preferred pronouns are they and them. 
561 Alex 
562 Stryker, S. (2006). My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounix. 
In S. Stryker & S. Whittle (Eds.), The Transgender Studies Reader. New York: 
Routledge, p. 253. 
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is'attributed'a'subjectivity.'For' Judith'Butler,'medical' interpellation' from'the'time'of'birth'
“shifts'an'infant'from'an'‘it’'to'a'‘she’'or'a'‘he’,'and'in'that'naming'the'girl'is'‘girled’,'brought'
into' the' domain' of' language' and' kinship' through' the' interpellation' of' gender”.563'This'
founding'interpellation'is'then'reiterated'throughout'their'lives.'When'a'child'contests'this'
by'not' ‘boying’' or' ‘girling’' as' expected,' they'begin' to' trouble' “that' field'of' discourse' and'
power' that' orchestrates,' delimits,' and' sustains' that' which' qualifies' as' ‘the' human’”.564'
Stella'and'Ava,'assigned'male'at'birth,'are'from'East'Africa'while'Tatenda'is'from'a'country'

















'The' logic' of' the' injunction' is'made' clearest' when' Alex' is' told' they' cannot' play'with'
anyone'because'they'are'not!a!girl'but'they'are'also'read'as'not!a!boy!because!they!look!like!
a! girl.' For' gender' refugees' from' African' countries,' these' situated' realities' represent' a'
specific'geo'and'body'politics'and'are'epistemically'important.'This'suggestion'in'relation'to'
their' shifting'often'provides' the' first'words'or' inklings' that' something' is' strange'and' that'
this' strangeness' is' visible' to' others.' The' questions' they' encounter' as' children' are' not'
directed' at'who' they' are' but' rather,'more' crucially,'what' they' are' –' a' question' of' their'
humanness.' Sara' Ahmed' in' Strange! Encounters,' posits' that' the' stranger' is' one' who' is'
already'known,'someone'who'is'recognised'but,'critically,'this'is'an'identification'of'“someg
body”!who' is' perceived' as' being' out' of' place.568'This' is' not' someone' that' society' fails' to'
recognise;' rather' it' is' a' person,' a' body,' that' is' differentiated' from' others'within' a' visual'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
563 Butler, J. (1993).  Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of Sex. New York: 
Routledge, p. 7. 
564 Ibid., p. 8. 
565 Stella 
566 Tatenda in Dolan, C., Chapman, A., & Neumann, D. (Directors). (2011). Getting Out 
[Documentary]. Refugee Law Project. 
567'Ava'
568 Ahmed, S. (2000). Strange Encounters: Embodied Others in Post-Coloniality. New 











For' Akraam,' Alex,' Tatenda' and' Stella' this' act' of' differentiation' through' naming' was'
something' that' alerted' them' to' their' difference.' To' the'possibility' that' although' they'did'
not'have'the'word'for'it'at'the'time,'as'Alex'explains,'that'they'were'‘transgender’.571!What'I'
am' suggesting' here' is' that' gender' non\conforming' individuals' present' visible' signs' of'
incongruence'that'raise'questions,'trouble'the'initial'interpellations,'that'shifted'them'from'
‘it’'back'towards'the'space'of'‘it’.'Key'here'is'this'shifting,'a'state'of'movement'or'migration.'
This' naming' that' takes' place,' as' with' Alex’s' experience,' raises' the' boundary' of' what' is'
normal;' in' naming' and' in' being' questioned' they' are' set' aside,' recognised' as' somehow'
falling'outside'of'this'space.'Ahmed'argues'that'perceived'cultural'difference'is'an'anxious'





Notably,' as' seen' with' Tatenda' and' Alex,' not' all' families' read' their' children’s'
incongruence' as' immediately' problematic;' not' all' homes' carry' the' danger' of' expulsion' –'
some'not' initially'and' some'not'ever.'Within' some' families,'mothers' in'particular' show'a'
certain' level'of'acceptance,'allowing'their'children'to'dress'as'they'please.'Nelly,'assigned'











desire' for' “girls’”' clothes' as' sign' that' she' was' gay.' Regardless,' instead' of' curtailing' her'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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Not'all'parents'actively' facilitate' their' children’s'non\conformity,'but' some'parents'do'
turn'a'blind'eye.'Akraam'distinctly' remembers'desiring'girls’' clothes'as'a' child,'which' she'
often' stole' from' her' sister.' Raised' in' a' strict' Muslim' household' she' was' aware' of' the'
severity'of'this'transgression.'Regardless'of'this'and'the'fact'that'her'body'was'too'big'for'
her' sister’s' clothing,' meaning' she' often' burst' the' seams,' like' Bobbie,' she' continued' to'
“dress' like' a'woman”' at' home.'Akraam'believes' her'mother' knew' that' she'was'different'
from'other'boys'and'that'she'was'the'one'destroying'her'sister’s'clothes.'While'she'did'not'
endorse' Akraam’s' behaviour,' she' did' not' sanction' it' either;' rather,' it' was' simply' never'
mentioned.'As'a'child,'Tatenda'felt'that'her'non\conforming'gender'behaviour'was'a'topic'
of'surveillance'for'her'father,'her'community,'and'her'school.'She'was'acutely'aware'that'
there' was' something' about' her' that' was' intrinsically' read' as' disruptive' to' the'
heteronormative'order.'It'was'only'sanctioned'as'soon'as'she'was'old'enough'to'understand'
that'if'she'was'a'homosexual'her'father'would'disown'her.'Critically,'like'Akraam,'something'
about' the' way' Tatenda' navigated' the' world' as' a' child' was' read' as' a' sign' of' an' implicit'
sexuality.''
'
While' families' can' certainly' function' as' homes' or' holding' spaces' for' their' children’s'
burgeoning' gender' expression/sexuality,' schools' played' a' particular' role' as' a' site' of'
discipline' in' the' lives' of'many'of' participants.' They' are'places'where'non\conformance' is'
called'out,'taunted'and'made'a'spectacle'of.'Tatenda'recalls'a'teacher'telling'her'to'go'visit'
the'staff'room'so'that'she'could'be'taught'by'a'male'teacher'how'to'walk,'ostensibly'like'a'
man,' and' to' touch' a' girl.' In' essence,' to' be' taught' how' to' be' a'man' by' enacting' proper'
masculinity'and'heterosexuality.'Certainly,'most'of'the'participants'learnt'from'a'young'age'
that' their' behaviour' was' at' odds' with' wider' societal' expectations,' but,' returning' to'























For' Tatenda,' reflecting' the' vulnerability' to' violence,' this' public' berating' was' doubly'











Within' Ahmed’s' framework' of' strangers' and' estrangement,' recognition' based' on'
appearance'allows'for'naming'to'take'place'–!Ladyboy!or'Pede!or!Gay!–'which'signifies'that'
body'as'unwelcome'or'out'of'place,'particularly'in'the'social'space.'These'are'the'beginnings'
of' exclusion' and' the' seeds' of' marginalization.! This' initial' questioning,' a' visibility' in'
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Cleo'points'here' to' the'slippage' that'gender'non\conformity'maintains' into'adulthood'










strangers' than' other\bodies' precisely' because' they' are' already' read' and' valued' in' the'
demarcation' of' social' spaces”.580'Alumine' Moreno' considers' the' politics' of' this' hyper\
visibility'in'relation'to'the'expectations'of'society'with'regards'to'trans'people'in'Argentina,'
explicating' that' “one' of' the' negative' consequences' of' visibility' is' that' once' the' distance'





For'Vivian'Namaste,'gender'expression'can'be'considered' the' foremost' signal'used' to'
locate' lesbians' and' gay' men' within' a' given' society.582'In' instances' of' violence' involving'
individuals'perceived'as'‘homosexual’,' it' is'glaringly'evident'that'the'possibility'of'attack'is'
justified'“not'in'reaction'to'one’s'sexual'identity,'but'to'one’s'gender'presentation”.583'This'
is' not' to' say' that' sexuality' does' not' enter' the' question' but' rather' that' it' is' the' gender'
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gender' and' what' is' sexuality' –' the' one' often' stands' in' for' the' other;' they' intersect' in'
significant' ways' and' are' more' often' than' not' collapsed' into' one' another.' Namaste,' in'
reflecting'on'the'question'of'the'relation'between'gender'and'sexuality,'adds'that'in'certain'
“social,' cultural,' and' historical' contexts”585'their' separation'might' actually' be' impossible.'
This' is' partly' due' to' the' fact' that' in' these' instances,' “gender' is' not' simply'mistaken' for'
sexuality'or'vice\versa;' the'two'are'read'through'one'another'and'constitute'each'other’s'
logic”.586'This'is'the'logic'that'is'drawn'on'in'order'to'ascertain'the'outsider'within.'This'logic'
seems' to' be' particularly' true' for' the' countries' and' communities' from'which' participants'
hail,'where' homosexuality' is' the'most' common' term' deployed' to' signal' their' difference,'






In' the' same' way,' a' woman' who' looks' like' or' has' tendencies' of' a' man' is' declared' a' lesbian'

















'Julius'Kaggwa,'a' leading' intersex'activist' from'Uganda,'explains' that' issues'of' sexuality' in'
most' parts' of' Africa' are' things' that' societies' would' prefer' were' silenced,' or' at' best'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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“addressed' only' through' stigmatising' sensational' media' exposure”. 588 'He' relates' this'
attitude' to' a' broader' ingraining' of' patriarchy' and' heteronormativity' –' both' reliant' on' a'
deep\rooted' societal' belief' in' fixed' identities.' Recognising' sexuality,' let' alone' gender,' as'
something'diverse' is' almost'unfathomable,' a' “destructive' and'an' immoral' part' of' human'
experience'that'must'be'kept'in'check”.589'Cleo'echoes'Julius,'adding'that'this'issue'of'fixity'










moved' beyond' their' own' communities.' Living' in' singular,' close\knit' communities'
throughout'their'adolescence'meant'that'there'was'a'certain'undeniable'visibility'regarding'
who' they' were' –' as' Tricia' explains,' she' had' always' looked' “like' a' little' woman”.' This'
outward'display'of'femininity'established'a'certain'knowledge'within'both'of'their'families'
and'communities,'which'extended'to'a'tacit'acceptance'on'the'part'of'these'communities.'
Bobbie'notes'how'this'community'acceptance'or'act'of'witnessing' to' their' ‘always'having'
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In' every' instance,' for' every' participant,' gender\transgressive' behaviour' was' read' as'
indicative' of' homosexuality,' but' evidently' communities' like' families' differ' in' their'
approaches'and'responses.'Harassment'or'bullying'–'whether'in'schools'or'on'the'street'–'









identified'with' to'varying'degrees;' the'ability/inclination' to' take'on' the' term'shifted' from'
person' to' person.' As' has' been' argued' in' the' previous' chapter' in' relation' to' Tiwonge'
Chimbalanga,' there' are' also' instances' where' the' term' has' been' refused.' However,' this'
refusal'has'by'no'means'barred'it'from'being'ascribed'to'Chimbalanga'by'other'people.'In'




an'amalgamation'of'both'gay'and' transgender' to'describe' themselves,'along'with' several'
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perceptions' of' transgender.' For' Nael' Bhanji,' these' narrative' productions' have' largely'
established' passing' as' ‘properly' gendered’' as' something' akin' to' coming' home,' an'
articulation'of'“linear'progression'towards'the'ultimate'goal'of'belonging”.595'At'the'heart'of'
these' accounts' is' the' synchronisation' of' “the' metaphorical' return' to' the' protagonist's'
gendered' home'with' an' account' of' their' arrival' at' the' protagonist's' literal!home”.596'For'
Bhanji'and'Namaste,'these'types'of'narratives'are'indicative'of'an'unspoken'white'privilege'
within' ‘Anglo\American’' framings'of' transgender.597'Aizura'reads'this' journey'to' ‘home’'as'
framed' by' the' notion' of' ‘from’' and' ‘to’,' denoting' a' one\way' trajectory' from'one' pole' of'












gender' identity' and' biological' sex' are' not' only' discontinuous' but' catastrophically' at'
odds”.601 'The' rhetoric' of' linear' migration' to' home' assumes' that' the' solution' or' the'
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Within' this' specific,' rarely\acknowledged,' contextual' perception' of' transgender'
existence,'to'“live'successfully'in'the'gender'of'choice,'to'be'accepted'as'a'natural!member'
of' that' gender”' is' described' as' ‘passing’.603'‘Passing’' generally' requires' access' to' gender\






or'–'as'Moreno'describes'–'experience'a'visibility' in'excess:'“when'it' is' impossible'to'pass'
unnoticed”.604 'While' Halberstam' acknowledges' that' many' trans' people' transition' in' a'
clearly' linear' manner,' leaving' “geographies' of' ambiguity' behind”,605'many' simply' cannot'






borders' as' metaphor' shift.' Indeed,' the' experiences' of' gender' refugees' in' living' in,' and'
eventually' leaving,'their'countries'of'origin,'necessitate'the' literal'use'of'what'Halberstam'
notes'have'been'“metaphorical' figures”.' In' so'doing,' the'possibility' for'a'different' sort'of'
trans'travel'narrative,'one'that'might'engage'with'“indeterminacy”'and'“border'dwellers”'is'
presented.' Transgender,' in' this' case,' with' these' participants,' provides' a' means' through'
which'to'understand'gender,'and'the'precarious'nature'of'perceptions'regarding'the'geo\




applies' in' this'context,' speaks' to'multiplicity'–' the'possibility'and'construction'of'multiple'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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231. 
604 Moreno, A. (2008). Open Space: The Politics of Visibility and the GLTTTBI Movement 
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the' emotional' residue' of' an' unnatural' boundary' where' the' prohibited,' the' forbidden' …'
reside' in' a' place' of' discomfort' as' they' negotiate' between' the' conflicting' forces' in' such'
margins”.607'Discomfort' is' the' crucial' analytic' here' –' something' constantly' expressed' by'
participants,'which'I'believe'begins'to'explain'what'it'might'be'like'to'inhabit'“geographies'
of' ambiguity”.608'Nelly' explains' what' it' was' like' to' live' in' her' country' of' origin,' feeling'













that' heteronormative' environments,' feelings' of' constant' surveillance,' lack' of' community'
support,'misnaming,'various'forms'of'violence'(tacitly'State\sanctioned),'work'as'a'matrix'of'




Anzaldúa' speaks' about' ‘mestiza’,' a' term'which' can' be' understood' as' “torn' between'
ways”' of' being' in' discomfort,' to' generate' an' epistemology' of' the' borderlands.611'This'
borderland' space' is' an' “unstable,' unpredictable,' precarious,' always\in\transition' space'
lacking' clear' boundaries' …' living' in' this' liminal' zone'means' being' in' a' constant' state' of'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
607 Aigner-Varoz, E. (2000). Metaphors of a Mestiza Consciousness: Anzaldúa's 
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608 Halberstam, J. (1998). Female Masculinity. Durham: Duke University Press, p. 163. 
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610 Ibid., p. 162, 171. 
611 Anzaldúa, G. (1987). Borderlands La Frontera: The new Mestiza. San Francisco: Aunt 
Lute Books, p. 78. 
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displacement' –' an' uncomfortable,' even' alarming' feeling”.612'She' argues' that' individuals'



















The' epicentre' of' Anzaldúa’s' borderland' theory' is' a' space' of' hybridity,' resistance' and'
multiplicity.' In'essence,' the'borderland'makes' room'for' the'kind'of' transgender'existence'
espoused'by'participants.'The'mestiza'consciousness'is'the'coming\to\the\fore'of'an'agency,'
an' acknowledgment' of' outsider\status' and' an' unwillingness' simply' to' be' dominated,'
exploited'and'abused.'This'agency'speaks'to'self\definition,'survival'and'the'creative'evasion'









The' mestizo' consciousness' is' a' questioning' of' the' right' to' draw' definitional' lines' of'
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Anzaldúa' argues' that' in' the' borderland' space' a' person' develops' the' ability' to' cope' by'
“developing' a' tolerance' for' contradictions,' a' tolerance' for' ambiguity' …' sustain[ing]'
contradictions”.617'Those'that'find'themselves'pushed'into'the'borderlands'are'often'open'
to'exploitation,'extreme'exclusion'and'marginalization.' If,' from'childhood,' it' is'made'clear'
that' something' is' not' quite' right' with' participants’' behaviour,' then' they' are' set' at' the'
border' of' what' is' perceived' to' be' correct' by' some' families,' communities' and' the' state.'
Dwelling' in' entanglement,' this' is' a' constantly' shifting' process' between' acceptance' and'
marginalization.'Returning'to'Butler’s'understanding'of'bodily'subjectivity,'‘shifting’'here'is'
key.' It' is' a' way' to' describe' this' life' in' the' borderlands' as' constantly' about' evasion,'
resilience,' adjustment' and' survival.' There' are' any' number' of'ways' of' shifting' –' between'
spaces,'between'homes,'between'borders' and'between'nations.' Coming'back' to'Prosser,'
this' is'not'a' ‘trans' trajectory’:' for' trans'people'as'exilic' subjects,' ‘traveling’'or,'as' I'argue,'
shifting'“is'a'strategy'for'living'with'the'exilic'condition”.618'Giorgio'Agamben’s'idea'of'bare'
life' is' useful' here.' Agamben' sets' up' homo! sacer' as' an' exemplary' figure' of' the' state' of'
exceptionalism,'the'individual'set'apart'from'others'by'law.'Like'Anzaldúa,'Agamben'notes'
that' “lives' lived' on' the' margins' of' social,' political,' cultural,' economic' and' geographical'
borders'are'lives'half'lived'…'these'lives'exist'in'a'limbo\like'state'that'is'largely'preoccupied'
with' acquiring' and' sustaining' the' essentials' of' life”.619'Although' the' same' ideas' could' be'
read'from'the'journeys'of'all'participants,'Sasha'perhaps'provides'the'clearest'narrative'of'
what'it'means'to'survive'in'a'limbo\like'state,'shifting'as'and'when'necessary,'abandoning'
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an' ‘anglo\centric’' models' transgender.' Yet,' borderland' existence,' with' its' series' of'
discomforts,'necessitates'flexibility'and'hybridity.'Central'here,'though,'is'that'problems'and'
experiences'of'marginalisation'were'very'rarely'framed,'if'at'all,'as'an'issue'of'the'self'but'
rather' discomfort' created' due' to' external' factors.' To' be' clear,' ‘the' problem’' or' as' Tricia'
refers'to'it,'‘the'situation’'–'the'very'reason'for'their'experiences'of'exclusion'–'was'not'that'
they' could' not' express' their' genders' in' fuller' or' more' ‘correct’' ways' but' rather' that'





Arguably,' in' recent' years' one' of' the' most' authoritative' narratives' that' has' come' to'
define' the' contours' of' what' it' means' to' be' African,' has' been' the' marking' out' of' the'
boundary' against'what' it'means' to' be' ‘unAfrican’,' utilising' the' figure'of' the'homosexual.'
This' has' been' intimately' linked' to' the' liberalisation' of' discourses' and' practices' regarding'
gender'identity'and'sexuality:'sparked,'in'part,'by'South'Africa’s'transition'to'constitutional'
democracy.' Tensions' here' have' most' visibly' played' out' in' the' terrain' of' human' rights'
underpinned'by'a'troubling'enquiry'as'to'who/what'can'be'considered'human.'While'some'
families'may'certainly'protect' their' children,'even' tacitly' support' their'gender'expression,'
an' often' pervasive' structural' violence' is' ever\present,' in' relation' to' perceptions' of'
homosexuality' for' gender' non\conforming' individuals.' In' all' of' the' countries' that'
participants'left'–'with'one'exception'(though'legislation'has'been'suggested'to'this'end)'–'
same\sex' sexuality' is' considered' illegal.' The' singular' exception' relies' on' public' decency'
provisions' to' persecute' those' considered' to' be' homosexual.' The' difference' between' the'
countries' lies' in' the' severity' of' the' punishment,' and' whether' or' not' the' ‘crime’' of'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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the' corollary' to' this:' life' and' death' are' two' sides' of' the' same' coin.'Mirzoeff' posits' that'
“death' is' the' point' where' life' escapes' and' exceeds' Biopower,' forcing' it' paradoxically' to'
produce'death' to' safeguard' life'…'any'deployment'of' ‘life’' also'exists' in' a' relation' to' the'














in' relation' to' refugee' experience.' He' argues' that' Necropower' takes' into' account'
technologies'of'power' that' facilitate' the'maximum'possibility'of' life' and'vitality' for' some'
populations,'while' pursuing' the'maximum'destruction'of' other' populations.' These'others'
are' funnelled' into' new' and' unique' forms' of' social' existence:'what'Mbembe' refers' to' as'
worlds'of'“living'dead”;'‘bare'life’'where'the'only'focus'can'be'survival.626'As'Cleo'explains'
about'her' life' in'Uganda' just'before'being'forced'to'go' into'hiding' in'Kenya:'“I'have'been'
attacked'more'than'once'…'what'happens' is'that'you'are'a'dead'person'living.'Waiting'to'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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'Mbembe,' echoing' Butler’s' shifting' space' of' ‘it’,629'asks' what' it' might' “mean' to' do'
violence'to'that'which'is'nothing'…'Who'is'a'human'being'and'who'is'not'…'If'one'is'not'a'
human' being,'what' is' one?”630'The' denial' of' humanity' is' embedded' in' this' question' and'
when' the' State' begins' to' answer' this' injunction' by' referring' to' all' those' Others,' those'
strangers,'it'captures'under'the'label'of'homosexual,'for'instance,'vermin631'or'a'‘festering'
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In' almost' all' cases,' the' lines' are' redrawn' with' the' tacit' approval/encouragement' of' the'
State,'borders'proclaimed,'and' those'not'worthy'of' life'and' living'are'placed'at' the'outer'
limits'–'as'being'not'at'home'in'the'body'of'the'nation:'then,'that'the'shift'that'necessitates'











In'closing!Second!Skins'Prosser'notes' that'“Home' is,'on'some' level,'always'a'place'we'
make'up,' that' belonging' is' ultimately'mythic' –' for' all' of' us' perhaps' unreachable'without'
some' sweet' act' of' imagination”.638'' If' part' of'what' is' implied' in' the' very' root' of' trans' is'
indeed' to'move' across,' beyond' or' through,' then' it' is' perhaps' in' participants’' coming' to'
South'Africa'that'this'meaning,'for'participants,'finds'its'possibility.'South'Africa'is,'in'some'
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Gender' refugees'do'not'only'move' to'claim'something,'as'has'been'argued,' they'also'
impact'and'reflect'something'of'the'social'and'national'spaces'they'inhabit.'This'is'also'true'
of' the'spaces'which' they'come'to,'or'hope'to,' inhabit.'Gender' refugees,'coming' to'South'
Africa,' invest' this' almost' mythical' space' of' ‘freedom’' with' three' key' imaginings.' Firstly:'
South'Africa'holds'the'possibility'of'a'move'out'of'the'borderlands,'into'a'society'which,'it'is'
believed,'will' provide' acceptance' and' recognition,'while' allowing' personal' expression.' As'
Daniel'who' left'East'Africa'with'a'bag' full'of'dresses'makes'clear:'“I'came'with' them'(the'











'Lastly:' South'Africa' represents' a'place'of' comfort'where' the' lives'of' gender' refugees'
might'hold'the'possibility'not'only'of'being'acknowledged,'but'also'valued,'in'the'very'fact'









Bobbie' describes' this' imagined' space' as' one'where' she'would' have' the' right' to' ‘expose’'
herself,'enabling'who'she'is.'This'suggests'a'belief'in'being'able'to'actualise'her'gender'fully,'
without' the' threat' of'marginalisation.' For' gender' refugees,' the' expectation' is' that' South'
Africa'will' acknowledge' them'as'human'beings,' reinstating' their'humanity'and' that' there'








acceptance.' Not' as' the' pejorative' homosexual,' but' as' transgender' and/or' gay,' with' a'




person' might' find' themselves,' or' imagine' themselves,' to' be' included' in' the' ‘we’' of' the'













part' of' a' legal,' protected,' and' acknowledged' populous:' insiders,' already' interpolated' as'
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crafts' the'social'and'political;'abjection'here' is' really'about'what' is'necessary' in'order' for'
one' to'be' interpolated'as'a'viable' subject,'at'home'within' the'nation'state.' In' relation' to'
this,' Ahmed' notes' that' discourses' which' figure' a' person' as' a' danger' either' to' home' or'
community'or'nation,'“allow'the'abdication'of'any'social'and'political'responsibility'for'the'
violence' that' takes' place'within' legitimated' spaces,' and'which' is' sanctioned' through' the'





of' exclusion' –' along' with' a' lack' of' recourse' to' protection,' and/or' active' sanctioning' of'
violence'on'behalf'of'the'State'–'combined'with'the'threat'of'death,'lead'to'the'necessity'of'
fleeing.' Gender' refugees' either' leave' their' countries' of' origin,' or' find' that' they' cannot'
return'to'them,'because'of'a'fear'of'direct'danger'to'their'lives'and'sometimes'the'fear'of'











and' national' homes' they' inhabit. 649 'For' these' participants,' readings' of' gender' non\
conformity' from' an' early' age' establish' them' as' outsiders' in' several' interlocking'ways;' in'




make' the' choice' to' shift' towards'South'Africa'when'death' comes' too'close,' in' the'hopes'
that' they' might' find' protection,' acceptance' and' a' sense' of' belonging.' Being' a' gender'
refugee'is'intimately'linked'to'the'possibility'of'being'transgender'in'South'Africa.''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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The' Republic' of' South' Africa' shares' borders' with' six' countries:' Lesotho,' Swaziland,'
Mozambique,' Zimbabwe,' Botswana' and'Namibia.' There' are' 72' designated' ports' of' entry'
into'the'country'–'10'airports,'9'Harbours'and'53'land'ports'–'along'almost'7000'kilometres'
of'what'has'commonly'been'labelled'‘porous’'border.650'Borders,'both'bodily'and'material,'
discern'a'body’s'ability' to' identify'as'a'citizen,'a'member'of'an' imagined'community'or'a'
stranger.' They' represent'both'promise'and' freedom,'and' confinement'and' restriction.' To'
cross'borders'legally'requires'documentation,'which'must'indicate'sex/gender,651'purported'
to'be'easily'identifiable'and'readable'by'the'representative'eye/mind'of'the'state652'in'given'
moments' of' crossing.' How' refugees' manage' borders' and' border' crossing' is' of' central'









'Globally,' as' it' stands,' documents' are' crucial' in' not' only' naming' but' also' “sexing' the'
subject' …[while]' the' social' relations' of' sex' and' gender' are' institutionally' organised' and'
reproduced'through'the'use'of'documents”.654'For'transgender'and'gender\variant'people'
the'world' over,' documents' are' a' particular' site' of' contestation' since' they' represent' the'
epoch' of' a' dichotomous' system' that' –' time' and' again' –' actively' endangers' or' excludes'
those'who'carry'them.'Yet,'not'to'carry'a'document'in'a'world'system'that'requires'them'
(where'gender/sex'are'still' read'as'stable'and'discernible' forms'of' identity)'can'be' just'as'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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within the law and the eyes of the State generally. 
652 Here, the gaze of the State might be facilitated by border control officers or Home 
Affairs officials. This is not to say that the State here is considered a monolithic entity, 
singularly and harmoniously focused but rather that “state actors produce, 
reconfigure and police particular gender arrangements” in relation to what Paisley 
Currah, drawing on Nikolas Rose, has called the “securitisation of identity”. Source: 
Rose, N. (1999). Powers of Freedom. In Currah, P., & Mulqueen, T. (2011). 
Securitizing Gender: Identity, Biometrics, and Transgender Bodies at the Airport. 
Social Research, 78(2). (Original work published 1999, Cambridge University Press). 
653 Meadow, T. (2010). “A Rose is A Rose”: On Producing Legal Gender Classification. 
Gender and Society, 24(6), p. 818. 
654 Namaste, V. K. (2000). Invisible Lives: The Erasure of Transsexual and 
Transgendered People. University of Chicago Press, p. 260. 
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them' entirely' illegible,' creating' an' “array' of' intermingled' and' overwhelming' legal'
dilemmas”.657'Dean' Spade' argues' in' Normal! Life' that' trying' to' simply' ‘fit’' transgender\




Refugee' Reception'Office' (RRO),' run' by' the' aptly' named'Department' of' Home'Affairs,659'
and'apply' for'asylum.660'Home'Affairs,' formerly' the'Ministry'of' the' Interior,'has'been' the'
South' African' government’s' unmistakable' key\holder' for' population' control.' The'
Department'defines,' assigns,' records'and' registers'births,'deaths,'marriages'and' the' legal'
comings' and' goings' of' a' variety' of' differently\designated' bodies.' It' also' legislates' which'
bodies'are'acknowledged'as'citizens'and,'by'extension,'members'of'the'national'body;'who'
may' call' South' Africa' home' and' how' they'may' go' about' doing' so' –' elucidating' the' very'
notion'of'home.'Home'Affairs'is'the'representative'organ'of'the'South'African'State,'dealing'
with'all'matters'designated'to'fall'within'the'ambit'of'the'home'of'the'nation,'defining'and'




no' longer' accurately' reflects' an' individual,' either' through' name'or' through' a' sex/gender'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
655 Luibheid, E. (2002). Entry Denied: Controlling Sexuality at the Border. Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, p. 153. 
656 The difficulties experienced by South Africa transgender people has been well 
documented in the media in recent years. See:  
    Hess, L. (2015, August 19). South Africa: Home Affairs Trauma for Pretoria 
Transgender. Retrieved August 25, 2015, from 
http://allafrica.com/stories/201508191542.html; DeBarros, L. (2014, October 9). 
Home Affairs Drives Trans Woman to Hunger Strike. Retrieved October 9, 2014, from 
http://www.mambaonline.com/2014/10/09/home-affairs-drives-trans-woman-
hunger-strike/ 
657 Rosenblum, D. (2000). “Trapped” in Sing Sing: Transgendered Prisoners Caught in 
the Gender Binarism. Pace Law Faculty Publications, (Paper 207), p. 502. 
658 Spade, D. (2011). Normal Life: Administrative Violence, Critical Trans Politics and the 
Limits of the Law. Brooklyn, NY: South End Press. 
659 Department of Home Affairs of the Republic of South Africa. (2014). Refugee Status & 
Asylum. Retrieved July 15, 2014, from http://www.home-
affairs.gov.za/index.php/refugee-status-asylum 
660 See Appendix 2 for an explanation of the South African asylum system, along with 
rights and duties afforded to refugees and asylum seekers. 
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country' of' origin,' the' question' becomes'where' to' go' and' through'what'means' available.'







border' guards' about' what' they' were' going' to' do' in' South' Africa.' Unlike' those' with'
documents,'the'route'for'undocumented'individuals'was'hardly'ever'direct.''
'











danger,' she'did'her'best' to' remain' inconspicuous'whilst'awaiting'deportation'back' to'her'
country' of' origin.' She'was' petrified' of' what' awaited' her' on' her' return,' in' particular' the'
wrath' of' her' father.' Her'mother' organised' safe' passage' for' her' to' an' aunt' in' Kenya' and'






































Siya' left' Southern' Africa' after' reading' about' the' possibility' of' gender\affirming'
healthcare'in'South'Africa.'She'desperately'wanted'the'freedom'to'wear'dresses'and'skirts,'
but'feared'her'father’s'open'resentment'and'hostility.'Along'with'this'she'felt'the'pressure'











662 The spelling of this particular term is open to question. Other possible spellings 
include ‘malayisha’ or ‘malashiyas’. The spelling used here seems to be the most 
prevalent. See: Dzimwasha, T. (2014, January 13). Zimbabweans migrating to South 



















experience.' The' need' to' leave' in' order' to' survive' often' supersedes' the' practicability' of'




on' critical' importance' in' situations' requiring' the' traversing' of' borders.' Before' coming' to'












The'problem'evidently'becomes'one'of'how' to'prove' that'one' is' the' true'owner'of' a'
document' that' in' the'mind/eye'of'officialdom'does'not' compute'because' the'gender/sex'




666 Torpey, J. (2000). The Invention of the Passport: Surveillance, Citizenship and the 
State. Cambridge University Press, p. 1. 
667 Ibid. 
668 Human Rights Watch International and International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights 
Commission. (2003). More than A Name: State-Sponsored Homophobia and Its 
Consequences in Southern Africa. Human Rights Watch, p. 80. 
669 ‘Eshe’. Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA). Available 
at ‘Gender Dynamix Collection – GAL108’, Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, 
University of the Witwatersrand 
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a'Ugandan'passport.670'The' suggestion'here,'quite' clearly,' is' that'when' there' is'perceived'
incongruence'between'the'sex/gender'marker,'(a'standardised'feature'of'all'passports),'and'
the' document' holder,' the' legitimacy' of' ownership' is' perceived' to' lie' at' the' level' of' the'
sexed'body.'When'Stella'left'her'country'of'origin'the'official'at'the'airport'noted,'“you!look!
like! a! woman! but! in! the! passport! the! gender! is! a!man”.' After' some' persuasion' she' was'
allowed' to' travel' but' her' trip' aroused' suspicion.' In' her' absence' an' investigation' was'
opened,'and'she'believed'that'in'all'likelihood,'if'she'returned'she'would'be'arrested,'with'
no' assurance' of' ever' being' released.' Stella' felt' that' this'would' be' too' costly' not' only' to'
herself' but' also' to' her' family,' so' she' decided' –' for' her' own' safety' and' theirs' –' to' claim'
asylum'in'South'Africa.''
'
Given' these' experiences,' it' should' be' unsurprising' that' some' people' choose' to' enter'
South'Africa'undocumented,'in'order'to'avoid'approaching'their'own'States'for'passports'or'
travel' documents' or' having' their' life'made' ‘difficult’.' Yet,' simply' because' asylum' seekers'
have' crossed' into' South' Africa' does' not' mean' they' are' suddenly' free' of' sex/gender'
management' and' surveillance.' As' Torpey' notes,' boundaries' are' also'maintained' through'






past' several' years,' it'has'become' increasingly'difficult'both' to' find'and' to'access'RROs'as'
they' themselves' seem'constantly' to'be'moving,' closing'or' restructuring.'The'placement'of'








670 Mukasa, V., & Albert, O. (2013). LGBT Rights Abroad: The Spirit of 76. Washington 
National Cathedral. Washington. Retrieved from 
http://www.nationalcathedral.org/events/SF20130407.shtml 
671 Torpey, J. (2000). The Invention of the Passport: Surveillance, Citizenship and the 
State. Cambridge University Press, p. 1. 
672 Lovemore, A. T., & , Minister of Home Affairs. Internal Question Paper no 21 of 2011. 
(Department of Home Affairs of the Republic of South Africa), QUESTION 1989 / 
NW2234E (2011). Cape Town: Parliamentary Monitoring Group. 
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former' offices' shut”.673'Jay' Prosser' asks,' quite' productively:' “What' are' the' politics' of'
home?”.674'Aren'Aizura'notes'that'–'for'Prosser'and'as'has'been'argued'thus'far'–'“‘home’'is'
doubly'inflected'as'the'task'of'finding'a'home'in'the'body,'and'being'able'to'call'the'State'
home”.675'The' home' intended' by' the' DHA' for' asylum' seekers' is' seemingly' a' constantly'
perplexing,'vexed'and'elusive'edifice.'For'those'who'cross'into'South'Africa'the'clear'hope'is'
to' come' into' a' legible,' legal' visibility:' to' be' transgender' while' also' having' rights' and'
protections' accrued' to' them' as' human' beings,' and' to' be' no' longer' relegated' to' the'
borderlands' of' society.' Yet,' perhaps' homes' are' not' so'much' about' “inclusions' and'wide'
open' arms' as' they' are' about' places' carved' out' of' closed' doors,' closed' borders' and'
screening'apparatuses”.676''
'
Participants' applied' for' asylum' in' either' Johannesburg' or' Cape' Town.' Not' a' single'
participant'was'able'to'enter'an'RRO'on'the' first'day'that' they'queued'outside.' It' is'well\
documented'that'asylum'seekers' in'South'Africa'struggle'to'gain'access'to'RROs.'Queuing'
on' a' daily' basis,' the' length' of' time' over' which' they' queue' often' exceeds' that' of' their'
fourteen\day'visa.'As'Daniel'explains,'one'can'wait'in'the'queue'all'day'and'night,'only'to'be'
told:' ‘no,! we! are! not! working! on! newcomers! today’.677'The' goal,' however,' is' to' attain'
‘paper’;'their'only'option'then'is'to'return'the'next'day.'Daniel'describes'this'as'the'first'of'
many'repetitive'and'exhausting'experiences:'“you'go,'you'come'back,'you'go'and'you'come'
back”.'At' the'centre'of' this' system' is'a'constant'waiting,' something' that'seemingly'wears'
applicants'down:'for'access,'decisions,'acknowledgment,'papers,'renewals,'and'officials'to'
finish' their' lunches' and' phone' calls.' It' is' a' battle' wherein' the' rules' of' engagement' are'







673 Human Rights Watch. (2005). Living on the Margins: Inadequate protection for 
refugees and asylum seekers in Johannesburg (Vol. 17) 15A. Human Rights Watch, p. 
13. 
674 Prosser, J. (1998). Second Skins: The Body Narratives of Transsexuality. New York: 
Columbia University Press, p. 204. 
675 Aizura, A. Z. 2006. Of borders and homes: the imaginary community of (trans) 
sexual. Inter-Asia Cultural Studies 7(2), p. 295. 
676 George, R. M. (1999). The Politics of Home: Postcolonial Relocations and Twentieth-
century Fiction. London: University of California Press, p. 18. 
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678  Tatenda in Dolan, C., Chapman, A., & Neumann, D. (Directors). (2011). Getting Out 















with' little' information'or'notice,'which'means,'as' in'Kelly’s' case,'an'applicant' can'end'up'
queuing' with' the' wrong' group' for' quite' some' time' without' ever' being' informed' of' the'










at' night”' and' that' this' is' the' approach' of' most' transgender' people' in' order' to' avoid'
detection.' This' may' seem' counter\intuitive' in' a' system' like' asylum,' that' hinges' on' self\
exposure'for'access'–'“a'sphere'of'immigration'law'that'focuses'on'taking'in'the'vulnerable,'
not'only'can'asylum'law'cope'with'dissident'expressions'–'be'they'political,'sexual'or'gender'
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682 Solomon, A. (2005). Trans/Migrant: Christian Madrazo's All-American Story. In E. 
Luibheid & L. C. Jr (Eds.), Queer Migrations: Sexuality, US Citizenship and Border 
Crossings. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, p. 20. 
683 Cornelius, J., & Jordan, B. (2014, December 8). Asylum seekers get cold shoulder. 







The' documentation' they' receive' is' critical' to' their' survival.' Not' only' does' it' establish'
that' they' have' made' their' presence' in' the' country' known' through' the' correct' legal'
channels,' but' it' allows' access' to' rights' conferred' on' asylum' seekers' such' as' health' care,'
education' and' social' services.' In' November' 2007,' a' Zimbabwean' asylum' seeker' died' of'
starvation' in' the' queue' outside' the' Cape' Town' RRO.685'In' same' year,' asylum' seekers'
sleeping'outside'the'offices'in'the'hope'of'gaining'access'the'next'day'claimed'that'security'
guards'had'burned'their'personal'belongings,' including'clothing'and'blankets.686'However,'
even' though' the' general' condition' of' the' queues' have' been' described' as' “completely'
inhumane”,687'fear' of' arrest' has' meant' that' asylum' seekers,' including' gender' refugees,'
would' rather' remain' in' the'queue'and'near' the'RRO,' for' an' indefinite'period'of' time,'no'
matter'the'conditions,'than'risk'being'caught'without'documentation.688'These'experiences'
are'not'unique'to'gender'refugees'and'asylum'seekers'but'are'concerns'for'everyone'who'
attempts' to' access' an' RRO' in' South'Africa.'What' sets' the' experience' of' gender' refugees'






of' biometric' data' (fingerprints)' are' arguably' centrally' implicated' in' the' structure' of'





684 Tatenda in Ntluli, B. (Executive Producer). (2011, October 20). The Stories of Several 
LGBTI Africans Persecuted for Being born LGBTI. Special Assignment. South African 
Broadcasting Corporation [Television programme]. Retrieved from 
http://oiiinternational.com/1982/south-african-broadcasting-corporation-special-
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685 United States Committee for Refugees and Immigrants. (2008). US Committee for 
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SA'. Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs. Cape Town. 
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Challenges. Presented at the International Association for the Study of Forced 
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689 Luibheid, E. (2002). Entry Denied: Controlling Sexuality at the Border. Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, p. xxii. 
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actually' discipline' asylum' seekers,' but' go' uncontested' and' often' unnoticed.690'Arguably,'





seeker' to' make' a' choice,' much' like' the' issues' surrounding' transgender' access' to' public'
bathrooms.691'The'queue'makes'clear'that'there'are'two'distinct'categories'of'people'that'
Home' Affairs' expects' to' enter' their' buildings' and' that' these' categories' are' based' on'
unchanging,' visibly' readable,' anatomical' difference.' Moreover,' that' these' “anatomical'
distinctions'are'a' legitimate'way'of'organising'and' sorting'people”'and,'by'extension,' are'
the' legitimate'categories'according'to'which'to'be'sorted'as'a'human'being.692'For'gender'
refugees,'the'queue'presents'a'choice,'the'route'of' least'danger'and'whether'or'not'they'





















690 Spade, D. (2011). Normal Life: Administrative Violence, Critical Trans Politics and the 
Limits of the Law. Brooklyn, NY: South End Press. 
691 Kogan, T. S. (2009). Transsexuals in Public Restrooms: Law, Cultural Geography and 
Etsitty v Utah Transit Authority. Temple Political and Civil Rights Law Review, 18(2), 
687. 
692 Cohen, D. S. (2012). Sex Segregation, Masculinities and Gender-Variant Individuals. 
In A. C. McGinley & F. R. Cooper (Eds.), Masculinities and the Law: a Multidimensional 
approach. New York University Press, p. 168. 
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Me: Protecting Sexual and Gender Minority Refugees [Online Mini Documentary]. 





The' second' issue' related' to' this,' as' mentioned' by' Kelly,' is' that' specific' countries' or'
regions' queue' on' specific' days.' For' participants' then,' some' of' whom' are' either' living' in'
stealth'within'communities,'or'not'known'by'country\of\origin'communities'to'be'in'South'
Africa,'there'is'very'real'concern'in'relation'to'being'seen.'One'means'through'which'to'deal'
with'this' is' to'dress,'as'Kelly'did,' in'a' type'of'disguise.'Ava,' in' the'beginning,'also'tried'to'
disguise'herself:'
'














…' 'Unfortunately'…'Whatever' I'dress,'even' if' I'dress' like'a'male' I'will' still' look' like'a' female.'What'




























Once' an' asylum' seeker' has' navigated' the' queue' and' gained' access' to' the' RRO,' they'
then'have'to'begin'the'actual'process'of'applying.'Luibheid'argues'that'the'case'file'created'
by'the'RRO'official'is'not'just'evidence'of'each'individual'applicant’s'history;'it'also'functions'
as' evidence' of' how' individuals' have' been' produced' within' acceptable' categories' –'
gendered'and'sexualised'in'ways'the'state'can'comprehend.699'When'asylum'seekers'know'









Sasha' was' one' of' the' first' openly' transgender' people' to' apply' for' asylum' as' the'
sex/gender'she' identified,'and'seek'assistance' in'order'to'do'so.' In'her'childhood,'Sasha’s'





her' from' class;' once' outside' the' classroom' the' police' harassed' her' –' eventually' the'
situation'became'untenable.'She'spent'several'years'shifting'between'homes,'friends,'and'
countries;' changing' her' hair' once' a' month' in' an' effort' to' evade' authorities.' She' was'
eventually'arrested'in'Uganda'and'placed'in'a'military'prison,'where'soldiers'who'assumed'
that'her'gender'presentation'was'a'disguise'and'that'she'was'in'fact'a'spy'beat'her.'After'
her' release,' she'was' later' arrested' in' Zanzibar' at' a' club' and' charged'with' “dressing' as' a'
woman”.' As' punishment' she' received' three' beatings' and'was' forced' to' shave' her' head.'
After'almost'a'decade'of'evasion,'she'was'finally'arrested'in'Kenya'and'deported'back'to'her'
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Akraam,'on'arriving' in'Cape'Town,'also'had'help,' she'was' taken'by'her'aunt' to'Home'
Affairs'and'escorted'into'and'out'of'the'RRO,'with'assistance'from'a'translator'who'was'part'









702 Camminga, B. (2012, November 6). Interview with Liesl Theron - Director. Gender 








The' interpreter' often' functions' a' gatekeeper,' bridging' the' divide' between' asylum'
seekers'and'the'officials'who'are'perceived'as'inaccessible'or,'as'Ava'states'“they'don’t'have'
time'for'questions”.706'Ava'adds,'though,'that'if'she'had'the'money,'she,'like'Akraam,'would'
pay'a'bribe'and'be'done'with' it:' in' this'bureaucratic' system'“bribery' it' is' life”.'Stella'also'
believes' that' “without' money' you' are' nothing”' –' this' was' only' reinforced' by' her' own'











able' to' change' her' name,' but' that' if' she' tries' to' change' her' country,' Home' Affairs' will'
consider' this' as' fraud' and' deport' her.' In' order' to' change' her' name,' she'would' need' to'
provide'proof'of' identity,'which' is' in'her'passport' from'her' country'of'origin.' She' cannot'
show'this'for'fear'of'being'accused'of'fraud.''
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‘But' there’s'no'gay'people'there’.' I' said' ‘who'told'you'that?'There' is'a' lot'of'gay'people.’'Then'she'
tried'to'fill'in,'she'got'for'me'the'permit'and'then'she'threw'it.709'''
'













have' an' asylum' claim' denied.' Although' this' decision' is' supposed' to' take' 18'months,' the'
majority' of' participants' have' been,' and' remain,' asylum' seekers'well' beyond' the' allotted'
decision\making' time'period.'This'process'of' return,'queuing'and' renewal,' the' inability' to'





Benedict' Anderson' suggests,' “everyone' can,' should,'will' ‘have’' a' nationality,' as' he' or'
she' ‘has’' a' gender”.714'This' may' be' so,' but' it' is' a' question' of' how' the' State' chooses' to'
identify'that'gender'and'what'it'does'with'it,'that'intimately'impacts'on'a'person’s'ability'to'
live,' and' possibly' even'maintain' any' form'of' nationality.' Ava'was' one' of' the' first' asylum'
seekers' to' access' gender\affirming' healthcare' and' transition' in' South' Africa;' her' story'
makes'clear'the'ways'that'gender'and'nationhood'are'mutually'constitutive'–'at'least'this'is'
the'case' in'South'Africa' currently,'but'as' I'will' argue'need'not'necessarily'be' so.' In'Ava’s'
case' the'ability' to'claim'rights'and'protection' from'the'South'African'state'–'possibly'any'
state'–'has'become'more'elusive'as' she'has'moved' further' from' the'gender/sex' she'was'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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assigned' at' birth.' As' it' currently' stands' for' gender' refugees' who' embrace' a' particular'
iteration' of' transgender' –' something' that' signifies' transition' to' the' ‘opposite' sex’,' while'
repudiating' homosexuality' –' there' is' very' little' room' for' recognition' within' the' South'
African'asylum'system.'As'noted,'The'Alteration'of'Sex'Description'and'Sex'Status'Act'49'of'
2003'does'not'apply'to'asylum'seekers.'This'was'an'issue'that'was'raised'at'the'bill’s'initial'
discussions.' However,' rights' and' access' to' healthcare'mean' that,' as' with' Ava,' access' to'









attend' university' –' a' mix' of' joy' and' relief.' This' feeling' was' only' reinforced' when' her'
religious' cousins' immediately' warned' her' about' the' perils' of' Cape' Town,' the' “evil' city”'


































I' was' thinking' how' these' people' going' to' treat' me?' Now' should' I' go' to' the' women' queue?' The'
































the!police!or! something!happens,! then! you!will! be! in! trouble.! This! person!here,! this! paper,! and! you!
there!is!two!different!people!…!This! is!a! legal!paper.! It! is!you!and!everywhere!you!go!in!South!Africa!



























not' a' South' African' citizen:' if' the' South' African' state'were' to' change' her' gender' on' her'






A' critical' concern' within' the' South' African' asylum' system,' parts' of' which' can' be'
extrapolated'to'asylum'systems'(and'state'systems)'globally,'in'relation'to'transgender'and'
gender\variant' asylum' seekers' like' Ava,' is' the' nature' of' the'wider' regulatory' framework'
based'on'a'bifurcated'system'of'sex/gender.'For'South'Africa,'as'has'been'argued'thus'far,'
this'issue'is'acutely'visible'both'in'relation'to'the'queue'and'the'nature'of'documentation,'
where' one' can' be' read' as' the' physical' manifestation' of' the' other' –' both' key' sites' of'
discipline'and' surveillance.'V.' Spike'Peterson'argues' that' the'State' system,'at' its'heart,' is'
based'historically'on' the'differentiation'of'gender.'He'adds' that' the'codification'of'binary'
sex'difference'is'an'outcome'of'the'historical'heterosexism'that'has'underpinned'much'of'
the'creation'of'the'world’s'legal'systems,'in'large'part'influenced'by'western'conscripts'and'
understandings' of' governance. 721 'South' Africa,' as' has' been' argued' in' relation' to'
transgender' phenomena,' is' no' exception' here.' The' “either/or' thinking' that' this' imposes'
fuels' hierarchical' constructions' of' difference' and' social' relations' of' domination”.722'Since'
the'new'millennium,'discussion'in'relation'to'sex/gender'markers,'their'meaning'and'utility'
have' been' in' flux,' presenting' several' options' for' addressing' these' issues' in' South' Africa.'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
721 Peterson, V. S. (2010). Political Identities/Nationalism as Heterosexism. International 
Feminist Journal of Politics, 1(1). 
722 Ibid., p. 54 
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Some' States,' namely' Bangladesh,723 'India,724'Pakistan725'and' Nepal,726'–' countries' with'
historically' acknowledged' ‘third' gender' populations’, 727 '–' have' added' third' gender'
categories' to' their' documentation.' Others' such' as' Australia' and' New' Zealand' have'
attempted' to' expand' the' possibilities' for' self\definition,' introducing' an' ‘X’' category' on'
passports;' still' others,' such' as' the' Netherlands,' have' opened' the' debate' regarding' the'
necessity' of' sex/gender' markers' and' registration' more' generally.' These' are' all' means'




there' have' been' complications' particularly' in' relation' to' the' rewriting' of' dichotomously\
based'legal'systems.'In'Europe,'Germany728'was'one'of'the'first'countries'to'recognise'what'
is' commonly' termed' a' ‘third' or' neutral' gender' category’,' although' this' applies' strictly' to'
intersex' infants' and' only' in' relation' to' birth' certificates.729'Unlike' Bangladesh,' India' and'
Pakistan,'Germany'was' keen' to' stress' that' the' creation'of' a' third'option'was'not' akin' to'
creating'a'third'gender'or'‘other’'box,'but'rather'a'very'specific'solution'aimed'at'assisting'
intersex'cases.730'France'has' followed'a' similar' route.731'Although'perhaps'more'equitable'
for' countries' with' historically\acknowledged' third' gender' populations' who' may' envision'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
723 Karim, M. (2014, November 11). Hijras now a separate gender. Dhaka Tribune. 
Retrieved November 29, 2015, from 
http://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2013/nov/11/hijras-now-separate-gender 
724 India recognises transgender people as third gender (2014, May 15). The Guardian. 
Retrieved November 29, 2015, from 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/apr/15/india-recognises-transgender-
people-third-gender 
725 Radio Free Europe/ Radio Liberty. (2010, June 8). Pakistan’s “Third Gender” Demand 
Rights Protection. Retrieved November 30, 2015, from 
http://www.rferl.org/content/Pakistans_Third_Gender_Demand_Rights_Protection/20
65679.html 
726 Bochenek, M., & Knight, K. (2012). Establishing the Third Gender Category in Nepal: 
Process and Prognosis. Emory International Law Review, 26. 
727 This is constructed slightly differently within each of the Asian nations, but usually as 
either Transgender, Hijra, ‘Khawaja Sarra’ or ‘Other’. 
728 Germany is one of the few countries whose Identity cards do not contain information 
on sex/gender. See: van den Brink, M., Reus, P., & Tigchelaar, J. (2015). Out of the 
Box? Domestic and Private International Law Aspects of Gender Registration. 
European Journal of Law Reform, 7(2). 
729 Nandi, J. (2013, November 10). Germany Got It Right by Offering a Third Gender 




731 Cauterucci, C. (2015, October 15). France Now Recognizes a “Neutral Gender”—but 






themselves' as' neither' male' nor' female,' the' third' gender' stance' in' general' has' been'
critiqued' for' limiting' the' possibilities' for' self\definition' and' reinstating' rigid' biological'
determinism.732'In'essence'adding'a'third'category'would'be'much'like'adding'a'third'queue,'








In' 2005,' Australia' began' a' wider' discussion' about' the' place' and' necessity' of' the'
recording'of' sex/gender' and' its' concomitant' visibility' in'documents.'Both'New'Zealand735'
and' Australia' have' implemented' the' possibility' of' identifying' as' ‘X’' (unspecified' or'
indeterminate)'rather'than'‘M’'or'‘F’'on'passports.736'This'shift'has'impacted'on'the'use'of'
sex/gender'on'international'travel'documents'such'as'passports'and'may'eventually'have'a'
direct' impact'on'Refugee'documents.'Assigned'by' the'UN,'The' International'Civil'Aviation'
Organisation' (ICAO)' controls' the' standards' and' stipulations' for' passports' internationally.'
Under' ICAO' rules' there' are' in' fact' three' designations' for' sex' on' passports' –'M,' F' or' X.'
Initially,'X'was'introduced'in'1945,'as'a'result'of'the'sheer'volume'of'refugees'that'needed'
to' be' processed' following' WWII.737'Notably' at' the' time' of' its' creation,' nowhere' was' it'
stipulated' that' X' would' eventually' need' to' be' resolved' into' an' M' or' F' designation.738'
Currently'the' ICAO'allows' ‘X’'as'a'marker'on'passports'to'signify'“sex'unspecified”.739'This'
can'be'utilised'in'cases'where'“a'person'does'not'wish'his/her'sex'to'be'identified'or'where'




734 Carpenter, M. (2013, August 20). German Proposals for a “Third Gender” on Birth 
Certificates Miss the Mark. Retrieved November 29, 2015, from 
https://oii.org.au/23183/germany-third-gender-birth-certificates/ 
735 The New Zealand Department of Internal Affairs. (n.d.). Transgender applicants - 
New Zealand Passports. Retrieved December 1, 2015, from 
https://www.passports.govt.nz/Transgender-applicants 
736 The sex and gender diversity project. (2009). Sex Files: the legal recognition of sex in 
documents and government records. Human Rights and Equal Opportunity 
Commission. 
737 Oii Australia. (2011, October 9). On Australian passports and “X” for sex. OII 
Australia – Intersex Australia. Retrieved June 4, 2015, from 
https://oii.org.au/14763/on-x-passports/ 
738 Ibid. 
739 International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). (2015). Part 4: Specifications for 
Machine Readable Passports (MRPs) and other TD3 Size MRTDs. In Doc 9303 Machine 




level' for' it' to' function,'as'has'been'done'by'Bangladesh,'Australia'and'New'Zealand.741'In'
2012,'the'ICAO'released'a'report'addressing'the'need'for'continued'use'of'gender'markers'
on' travel' documents.' Benefits' to' removing' sex/gender' included:' fewer' problems' with'
regards' to' travellers’' genders' not' reflecting' those' of' documents;' fewer' documents' with'
incorrect'biodata'information;'and'as'a'means'to'“pre\empt'calls'for'change'and'show'ICAO'
is'a' future' focused'organisation”.742'Regardless,' it'was'held'at' the' time'of' report' that' the'
prohibitive' costs' of' removing' gender' –' since' border' control' software' would' need' to' be'
upgraded' and' modified' –' outweighed' the' benefits.' However,' it' was' suggested' that' this'
would'need'to'be'reassessed.743'
'The'Netherlands'has'perhaps'been' the'most' far\reaching' in'discussions' regarding' the'
necessity' of' gender' markers.' In' 2012,' the' Dutch' organisation' Feministisch' Netwerk'
GroenLinks' (FEMNET)' began' a' campaign' for' the' “abolishing' of' gender' as' a' legal'
distinction”.744'The'group'has'argued' that' sex/gender' is'a'private'matter'much' like'ethnic'








argued' about' social' construction' –' that' there' are' two' kinds' of' people' and' that' the'
difference' between' them' is' so' essential' that' it'must' be' registered.746'Dutch' legal' scholar'
Marjolein' van' den' Brink' argues' that' if' sex/gender' was' removed,' society' would' be' less'
concerned'with' people' who' did' not' fit' within' strict' dichotomy.'Moreover,' since' the' law'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
741 Egale Canada. (2011). Policy Paper: “Sex” Inscriptions on the Canadian Passport. 
Toronto. Retrieved from http://egale.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/extra_1558.pdf 
p. 6. 
742 New Zealand (Presented by). (2012). A Review of the Requirement to Display the 
Holder’s Gender on Travel Documents (No. T AG/MRTD/21-IP/4). International Civil 
Aviation Organization Information Paper. Montreal p. 2 
743 Ibid., p. 3. 
744 Feministisch Netwerk GroenLinks. (2011). Verplicht veld? Pleidooi voor verkennen 




745 Ibid., p. 10. 
746 van den Brink, M. (2009). Onpraktisch, oninteressat en ongepast. In M. de Boer & M. 
Wijers (Eds.), Vrouw & Recht: De beweging, de mensen, de issues. Amsterdam: 
Pallas Publications, p. 167. 
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would'no' longer' function'as'a'means'of' constantly' confirming' the' relevance'of'gender,' it'
could'be'an'effective'step'towards'the'fight'against'sex'discrimination'more'widely.747''
There'have'certainly'been'visible' legal' challenges'by' transgender'people' in' relation' to'
rights'and'identity'issues'on'the'African'continent.'Victor'Mukasa'won'a'court'battle'against'
the' Attorney' General' of' Uganda' in' 2008,'which' established' that' the' articles' of' Uganda’s'
Constitution,' in'particular'the'right'to'privacy'and' freedom'from'torture'or' inhumane'and'
degrading' treatment,' apply' to' all' people' regardless' of' sexual' orientation' and/or' gender'




Kenyan' High' Court' lead' by' Solomon' Gichira,' an' LGBT' rights' activist,' to' establish' a' third'
gender'category'for'people'who'do'not'identify'as'male'or'female.751''
Anne'Fausto'Sterling'has'argued,'perhaps'as'a'kind'of'middle'ground'in'order'to'ensure'
legal' protection' for' all' –' but' particularly' those' who' are' ‘gender\diverse’' –' that' the'
elimination' or' suppression' of' the' category' of' "gender"' from' official' documents,' such' as'
driver's' licenses' and' passports,' would' be'most' prudent.' As' she' notes:' “surely,' attributes'
both'more' visible' (such' as' height,' build' and' eye' colour)' and' less' visible' (fingerprints' and'
genetic'profiles)'would'be'more'expedient”.752'To'suggest'that'South'Africa'consider'either'
suppressing' or' ending' the' registration'of' gender/sex' is' not' outlandish,' particularly' as' the'
country' has' been' moving' towards' a' Smart' Card' biometric\based' identity' system' which'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
747 Ibid., p. 168. 
748 HIVOS. (2008, December 23). HUMAN RIGHTS VICTORY: Ugandan Transgender, 




749 The United Nations Commission Against Torture recently released findings regarding 
the Convention Against Torture, explicitly recommending “the repeal of “abusive” 
preconditions to legal gender recognition, and calling for respect for transgender 
people’s “autonomy and physical and psychological integrity”. These arguably could 
be extended to wider legal litigation, with regards to legal gender recognition in 
relation to necessary documentation. Yeung, G. (2016, May 26). Using the Convention 
Against Torture to Advance Transgender and Intersex Rights. Retrieved May 26, 
2016, from http://ohrh.law.ox.ac.uk/using-the-convention-against-torture-to-
advance-transgender-and-intersex-rights/ 
750 Chigorimbo, S. F. V. (2015, November 27). Africa: International – Where Are Diverse 
Gender Identities in the Sixteen Day Campaign? Retrieved December 1, 2015, from 
http://allafrica.com/stories/201511271282.html 
751 Matata, L. (2015, December 2). Identifying as Neither Male Nor Female, Some 
Kenyans Seek a Third Option on Official Documents. Global Press Journal. Retrieved 
December 2, 2015, from http://globalpressjournal.com/africa/kenya/identifying-
neither-male-nor-female-some-kenyans-seek-third-option-official-documents 




would' be' also' be' available' for' refugees' registered' since' at' least' 2004.753'In' fact,' this' is' a'
point'that'was'raised'in'2012'by'intersex'activist'Sally'Gross,'along'with'GDX,'in'discussions'
regarding'the'poor'implementation'of'Sex'Description'Act'and'the'need'for'regulations'with'














the' period' when' asylum' seekers' in' South' Africa' received'maroon' identity' documents' to'
differentiate' them' from' the' green' identity' documents' of' South' Africans.755'Gross,' in' her'
conversations' with' the' Portfolio' Committee,' was' suggesting' this' as' an' option' for' South'
African' society' in' general,' but' it' would' nevertheless' most' certainly' have' an' impact' on'









753 Rulashe, P. (2004, May 1). Refugees lobby for identity in South Africa. Retrieved 
December 1, 2015, from http://www.unhcr.org/406c1c3c4.html 
754 Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs. (2012). Gender DynamiX on Alteration of Sex 
Description & Sex Status Act implementation; Lawyers for Human Rights on 
Statelessness; CoRMSA on Closure of Refugee Reception Offices in metro areas, 
Department of Home Affairs. Cape Town: Parliamentary Monitoring Group. 
755 Belvedere, M. F. (2007). Insiders but Outsiders: The Struggle for the Inclusion of 
Asylum Seekers and Refugees in South Africa. Refuge, 24(1), p. 63. 
756 The Smart Cards were meant to phase out the maroon refugee identification 
documents as early as 2005, although this has yet to take place. See: Human Rights 
Watch. (2005). Living on the Margins: Inadequate protection for refugees and asylum 
seekers in Johannesburg  (Vol. 17) 15A. Human Rights Watch, p. 35. 
757 FanFare. (July 1991). FanFare (52) Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of 
South Africa (GALA). Available at ‘Joy Wellbeloved Collection’ – GAL0013, 





The' asylum' process' in' South' Africa,' as' reported' by' myriad' organisations' and'
international'bodies,'is'by'no'means'easy'for'anyone.758'It'is'widely'acknowledged'that'the'
system' is' overburdened,' generally' corrupt,' and' poorly' managed,' but' there' are' specific'
issues'that'make'this'process'that'much'more'difficult'for'gender'refugees.'Some'of'these'
are'peculiar'to'the'South'African'system:'the'queue,'the'denial'of'identity'by'South'African'
officials,' and' the' inability' to' have' transition' acknowledged'on' documents.' These' issues,' I'
argue,' indicate' wider' structural' concerns' regarding' the' facilitation' of' the' movement' of'
people,'not'only'in'South'Africa.'They'also'suggest'that'gender'refugees'present'something'
of' an' anomaly' within' the' South' African' asylum' system.' Scholars' have' certainly' grappled'
with' this' issue' in' the' recent'past'but'notably' it'has'only'been' in' relation' to' the' relatively'
privileged'position'of'international'air'travel'or'licensing'documents.759''
Certainly,' South' Africa' could' follow' any' one' of' the' options' suggested' regarding'
expanding' or' suppressing' categories.' Given' that' one' of' the'major' issues' the'Department'
encounters' with' gender' refugees,' as' in' the' case' of' Ava,' is' the' acknowledgement' of' a'
sex/gender'not'acknowledged'in'country'of'origin,'suppressing'categories'altogether'might'
be'most'suitable'to'overcoming'this'impasse.'Evidently'though,'the'most'urgent'steps'would'
be' to'address' the'shortcomings'of' the'Sex'Description'Act.' It' is' clear' that'Home'Affairs' is'
completely' unprepared' to' deal' with' the' social' and' legal' needs' of' transgender' asylum'
seekers'like'Ava'or'Stella.'The'Sex'Description'Act,'in'and'of'itself,'in'its'exclusion'of'asylum'
seekers' (an' issue' raised' in' its' very' creation,' as'noted' in' chapter' two)' is' a' clear'oversight.'
Furthermore,'over'ten'years'since'its'creation,'given'the'developments'in'countries'such'as'
Malta760'and' Argentina,761'the' Act' is' in' some' senses' already' outmoded.' Arguably,' it' has'
never' truly' been' implemented,' lacking' clear' regulations' and' protocols' from' the' DHA' in'
order'to'be'so.762'Beyond'this,'the'structure'and'consequent'issues'with'the'queue'point'to'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
758 See for instance: Amit, R. (2015). Queue Here for Corruption: Measuring 
Irregularities in South Africa’s Asylum System. Johannesburg: Lawyers for Human 
Rights African Centre for Migration and Society. 
759 Currah, P., & Mulqueen, T. (2011). Securitizing Gender: Identity, Biometrics, and 
Transgender Bodies at the Airport. Social Research, 78(2), p. 557. 
760 Malta’s recent Gender Identity, Gender Expression and Sex Characteristics Act, which 
unlike in South Africa applies to refugees and asylum seekers, allows parents and 
guardians to “postpone the inclusion of a gender marker on the birth certificate until 
the child’s gender identity is determined” – Transgender Europe (TGEU). (2015, April 
1). Malta Adopts Ground-breaking Trans and Intersex Law. Retrieved from 
http://tgeu.org/malta-adopts-ground-breaking-trans-intersex-law/ 
761 Schmall, E. (2012, May 24). Transgender Advocates Hail Law Easing Rules in 
Argentina. Retrieved May 26, 2016, from 
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/25/world/americas/transgender-advocates-hail-
argentina-law.html 
762 Legal Resources Centre (LRC) and Gender DynamiX (GDX). (2015). Briefing Paper: 





polarised' and' hierarchical' male/masculine' and' female/feminine' identities”.763'The' queue'
signals' the' perception' of' Home' Affairs' that' there' are' two,' and' only' two,' sex/genders' –'
discernible,' definable' and' easily' differentiated.'Moreover,' gender' is' often' determined' by'
what' the' security' guards' see' when' they' move' up' and' down' the' queues' checking' that'
people' are' in' the' ‘right’' place.' As' Luibheid' argues,' however,' it' is' not' about' individual'
officials,' although' they' do' carry' prejudice,' but' rather' the' make' up' and' underlying'
assumptions'of'the'system'itself'–'the'“techniques'and'systems'of'knowledge'on'which'its'
daily'operations'depend”.764'
Transgender'the'world'over,' in' its'many'geopolitical' iterations,'questions'the'need'for'








bureaucratic' erasure' in' spaces' like' the' RRO.' In' the' latter,' gender' –' as' dichotomous' and'
anatomically' legible' –' is' conceptualised' in' such' a' way' that' it' excludes' “the' bodies' and'











763 Peterson, V. S. (2010). Political Identities/Nationalism as Heterosexism. International 
Feminist Journal of Politics, 1(1), p. 39. 
764 Luibheid, E. (2002). Entry Denied: Controlling Sexuality at the Border. Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, p. 53. 
765 Rosenblum, D. (2000). “Trapped” in Sing Sing: Transgendered Prisoners Caught in 
the Gender Binarism. Michigan Journal of Gender Law, 6. 
766 Namaste, V. K. (2000). Invisible Lives: The Erasure of Transsexual and 






end' the' constant' shifting,' which' survival' necessitates,' within' governance' systems' and'
communities' in' countries' of' origin;' between' different' iterations' of' home' and' places' of'





and' sexuality,' but' it'may'mean' so' for' some' participants.' For' those'who' specifically' seek'
asylum,' it' is' an' active' step' towards' refuge' as' a' human' right' that' is' offered'by' the' South'
African'State.' It' is'an'active'step'to'claim'protections'accrued'under' international' law,' for'
gender' refugees' in'particular,' through'an'exposure'of' self\identity'which'concomitantly' is'







This' chapter' argues' that' categories' of' sex/gender' are' not' something' perniciously'
employed'by'the'State'to'ensure'that'those'who'do'not'perform'in'adequate'and'accepted'
ways'are'marginalised'and'excluded,'but'an'all\pervasive'system'of'human'recognition'and'
exclusion.' Once' exiting' the' Refugee' Reception' Office' (RRO),' South' African' society,' rights'
notwithstanding,' practices' prejudice' and' forms' of' exclusion' in' reaction' to' perceived'
sex/gender'incongruences.'In'fact,'what'gender'refugees'encounter'beyond'the'doors'of'the'
RRO' is' the'“common'sense”767'reading'of' sex/gender'–'a'binary'system'of'classification768'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
767   Geoffrey C Bowker and Susan Leigh Starr do not actually give a concise definitions 
of common sense themselves, but draw on George Lakoff to give content to their use 
of “common sense”: 
“My guess is that we have a folk theory of categorisation itself. It says that things 
come in well-defined kinds, that the kinds are characterised by shared properties, and 
that there is one right taxonomy of the kinds. It is easier to show what is wrong with 
a scientific theory than with a folk theory. A folk theory defines common sense itself. 
When the folk theory and the technical theory converge, it gets even tougher to see 
where that theory gets in the way, or even that it is a theory at all”. Source: Lakoff, 
G. (1987). Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things: What Categories Reveal about the 
Mind. In G. C. Bowker & S. L. Star, (Eds.), (2000). Sorting Things Out (pp. 195-227, 
Chapter 6: “The Case of Race Classification and Reclassification under Apartheid”). 
Cambridge: MIT Press. (Original work published 1987, University of Chicago Press). 
768 “A classification is a spatial, temporal, or spatio-temporal segmentation of the world. 




beyond' the' doors' of' the' RRO,' participants' encounter' “a' much' less' formal,' more'
prototypical'approach'us[ing]'an'amalgam'of'appearance'and'acceptance'–'and'on\the\spot'
visual' judgement' …' to' perform' the' sorting' process' on' the' street”.770'Indeed,' ‘common'
sense’'reads'sex/gender'as'stable,'obvious'and'clear.'This'‘common'sense’'reading,'far'from'
embracing'gender'refugees,'or'even'transgender,' reignites' the'processes'of'exclusion'and'
borderland' corralling' experienced' in' countries' of' origin.' The' difference' between' South'





finding' and' entering' into' community' –' and'what' impact' this' has' on'being' able' to' access'
rights'for'gender'refugees.'It'argues'that'without'community,'without'a'home,'a'reliance'on'




can be put to then do some kind of work” – Bowker, G. C., & Star, S. L. (Eds.), 
(2000). Sorting Things Out. Cambridge: MIT Press, p. 10. 
769 I utilise ‘common sense’ as it pertains to gender here in a Gramscian sense to 
suggest that it inheres in “everyday unconsidered conceptions … that which is taken 
for granted, understood, implicit, nonpropositional, and tacit in our way of 
understanding the world”. Source: Shotwell, A. (2011). Knowing Otherwise: Race, 
Gender and Implicit Understanding. Penn State Press, p. 33. 
770  Bowker, G. C., & Star, S. L. (Eds.), (2000). Sorting Things Out. Cambridge: MIT 
Press, p. 201. 
771  Here I am referring to my use of necropower in chapter three, defined by Achille 
Mbembe as: “the various ways in which, in our contemporary world, sovereign power 
imagines itself and is deployed in the interest of maximum destruction of persons and 
the creation of deathscapes, new and unique forms of social existence in which vast 
populations are subjected to conditions of life conferring upon them the status of 
living dead”. Source: Mbembe, A., & Holler, C. (2007, March 17). Africa in Motion: An 
interview with the post-colonialism theoretician Achille Mbembe. Retrieved April 29, 
2015, from http://www.metamute.org/editorial/articles/africa-motion-interview-post-
colonialism-theoretician-achille-mbembe 
772  I use liveability here in the Butlerian sense of the term. A liveable life is affected by 
both socio-economic conditions – shelter, food and employment – and conditions of 
intelligibility. As Butler states, “When we ask what makes a life liveable, we are asking 
about certain normative conditions that must be fulfilled for life to become life. And so 
there are at least two senses of life, the one that refers to the minimum biological 
form of living, and another that intervenes at the start, which establishes minimum 
conditions for a livable life with regard to human life. And this does not imply that we 
can disregard the merely living in favour of the liveable life, but that we must ask, as 
we asked about gender violence, what humans require in order to maintain and 
reproduce the conditions of their own livability. And what are our politics such that we 
are, in whatever way is possible, both conceptualizing the possibility of the livable life, 
and arranging for its institutional support?” Source: Butler, J. (2004). Undoing 
Gender. New York: Routledge, p. 39. 
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human' being' is' gendered' being”773,' gender' refugees' find' themselves' highly' visible' yet,'
paradoxically,' impossible' in' the' very' moment' they' turn' to' the' State' for'
asylum/rights/protections'as'transgender\identified'people.'It'is'those'participants'who'are'
not'visible'in'this'particular'manner'who'specifically'choose'“not!to!chase!rights”;774'having'
found' ways' and'means' to' circumnavigate' the' refugee' system' and' elude' the' State,' they'
experience'a' liveable' life.' In'particular,' it' is' the'participants'who'avoid' the'asylum'system'
altogether' and' are' able' to' pass' as' their' desired,' though' normative,' binary' gender'within'





Although' perhaps' in' a' moment' of' elation' at' having' arrived' and' received' asylum'
documentation,'what'welcomes'gender'refugees'on'the'other'side'of'the'RRO'process'is'not'
a'gender\free'egalitarian'utopia'but'rather'a'society'constructed'similarly'to'the'ones'they'
have' left.'There'are'key'differences,' though:' these' include'the'presence'of'constitutional\
legal' protections,' gender\affirming' healthcare' and' perhaps' a' term' of' self\description' in'
wider' circulation' –' transgender.' Gender' in' South' Africa,' as' elsewhere,' is' part' of' the'
structural' fabric'of'society,'visible'at'both'micro'and'macro' levels.'However,' in'day\to\day'
life,'in'interactions'with'communities'and'individuals,'it'is'very'rare'to'see'anyone'trying'to'




Exiting'an'RRO,' the'most' immediate'need' for'newcomers' is' shelter.'South'Africa'does'
not' practice' encampment' but' rather' a' system' of' local' integration,' meaning' that' asylum'








773 Thomas, K. (2006). Afterword: Are Transgender Rights Inhuman Rights? In P. 
Currah, R. M. Juang, & S. P. Minter (Eds.), Transgender Rights. London: University of 
Minnesota Press, p. 316. 
774 Arthur 
775 Knight, K., & Rumbach, J. (2014). Sexual and Gender Minorities in Humanitarian 
Emergencies. In L. W. Roeder Jr (Ed.), Issues of Gender and Sexual Orientation in 
Humanitarian Emergencies: Risks and Risk Reduction. New York: Springer 
International, p. 48. 
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Rather' than' keeping' refugees' on' the' outskirts' of' societies' in' camps,' often' even'
cordoned' off' from' the' population' of' the' camp' itself,777'local' integration' presents' the'
prospect' of' community' acceptance' and' coexistence.' It' is' unsurprising' then,' given' this'
freedom'of'movement,'that'the'majority'of'participants'make'their'way'to'Cape'Town'–'the'




she'expected.780'Moreover,' those'she'did'encounter' seemed' to'her' to'be' in'hiding' rather'














777 Arguably a physical manifestation of the borderland. In the Kakuma Camp, LGBT 
asylum seekers are currently kept together in a separate area in the camp, easily 
identifiable to other asylum seekers as targets of violence. 
    See: Senzee, T. (2014, August 16). Four Questions Reveal Horrifying Situation for 
LGBTs in Kenyan Refugee Camps. Retrieved August 20, 2014, from 
http://www.advocate.com/world/2014/08/16/four-questions-reveal-horrifying-
situation-lgbts-kenyan-refugee-camps; Igunza, E. (2015, November 10). Gay 
Ugandans regret fleeing to Kenya. Retrieved December 1, 2015, from 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-34764968 
778 Cape Town Tourism markets the City as The Pink Capital, “for visitors who are out 
and proud, and looking for a city that embraces this freedom, Cape Town is where it’s 
at for a weekend of ‘fabulous’”. See: Pink Capital Cape Town Says Hello Weekend. 
(n.d.). Cape Town Tourism. Retrieved December 14, 2015, from 
http://www.capetown.travel/press_releases/entry/pink-capital-cape-town-says-hello-
weekend 
779 ‘Sasha’. Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA). Available 
at ‘Gender Dynamix Collection – GAL108’, Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, 
University of the Witwatersrand 
780 The Triangle Project, an NGO based in Cape Town, runs the Triangle Transgender 
Support Group. Several participants have been members of this group at various 
stages. Trans-specific health services like support groups are limited in South Africa. 
See: SAPA. (2014, December 16). Support services for the transgender community 







networks' are' the' only' means' of' shelter' for' those' not' being' directly' assisted' by' NGOs'
(which,'though'they'provide'support,'do'not'generally'provide'shelter).'These'networks'are'















Town,' within' her' country' of' origin’s' tightly\knit' community,' presenting' as' a' man' and'




























an' ousting' from' the' greater' country\of\origin' community.' At' a' loss' after' their' rejection,'
both' Akraam' and' Alex' moved' to' Johannesburg' fairly' soon' after' being' evicted.' Having'







Hannah' Arendt' in' The! Origins! of! Totalitarianism' provides' a' critique' of' human' rights,'
arguing'that'belonging'to'a'community'–'either'a'State'or'an'organised'human'community'–'
is' fundamental' to' rights' access.' Moreover,' that' “a' person' loses' the' right' to' have' rights'
when' she' can' neither' belong' to' the' community' into' which' she' is' born' nor' find' a' new'
community'in'which'to'live”.786'Arendt'argues'that'it'is'one'of'the'perplexing'features'of'the'
Declaration' of' the' Rights' of' Man' that' although' human' rights' have' been' defined' as'
inalienable,' and' independent' of' all' governments,' in' the'moment' that' human' beings' lack'
their'own'governments'and'have'to'fall'back'upon'their'minimum'rights'qua'being'human,'
these' rights'become'unenforceable.787'Those'seeking' to'access'human'rights,' in'particular'
asylum' seekers,' she' argues,' have,' in' increasing' numbers,' entered' a' state' of' what' she'
describes' as' rightlessness'where' they' “become'nothing!but!human”.788!This' is' particularly'




Arendt'argues' that' rather' than' the' loss'of' rights,'which'paradoxically'gender' refugees'
possibly'for'the'first'time,'actually'have'as'transgender\identified'people'in'South'Africa,'it'is'
the'slow'loss'or'the'non\existence'of'community,'“willing'and'able'to'guarantee'any'rights'
whatsoever”789'that' pushes' them' into' the' borderlands' of' society.' It' is' this' that' begins' to'
enact' a' state' of' “rightlessness”.790'This' state' of' ‘rightlessness’,'which' is' crucially' linked' to'
these'‘common'sense’'adjudications'of'gender,'is'not'the'same'as'being'without'rights,'but'
rather' it' entails' two' distinct' deprivations' that' are' pivotal' to' the' experiences' of' being' a'
gender' refugee.'The' first' is' that'of'home,'“the' loss'of' the'entire'social' texture' into'which'
they' were' born' and' in' which' they' established' for' themselves' a' distinct' place' in' the'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
786 Parekh, S. (2008). Hannah Arendt and the Challenge of Modernity: A Phenomenology 
of Human Rights. New York: Routledge, p. 40. 
787 Ibid., p. 34. 
788 Ibid., p. 25. 
789 Arendt, H. (1962). The Origins of Totalitarianism. New York: Meridian Books, p. 297. 
790 Ibid., p. 295. 
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world”.791'For' Arendt,' what' is' unprecedented' about' this' particular' loss' is' not' the' loss' of'
home' itself' but' the' “impossibility' of' finding' a' new' one”.792'The' second' loss,' which' this'
chapter'will'address'later,'is'that'of'protection'or'security'–'the'loss'of'legal'status,'not'just'
in' countries' of' origin' but' in' all' countries.' Arendt' argues' that' the' world' functions' as' an'
intricate' web' of' treaties' and' international' agreements,' often' mediated' –' as' argued' in'
chapter'three'–'through'passports'and'papers,'allowing'a'person'to'take'their' legal'status'
with'them'wherever'they'go.'Whoever'is'no'longer'enclosed'within'this'web'“finds'himself'







that' becomes' increasingly' treacherous' to' navigate' as' gender' refugees' reach' adulthood,'
particularly' in' relation' to' issues' of' legality.' This' is' the' home' that' is' left,' in' the' hopes' of'
establishing'a'new'home'in'South'Africa.'Critically,'this'new'home'is'invested'with'an'idea'
that'gender' refugees'might'be'protected'and'be' imagined'as'part'of' the'populous'within'
the'country.'Gender'refugees’'first'experiences'–'those'with'Home'Affairs'–'raise'questions'
over'the'possibility'of'this'home,'as'argued'in'chapter'four.'Beyond'the'doors'of'the'RRO,'in'















791 Arendt, H. (2000). The Perplexities of the Rights of Man. In P. Baehr (Ed.), The 
Portable Hannah Arendt . New York: Penguin Books, p.34. 
792 Ibid., p.34. 
793 Ibid., p.35. 
794 Thomas, K. (2006). Afterword: Are Transgender Rights Inhuman Rights? In P. 
Currah, R. M. Juang, & S. P. Minter (Eds.), Transgender Rights. London: University of 











Akraam'was' subsequently' fired' from' her' job' and' assaulted' by' a'mob' from' the' local'
community,'who'meant'to'kill'her.'A'truck'driver'passing'the'scuffle'intervened'and'took'the'
unconscious' Akraam' to' hospital.' After' being' released,' Akraam,'who' by' far' had' been' the'
most' cloistered' and' isolated' from' others' like' her' for' much' of' her' life,' almost'
incomprehensibly'paid'for'a'night'at'a'Backpackers’'that'specifically'catered'to'people'from'






by' the' pierced' ears' and' the' wearing' of' make\up,' are' “fundamentally' concerned' with'
policing'gender'presentation”.798'The'constant' return' to'communities' that'present' threats'













798 Namaste, V. K. (2000). Invisible Lives: The Erasure of Transsexual and 
Transgendered People. University of Chicago Press, p. 136. 
799 The exact figures are: 11 342 in 2012, 14 858 in 2013 and 19 251 in 2014. Figures 
for 2015 and 2016 were unavailable at the time of writing. Source: UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). (2015). UNHCR Global Resettlement Statistical 
Report 2014, p. 52. 
800 Her body is covered in scars: she has been attacked at least five times since moving 
to Cape Town. She is now applying to the United Nations High Commission on 
Refugees for resettlement to a third country, a torturous process which can take 
several years.







The' generally' violent' ejecting' from,' and' loss'of' support' from,' community' in' a' foreign'
country'for'participants'necessitates'turning'to'NGOs'for'assistance.'As'pointed'out'by'both'
Sasha'and'Daniel,'on'arriving'in'South'Africa'the'visibility'of'a'viable'transgender'community'
in' South' Africa' is' slim' to' non\existent.' For' Arendt,' once' experiencing' this' first' loss' of'
community,'life'simply'becomes'something'that'is'prolonged'through'charity,801'making'the'








noted' in' chapter' 4' –' are' divided' into' male\specific' or' female\specific' facilities,' and'
placement'happens'according'to'an'assumed'birth\assigned'gender.802'
'
Stella' distinctly' remembers' how' cold' and'wet' it'was'when' she' finally' arrived' in' Cape'
Town' from' Johannesburg.' Knowing' no\one,' and' certain' of' community' rejection,' she'
immediately' sought' shelter.' The' first' shelter' she' approached' wanted' R10/day' rent.' The'
second' said' it' was' full' and' the' third' stated' that' they' only' took' in' South' Africans,' not'
foreigners.' During' this' time,' she' slept' mostly' on' the' streets.' As' Kelly' points' out,' rough'
sleeping' is' only' a' possibility' for' so' long' before' other' rough' sleepers,' usually' from' one’s'
country' of' origin,' find' out' about' sex/gender' transgressions.' The' Scalabrini' Centre,803'a'
refugee' organisation,' eventually' assisted' Stella' in' finding' placement' at' a' shelter' –' a'
Christian'shelter,'predominantly'for'substance'abusers.'The'shelter'requires'newcomers'to'
remain'within'its'walls'for'three'months'(ostensibly'this'is'done'to'try'and'assist'people'with'
breaking' cycles'of' addiction),' after'which' time' they' can' seek'employment.' Stella' explains'
that'on'arrival,'although'she'lives'and'identifies'as'a'woman'this'was'disregarded;'she'was'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
801 Arendt, H. (1962). The Origins of Totalitarianism. New York: Meridian Books, p. 296. 
802 There are currently no policies addressing the placement of transgender people within 
the shelter system in South Africa, although there are several reports addressing this 
issue. See: PASSOP and The Leitner Center for International Law and Justice. (2013). 
Economic Injustice: Employment and Housing Discrimination Against LGBTI Refugees 
and Asylum Seekers in South Africa. Open Society Foundation. In Gender DynamiX 
(GDX). (2013). “We Fight More Than We Sleep”: Shelter Access by Transgender 
Individuals in Cape Town, South Africa. Retrieved from 
http://genderdynamix.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/GDX-Shelter-Report.pdf 
803 Established in 1994, the centre takes its name from Bishop of Piacenza, John Baptist 
Scalabrini, who founded the order in 1887 to care for the welfare of migrants.  See: 


















Being' visibly' read' as' transgender' often' compounds' the' difficulties' with' regards' to'
accessing'gainful'employment.'Accessing' legal'employment' is'a'particular'hurdle' for'black'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
804 Stella 
805 According to Koko Guillain, former Project Coordinator of the LGBTI Refugees 
Advocacy and Support Project, at People Against Suffering Oppression and Poverty 
(PASSOP): “As … asylum seekers it is still a little bit difficult for them to get jobs 
because they may go to the place … where there is a vacancy of employment and 
some of the requirements of employment is the contract is for one year at least. So 
when someone is a temporary permit for two months or three months as is the case 
for most of them, cause asylum seeker is temporary permit it is not a refugee status, 
they are not qualified for jobs. So they are still unemployed. When they are 
unemployed they can’t afford rent. So most of them they just stay at the place where 
it is not safe and they are assaulted and attacked” Camminga, B. (2012, September 
28). Interview with Guillain, K. People Against Suffering Oppression and Poverty 
(PASSOP). Cape Town. 
806 “Many potential employers are apprehensive regarding employing asylum seekers 
because they view their stay in the country as volatile. There are still many factors 
that constrain the ability of non-citizens to work productively in South Africa. The 
most significant institutional factor limiting migrant employment is delays in the 
processing of documentation by the DHA, which affects everyone from skilled foreign 
employees to asylum seekers and refugees. Furthermore, the documents issued to 
asylum seekers and refugees often hinder their ability to secure employment, even as 
they are intended to grant the right to work. This is because of the short time frames 
for which the documents are issued before they must be renewed (1–3 months for 
asylum seekers), limited public information for employers on the renewability of these 
permits and the timeline that applies if an application for asylum is eventually 
rejected, and because of the format, which is not recognised by many employers”  
    Source: Consortium for Refugees and Migrants in South Africa. (2008). Protecting 
Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Immigrants in South Africa. Johannesburg. 
    For LGBT-specific experiences see PASSOP and The Leitner Centre for International 
Law andJustice. (2013). Economic Injustice: Employment and Housing Discrimination 
Against LGBTI Refugees and Asylum Seekers in South Africa. Open Society 
Foundation. Retrieved from 
http://www.leitnercenter.org/files/2013_Leitner_SouthAfricaLGBTreport.pdf 





trans' women,809'many' of' whom' end' up' doing' work' that' is' considered' criminal' in' South'















Unable' to' find' a' job' and' income' after' being' in' South'Africa' for' two' years,'which' she'
ascribes'to'how'she'dresses'–'as'a'woman'–'being'discontinuous'with'her'documents'which'
state' ‘male’,'Stella' turned'to'sex'work.'On'one'occasion,'one'of' the'shelter' residents'saw'
her'with'a'client'and'reported'this'to'the'pastor,'the'head'of'the'shelter,'who'asked'her'to'
leave.'In'the'face'of'clear'growing'reinstatement'of'borderland'existence,'having'exhausted'









streets' late' at' night.' An' informal' settlement,' on' the' other' hand,' is' less' expensive' and'
requires' little' to'no'official'documentation' in'order' to' find'a' room.'Disadvantages' include'
the'distance'from'places'of'business,'poor'insulation'in'winter,'lack'of'accessible'amenities,'
poor' police' response' and' higher' transport' expenses.' These' are' the' disadvantages' for'
everyone' living' outside' the' metropole' in' South' Africa.' Transgender' asylum' seekers' also'




809 See: Spade, D. (2011). Normal Life: Administrative Violence, Critical Trans Politics 








an'hour'outside'of'Cape'Town.'She' traded'safety'and'visibility' in'order' to' live'alone,' in'a'
makeshift'room'attached'to'a'larger'house.'After'finding'a'place'to'live,'participants'often'
have'to'contend'with' landlords'who'find'out'about'their'gender' identity'and/or'sexuality.'
Alex' has' had' several' bad' run\ins' with' landlords,' including' being' beaten' for' having' ‘gay’'
visitors.812'Stella'makes'sure'that'she'comes'home'late'and'leaves'early'to'avoid'being'seen'
by' anyone.' She' has' never' been' entirely' comfortable' staying' in' the' location' but,' as' a' sex'









Living' in' suburban' areas,' however,' presents' its' own'difficulties,' even' if' one' is' able' to'
purchase' some' kind' of' security.' During' Ava’s' transition,' after' having' moved' out' of' her'
cousin’s' home,' she' moved' into' shared' housing' aimed' at' foreign' students.' She' was'
mercilessly'teased'and'outed'publicly'by'those'with'whom'she'was'living,'who'would'often'
say:' “He' is' trying' to' be' a' she”.' Fearing' for' her' life,' she' eventually' moved' out' with' the'
assistance'of'a'sponsor'from'her'church,'who'provided'surety'for'a'new'apartment.'She'was'
able'to'find'slightly'better'accommodation,'sharing'with'fewer'people.'Although'she'set'out'
to' live'with'South'Africans'she'ended'up'moving' in'with'a'Ugandan'couple,' to'whom'she'
explained'her'situation,'because'she'had'to'show'them'her'ID'which'states'she'is'male.'The'
block'into'Ava'moved'was'part'of'an'enclosed'compound'requiring'fingerprinting'to'enter.'










812 The beating of gay or transgender tenants is seemingly not uncommon. See: 
Washinyira, T. (2013, June 13). Family Beats Up Their Gay Tenant. Retrieved June 9, 







Parekh'notes:' for'Arendt,' “these'deprivations'–'of' a'place' in' the'world,'of' a' recognisable!
identity' –' are'more' fundamental' than' the' loss' of' the' rights' to' citizenship”.815'For' gender'
refugees' in' South' Africa,' this' is' indeed' the' outcome' of' the' compounded' experience' of'
asylum,' gender' as' a' category'of' classification'within' the'RRO,' common' sense' readings'of'







of' sex/gender' within' society.' It' is' clear' that' although' rights' exist,' there' are' specific'




not' their' continued' borderland' existence,' or' the' repeat' patterns' of' shifting' in' order' to'
survive,' but' the' way' in' which' the' asylum' system' seems' to' leave' those' with' claims' of'







and' endless' repetition'means' that' they' are' not' “real”.' Returning' to' arguments' made' in'
chapter' three' regarding'Foucault'and'biopower,'gender' refugees,' for' the'most'part,'have'
not'been'brought'into'the'space'of'those'sanctioned'for'life,'as'they'had'hoped'they'would'
be.' Although' life' beyond' South' Africa’s' boundaries,' for' them,' was' dominated' by' the'
necropolitical,'far'from'abandoning'this'at'the'border,'there'is'no'absence'in'South'Africa'of'
the'promise'or' threat'of'death.' In'a' system'much' like'a'production' line,'although'asylum'
seekers'have'rights,'this'is'seemingly'contradicted'by'the'way'in'which'they'are'treated:'the'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
815 Parekh, S. (2008). Hannah Arendt and the Challenge of Modernity: A Phenomenology 
of Human Rights. New York: Routledge, p. 28. 
816 Arendt, H. (1962). The Origins of Totalitarianism. New York: Meridian Books, p. 294. 
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The'asylum'paper,! the!paper,' is' spoken'about'with' reverence:'paradoxically,' for' some'
participants,'these'papers'do'not'actually'reflect'either'their'correct'names'or'genders,'or'in'
some' cases,' even' photos.' At' least' two' participants,' Stella' and' Ava,' carry' subsidiary'
documents'provided'by'state'medical'practitioners,'subsidised'by'the'South'African'State'to'
mediate' these' inconsistencies.' As' Paisley' Currah' notes,' “For' transgender' people,' the'
immense'number'of'state'actors'defining'sex'[and'gender]'ensnares'them'in'a'Kafkaesque'
web' of' official' identity' contradiction' and' chaos”.822'Not' to' return' for' renewal,' to' allow'









Ava' in'particular'has'become'more'and'more' frustrated'with' the' system’s' inability' to'
acknowledge;'although'her'case'is'specifically'about'her'gender,'she'is'not'alone'in'finding'
the' lack' of' general' acknowledgement' of' her' claim' to' refugee' status' and' the' constant'
renewals'of'her'asylum'papers'exhausting.'Eithne'Luibheid'notes' in'passing' in' the'closing'
chapter' of! Entry! Denied,' that' fraud' and' the' subversion' made' possible' through' forged'




822 Currah, P., & Mulqueen, T. (2011). Securitizing Gender: Identity, Biometrics, and 




competing' system' of' knowledge' that' is' brought' against' the' State”.824'Ava' believes' the'
reason'that'her'asylum'claim'is'constantly'renewed'–'which'she'sees'as'akin'to'denial'–'is'
because:' “they! think!you!consuming! the!country,!you!consuming! them!so! it!will!be!no”.825!
Tey'Meadow'notes'that'should'legal'constructs'of'gender'be'unable'to'keep'pace'with,'or'
account'for,'the'current'manifestations'of'genders'(which'she'calls'contemporary'demands'
for' fluidity),' “It' will' become' even' more' difficult' to' quantify' and' achieve' legal' gender'











'The' constant' inability' to' function' on' a' day\to\day' basis' has' driven' her' to' a' point' of'
corruption.' Note' here' that' it' is' a' combination' of' the' repetitive' nature' of' her' life' as' an'











when' seeking' a' service' from' the' State'or' applying' for' a' job.'A'document,' in' this' case' an'
asylum' seeker' paper' provided' by' the' DHA' sets' the' groundwork' for' other' necessary'
documents,' or' works' as' what' is' known' as' a' ‘seed' document’. 829 'When' a' false' seed'




824 Luibheid, E. (2002). Entry Denied: Controlling Sexuality at the Border. Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, p. 144. 
825 Ava 
826 Meadow, T. (2010). “A Rose is A Rose”: On Producing Legal Gender Classification. 
Gender and Society, 24(6), p. 832. 
827 Ava 
828 Ava 
829 van der Ploeg, I. (1999). Written on the Body: Biometrics and Identity. Computers 
and Society, 29(1). 
















Ava’s'words' “get' your' life”' are' poignant.' Life' here' for' Ava' is'moving' into' binary' and'
being' seen' as' the' woman' she' is' –' being' in' control' of' her' visibility.' This' is' predicated,'
however,'on'exiting'asylum.'It'would'seem'that'being'able'to'pass'and'move'into'a'binary'
position'would' resolve' the'need' for'community'support.'Ultimately,' for' those' in'constant'
visibility,' rights' and' the' claiming' of' rights' –' whether' that' be' to' protection' or' to' State\
sanctioned'paperwork'–'ensure'visibility.'The' logical' conclusion'of'exiting'or' falling'out'of'
the'system'is'statelessness'and'compounded'erasure,'unless'–' like'Ava'–'there'is'a'way'in'













there' is'arguably'another'kind'of'expert' involved' in'navigating' the'governance'systems'of'



















of' origin’' that' their' relations' with' the' refugee' system' and' their' perception' of' their' own'
rights'are'starkly'different'from'those'who'lack'all'sense'of'community.''
'
When' Tricia' arrived' in' Johannesburg' in' 2005,' she' came'with' the' belief,'much' like' all'
participants,' that' South' Africa'was' the' place' to' be' ‘free’,'meaning' she'would' be' able' to'
dress'and'wear'make\up'as'desired.'Prior'to'leaving'her'small'rural'community,'her'distress'










like' the'majority'of'gender'refugees'who' identify'as'women,'she' is'a'sex'worker'and'that'
she'will' lend' them' clothes' and' heels' and' explain' how' to' “get' business”.' Bobbie' came' to'
South'Africa'shortly'after'Tricia'in'2007.'Her'main'reason'for'coming'was'that'in'her'home'
country'she'felt'that'she'did'not'have'the'right'“to'expose'herself”,'in'essence'to'live/dress'


















community'and'support'each'other,'often'going' to'work' together'and' lending'each'other'
clothes.''
'
What' sets' Tricia,'Maxine,' Bobbie,' Chifundo' and'Nelly' apart' from'other' participants' is'
that'they'believe'they'do'not'need'documentation'to'be' in'South'Africa.'They'understand'
the' country' as' a' place' that' protects' ‘gay' people’.' With' this' notion' in' place,' their'
understanding' is' that' they'will'never'be'deported'because'they'are'both'gay/transgender'
and! a! particular! national! identity.' Regardless' of' how' legally' spurious' this' idea' is,' to' their'
minds'South'Africa'signifies'a'place'in'which'they'can'live'safely'as'both'transgender'and'lay'
claim' to' their'national' identity.'This' idea' that' they'are' from'a'particular' country'of'origin'










This' belief' that' they' will' not' be' deported' because' of' the' combination' of' their'
sex/gender'and' their'nationality,' is' concomitant'with'an'understanding' that' they'are'also'
able' to' turn' to' South'African' law'enforcement' for' assistance'when'experiencing'negative'







One'story' illustrates'the'extent'and' impact'of' the'belief'about'being'“especially”' from'
this' country'of' origin.' Those'with'passports' –' Tricia,' Chifundo'and'Nelly' –'having' crossed'
into'South'Africa,'pay'taxi'drivers'to'take'their'passports'back'across'the'border'and'have'













Crucially' here,' it' is' not' the' individual' who' has' overstayed,' it' is' the' paper' work' –' a'
bureaucratic' inconvenience.' Two' things' happen' in' this' instance' of' creative'manoeuvring.'
Returning' to' the' precariousness' of' documents' for' transgender' people:' combining' a'
photograph'with'other'identifying'data,'such'as'sex/gender,'is'meant'to'identify'their'carrier'
uniquely'and'unambiguously.'To'have'a'document'often'means'to'be'in'danger'–'the'image'
reflected'on' that' document' versus' the'perception'of' the'bureaucracy'becomes'of' critical'
importance.'Not' to'have' this'document'–' to'send' it'back'with'a' taxi' full'of'passengers'so'
that' it' can' be' stamped' out' of' the' country' –' means' that' the' body' that' is' meant' to' be'
attached'to'such'a'document'never'has'to'be'ascertained.'The'incongruence'between'how'
these' five' participants' present' in' South' Africa' and' the' ‘M’' –' male' marker' –' on' their'
passports'is'actively'distanced'through'this'method.'This'distancing'suggests'why,'for'Nelly,'
it'is'the'passport'that'has'overstayed,'not'the'actual'physical'person.'The'second'thing'that'





she'was' in' fact' currently' in' her' country' of' origin.' She'was' detained' for' three' days,' held'
separately' from' the' general' population.' To' Tricia’s' mind,' though,' the' South' African'
government'has'“no'right'to'take'us'back.'I'mean'especially'if'I’m'in'drag”.840'Critically,'Tricia'
adds'that'she'did'have'to'play'into'the'notion'that'if'she'was'sent'back'her'life'would'clearly'
be' in'danger'and'she'would' lack'all' support'–' in'essence,' the'story' that' is'often' required'






Returning' to' Arendt’s' formulations' regarding' rights' actualisation,' community' and' the'
danger'of'being'nothing'but'human,'the'particular'group’s'claims'to'their'country'of'origin,'
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not'applied' for.'Tricia'never'had' the'papers' renewed'and' returned' to'using'her'passport,'
the' very' avenue' that' had' sent' her' to' Lindela' in' the' first' place.' Tricia’s' story' may' seem'



















have'applied' for'asylum'and'who'feel' stuck' in' limbo,'or'Tricia’s'group'who'want' to'move'
between' the' two' countries,' Arthur' and' Tom' have' no' intention' of' returning' to' their'







Arthur' came' to' South' Africa' because' he' knew' that' it' was' the' only' country' where'
transgender' people'within' Africa' could' access' gender\affirming' healthcare'with' a' certain'
level' of' ease.' After' his' transition,' he' did' not' want' to' return' to' his' home' country' or'






not' identify' as' transgender;' rather' he' is' just' a' man.' This' is' in' contrast' with' the' other'
participants' who' need' to' identify' as' transgender' or' gay,' within' the' asylum' system' –' “a'







Tom'has'a' job'and'a'work'permit' and,'by'extension,' self\reliance;' this'means'he' very'
rarely'has'to'say'anything'to'anyone,'and'his'survival'is'not'predicated'on'his'visibility.'He'is'
not' looking' for' public' benefits' or' for' the' State' to' provide' anything,' including' access' to'
gender\affirming'healthcare,'as'he'can'afford'private'access.'Tom'understands'himself'as'a'
man'who'wants' to' access' gender\affirming' health' care' available' in' South' Africa,' but' not'
necessarily'be'anything'other'than'“a'person”.'As'with'Arthur,'personhood'is'central'here,'
and' is' to' a' certain' degree' maintained' by' a' combination' of' passing' and' avoiding' State'
administrative'systems.''
'
For' Tom,' it' is' his' job,' and' perhaps' his' ability' to' pass'most' of' the' time' as' a'man;' for'
Arthur'it'is'the'combination'of'his'paperwork'and'his'ability'to'pass'all'the'time.'This'allows'












For' Arthur,' there' is' a' clear' tension' between' access,' passing,' visibility' and' rights.' He'
suggests'that'those'at'the'lowest'rungs'of'society'are'most'desperate'for'rights:'being'both'
the'most'visible'and'the'most'in'need'traps'them'in'a'continuous'cycle'of'visibility.'There'is'
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the'necessities' for'his'existence'and'start'a'new' life,'unknown.'However,'he'believes' that'












































Gender' refugees,' in' coming' to' South' Africa' and' applying' for' asylum,' enter' a' kind' of'
limbo,' they' cannot' go' but' they' also' struggle' to' stay.' They' are' allowed' in' but' evidently'
nothing'more.'They'cross'the'border,'and'have'every'right'to'do'so,'but'that'does'not'mean'
that' the'State' in'any'way'has' to'allow' them'a'notion'of'home'or' recognisable' life.' South'









to.' They' either' creatively' evade' State' systems' entirely,' remaining' in' the' borderlands,' in'
order' to'maintain' and' create' specific' communal' and' familial' ties;' or' they' actively' choose'
not'to'enter'the'system'because'they'pass,'and'by'passing,' in'this'case'as'men' in'society,'
they'have'already'entered'the'zone'of'the'living,'eschewing'the'borderlands'almost'entirely.'




to' seek' State' safety'or' rights,' and' in' fact,' acknowledge' that' to'do' so' actively'would'only'
ensure'danger,'rather'than'protect'them'from'danger.''
The'second'group'is'populated'mostly'by'asylum\seekers'who,'as'transgender\identified,'
feel' they' are'women' or' on' a' spectrum'of' femininity:' their' documents,' however,' read' as'
assigned'male.'They'apply' for'asylum' in' the'clear'hope' (predicated'on'rights'enshrined' in'
the' Constitution)' that' there' will' be' recognition' by' the' State' of' their' transgender' status,'
enabling' access' to' safety,' protection,' personhood,' membership' within' a' community' of'
others,' and' a' place' in' the' zone' of' the' living,' or' a' liveable' life.' This' group' –' as' has' been'
argued' –' find' the' requirements,' either' of' being' acknowledged' directly' or' of'maintaining'
their'presence'within'the'asylum'system,'almost'impossible.'The'inability'to'be'seen'by'the'
State'in'relation'to'their'gender' identity'and'their'official'documents' is'only'one'hurdle'of'
many' that' ensure' that' this' group,' too,' remains' in' the' borderlands.' In' cases' where'
socioeconomic' security' is' available' –' either' through' sponsorship' or' actual' employment' –'







As' has' been' shown' by' the' focus' on' the' hindrances' to' local' integration' in' relation' to'
community' and' familial' issues,' the' nature' of' asylum' in' South' Africa' is' turbulent' at' best,'
making'survival' for' the'average'asylum'seeker'difficult.'Being' transgender'often'obstructs'
access'to'traditional'asylum'support'networks,'employment,'and'shelter,'requiring'NGOs'to'
fill' the'gap.'NGOs,' for' their'part,'are'not'equipped'to'deal'with'the'very'specific'needs'of'




stuck' in' a' state' of' constant' shifting.' However,' they' are' not' the' only' items' stuck' here.'
Transgender' becomes' –' or' is' –' stuck' too:' in' coming' to' South' Africa,' transgender' people'
believe' they'will' access'humanity'and'be'protected,'but'because' they'violate' the' rules'of'






























This' thesis' has' explored' the' experiences' of' gender' refugees' –' people! who! can!make!
claims! to! refugee!status,! fleeing! their!countries!of!origin!based!on! the!persecution!of! their!
gender!identity.'Alex,'Akraam,'Sasha,'Stella,'Kelly,'Victor,'Tiwonge,'Arthur,'Eshe,'Ava,'Tom,'
Tatenda,'Maxine,' Tricia,' Siya,' Nelly,' Bobbie,' Daniel,' Udogu,' and' Chifundo' all' left' various'
countries'from'disparate'parts'of'Africa'in'an'effort'to'make'a'very'specific'journey'to'South'
Africa.' Connected' to' the' journeys' of' these'participants' –' those' this' thesis' has' defined' as'
‘knowing' subjects’' –' has' been' the' journey' of' ‘transgender’,' a' term/concept' initially'
emergent'in'the'Global'North.'As'noted,'in'all'of'the'countries'of'origin'left'by'participants,'
same'sex'sexuality'is'considered'illegal'–'with'one'exception,'although'legislation'has'been'
suggested' to' this' end.' Those'who' present' in'ways' considered' gender' non\conforming' or'
disruptive' to' the' social' order' are,' as' this' thesis' has' argued,' read' as' the' epitome' of'
homosexuality,'and'experience'varying'levels'of'visibility'and'persecution'in'direct'relation'
to' this.' It' must' be' noted,' however,' that' not' all' those' who' present' in' ways' considered'
disruptive'to'normative'perceptions'of'gender,'or'those'accused'of'homosexuality,'flee'their'
countries'of'origin.'The'participants' in'this' thesis'experienced'a'confluence'of'overlapping'
factors'which' eventually' lead' to' their' journey' to' South'Africa.' These' include,' but' are'not'
limited' to:' varying' levels' of' familial' exclusion,' social' pressure,' public' denigration,' and'
eventually,'actual'physical'threat'to'their'lives.'It'is'this'moment'of'physical'danger'that'has'
often'been'the'catalyst'to'fleeing.'It'must'be'reiterated'here'that'the'stories'throughout'this'





been' predicated' on'movement' –' it' is' a' term'which' journeys' conceptually'with' particular'
ideas,' implied' meaning,' suggested' politics' and' possible' narratives.' It' presents' as' flashes'
across' time' marked' by' the' doings' of' gender' that' depart' from' the' normative' –' it' is'
transgressive.' Yet,' it' can' also' be' normative.' Transgender,' like' gender' refugees,' has'
departures'and'arrivals.'It'crosses'and'is'carried'and'it'carries'and'is'crossed.'Transgender'is'
also'constrained'and'contested.'It'can'ignite'imaginaries,'present'as'possibilities,'or'burden'
reality' –' presenting' as' impossibilities.' It' is' like' the' borders' of' nations,' in' that' it' is' a'
paradoxical'entity:'porous'yet'concrete.'The'term'is'slippery,'perhaps'purposefully'evasive,'
but'it'has'perhaps'a'singular'certainty'–'it'is'about'gender.'Yet,'in'this'context'it'is'also'about'
sexuality'and' sex.'Definable'and' identifiable'but'also' indefinable,'open'and'amendable,' it'
has'a'currency' in'the'present'but'also'a'certain'futurity' in'that' it' is'constructed'in'tension'





fundamental' elements' of' it.' In' following' its' evolution,' this' thesis' has' attempted' to' track'
transgender'emergence' in'South'Africa,'establishing'the'places' it'has' landed,'where' it'has'
interacted'and'mixed'and'what'it'has'taken'on'board.'Like'other'entities'which'flow,'what'




the'movement,' lives'and'experiences'of'gender'refugees' in'their' journeys'to'South'Africa,'
this'thesis'has'presented'three'primary'arguments.'The'first'relates'to'the'emergence'of'the'
term' transgender' and' the' circumstances' peculiar' to' South' Africa' that' have' facilitated' its'
materialisation' in' the' country' and' movement' outwards.' The' second' addresses' the'
constitutional\legal'make'up'of'South'Africa'in'relation'to'both'the'emergence'of'the'term'
and' the' radical' possibilities' presented' by' the' South' African' constitution.' This' argument'
deals' with' the' journey' of' gender' refugees' to' South' Africa,' the' potential' meanings' of'
transgender'–'what'it'does,'what'it'can'do'and'what'it'has'been'doing'for'a'particular'group'
of' people' who' have' a' certain' investment' in' it.' The' third' primary' argument' draws' on'
elements'of'both'the'first'and'second'in'that,'whereas'the'first'is'about'the'emergence'of'
the'term,'and'the'second'about'what'might'bring'or'draw'gender'refugees'to'South'Africa,'
the' third' functions' at' the' interstices' of' these,' addressing' the' imaginary' or' possibility' of'
‘home’' envisioned' by' gender' refugees.' Indeed,' the' first' primary' argument' is' about'





This' thesis' has' argued' that' a' particular' set' of' ‘transgender' phenomena’' peculiar' to'
South'Africa'can'be'read'through'the'country’s'distinctive'history'in'relation'to'its'colonial'
heritage,'the'role'of'Apartheid,'and'the'advent'of'constitutional'democracy.'Systems'of'sex'
and' gender' are' opaque,' obscured' in' their' normative' expectations,' arrangements' and'
structures' until' they' become' disputed' or' disrupted.' Disturbances' to' these' systems' –'




have,' within' this' thesis,' unfolded' across' medico\legal' literature,' academic' publications,'
popular'cultural'and'news'media,'civil'society'organisations'and'sub\cultural'networks.''
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of' the' emergence' of' transgender.' Early' instances' of' legislative' control' are' perceptible' in'
pre\Union' South' Africa’s' Disguises' Act' and' attendant' Ordinances,' arguably' aimed' at'
curtailing' the' wearing' of' dresses' by' male\bodied' individuals.' Medical' knowledge' and'
technology,' which' developed' in' relation' to' these' discourses,' served' as' a' ‘scientific’'
codification' –' early' sites' of' knowledge' production' –' that' would' eventually' pose' gender'
transgression'as'an' illness.'This'medico\legal'enfolding' in' the'early'1900s'played'a'unique'
role' in' distinguishing' and' delineating' types' of' bodies' and' acceptable' behaviour' along'
several,' often' intersecting,' lines,' including' race,' sex,' sexuality' and' gender.' Language'with'
oblique' references' to' issues' regarding' gender,' sex' and/or' sexuality' correlating' with'
deviance'began'to'appear'in'the'South'African'Medical'Journal'as'early'as'1909.'The'Journal'
also'shows'clear'development'of'the'reciprocal'progress'of'both'eugenics'and'sexology'as'
academic' and' scientific' disciplines.' Along' with' these' international' developments,' the'
emergence' of' public' figures' aligned' with' the' term' ‘transsexual’' began' to' receive'
considerable' attention' in' the' journal' and,'more'widely,' in' the' South'African'press.' These'
early' transgender' phenomena' appeared' as' brief' titillating' flashes' in' local' news' media' –'
exposing'new'avenues'for'the'dispersal'of'knowledge,'information'and'visibility.''
This' thesis' has' argued' that' South' Africa' seemed' to' follow' a' similar' developmental'
timeline'to'the'Global'North'in'relation'to'a'growing'refinement'in'medical'categories,'partly'
spurred' on' by' the' growing' availability' of' technology' and' knowledge' and' a' greater'
engagement'with' notions' of' ‘sex' change’.' Yet,' the' social' and' political' conditions' differed'
considerably' from'the'Global'North,'particularly'with'regards' to'homosexuality.'While' the'
term'‘transgender’'began'to'make'its'first'appearances'internationally,'South'Africa'–'due'to'
the' Nationalist' Party’s' project' of' complete' social' control' and' repressive' militarisation' –'




category'of' transsexual'was'directly' linked' to' that'of' the'homosexual'–'ostensibly,'as' this'
thesis'has'argued,'representing'its'corrected'sexually\realigned'counterpart.''
The' establishment' of' the' Phoenix' Society' in' the' 1980s' and' their' publication' FanFare'
interrupted' this' particular' circulation' of' heteronormatively\focused' power/knowledge' in'
relation' to' medico\legal' control.' Individuals' began' self\identifying' outside' of' medical'
determination,'establishing'community'and,'by'extension,' initiating'new'conduits' through'
which' trans' could' disperse' and' develop' –' undermining' the' strictures' of' illness' and' State'
control.' Their' emergence,' however,' did' not' trigger' a' separation' or' delineation' between'
gender,' sex' and' sexuality.' Indeed,' Phoenix' themselves,' in' a' curious'move'which' received'












global' and' local' forces' and' internal' medico\legal' control' in' relation' to' transgender'
phenomena'shifted'drastically.'Transgender'phenomena,' in'particular'the'changing'of'sex,'
was'presented'as' an'outmoded,'unjust' and'archaic'practice'undertaken'by' the'Apartheid'
State.'In'the'new'South'Africa,'where'homosexuality'had'become'constitutionally'protected,'
the'body' fell' away'altogether'as' something'malleable.' This'happened'alongside'a'greater'
awareness'regarding'the'physical'mobility'of'bodies'across'the'African'continent,'as'asylum'
became' a' coeval' element' of' the' newly\emergent' democracy.' The' Refugee' Act' passed' in'
1998'aligned'refugee'protection'with'the'new'Constitution'and,'by'extension,'included'the'





rights,' begin' to' cross' out.' Pathways' created' initially' by' LGBT' activism,' along' with' the'
denigration' of' ‘gay' rights’' by' religious' and' political' leaders' across' the' continent,' and' the'






'This' thesis' has' argued' that' with' the' emergence' of' Gender' DynamiX' in' 2005,'
transgender' seemingly' came' into' its' own' as' a' political' and' social' identity.' Strategically'
taking' on' a' mantel' of' regionalism,' working' hand' in' hand' with' larger' ‘transnational’'
organisations,' GDX' precipitated' the' development' of' transgender' beyond' the' country’s'




of' funding,' something' to'be,'but' also' to' travel'both' towards'and'with;' the'animator'of' a'
particular' imaginary.' These' movements,' the' possibility' of' transgender,' have' not' been'
'
' 193'
without' limit.' In' exploring' a' genealogy' of' the' term,' I' have' argued' that' it' is' clear' that' if'
transgender' gathers' bodies' to' it' that' are' doing' something' specific'with' their' gender/sex,'
there'must'be'a'body'prior' to' the'discourse,' someone'who' is'doing'gender' in'a'way' that'
transgender'can'claim'or'be'claimed'by.'Tiwonge'Chimbalanga'represents'a'subject'position'
with'which' transgender' resonates,' and'although' she' remains' included' in' the'archive,' she'






Although' a' genealogy' of' transgender' –' its' origin' and' its'movements' –' provides' some'
insight' into' the' term,' it' is' the' journey' of' the' knowing' subject'within' this' thesis' that' has'
provided' the'means' through'which' to' understand'what' the' term' does.' As' the' term' has'
moved,' it' has' gained' traction' in' relation' to' a' wider' audience,' and' has' come' to' have' a'
materiality' and' to' hold' meaning' for' certain' bodies' in' relation' to' particular' spaces.'
Throughout'this'thesis'it'is'evident'–'given'the'centrality'of'movement'and'travel'–'that'the'
bodies' of' knowing' subjects' and' transgender' work,' epistemologically,' ontologically,'
physically,' and' metaphorically,' in' relation' to' boundaries' and' borderlands,' homes' and'
imaginaries.'As'central'themes'to'this'thesis,'these'are'also'immanent'to'transgender'as'a'














homosexual' other' –' strange,' unnatural,' inhuman,' hounded' by' death' and' necessarily'
expelled.' This' is' due' to' a' confluence' of' factors,' including' colonial' history' and'
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‘what’' they' are' begin' to' surface.' This' is' a' moment' of' clear' commonality' among' all'
participants.' As' this' thesis' has' argued,' this' is' not' really' a' question,' but' a' statement'
reflecting' the'borders'of'personhood.'When'the'subjectivity'of'a'body' is' troubled,' in' that'
applying' binary' categories' of' recognition' –' to' be' ‘boyed’' or' ‘girled’' –' is' interrupted,' a'
shifting! takes'place' that' troubles' language' and'personhood.' This' injunction' forms'part' of'
the'earliest'inklings'of'something'strange'–'in'the'words'of'Sara'Ahmed,'a'strangeness'that'
is'visible,'at'the'level'of'the'body,'to'others.'It'is'a'question'of'intelligibility.'This'stranger'in'
the' form' of' the' gender' refugee' is' an' embodied' other,' a' some\body,' known' within' the'
nation'space'but'constituted'as'at'odds'with'the'law.'This'thesis'has'argued'that'for'gender'
refugees,' these' are' the' beginnings' of' danger;' the' possibility' of' death' resides' within' this'








civil' death' –' the' social' relations' of' death,' decay' and' dying' that' emerge' from' prolonged'
exposure'to'violence,'neglect,'deprivation'and'suffering.'Death'is'sanctioned'because'these'
bodies' fall'outside' the'boundaries'of' the'State,' living' in'death'worlds'at' the'edges'of' the'
State,'outside'of'the'naturalised'binaries'of'heteronormativity.'Achille'Mbembe’s'reading'of'
necropolitics' as' “the' work' of' death”' and' sovereignty' as' “the' right' to' kill' or' extinguish”'
opens' the'possibility'of' theorising' the'moment'of'departure'and' the'nature'of' shifting' in'








The'state'of'shifting,' this' thesis'has'argued,' troubles' the'notion'of'a' ‘trans' trajectory’.'
Much'like'the'movement'of'transgender,'gender'refugees'criss\cross,'evade'and'creatively'
survive' day\to\day' discomforts' and' dangers' by' navigating' physical' and' metaphorical'
borders' and'borderland' spaces.' These' are' key' elements' to' life' for' those'not' imagined'as'
within'the'home'of'the'nation'state,'those'in'the'borderland.'For'participants,'subjectivity'in'
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which'present' the'possibility'of' resistance' to' control' and'domination.'There' is' a' constant'
tension' between' “agentic' transgression' and' violent' sublimation”. 858 'Critically,' as'
transgender' continues' to' travel' and' be' taken' up' in' various' spaces,' the' borderland'
represents' a' space' of' application,' mixture,' adjustment' and' deployment,' where' survival'
necessitates'incorporating'that'which'is'useful'and'rejecting'that'which'is'not,'undermining'
or'rerouting'several'interlocking'systems'of'knowledge/power.''
This' thesis' has' argued' that' in' the' context' of' Africa,' where' transgender' is' often' read'
through' the' concept' of' ‘homosexuality’' or' as' the' pinnacle' of' what' it' means' to' be' gay,'
dominant'understandings'of'transgender'are'often'woefully'inadequate.'Moreover,'while'all'
participants' identified' with' transgender,' they' also' used' other' language' to' indicate' their'
identity'in'relation'to'their'bodies,'their'communities,'their'gender'and'sexuality.'In'several'
cases'one'of'the'key'means'through'which'to'discuss'their'gender' identity'was'the'use'of'
the' term' ‘discomfort’.' Centrally' here,' problems' and' experiences' of' marginalisation' were'




of' what' was' felt' as' rightful' self\expression' on' a' day\to\day' basis.' The' borderland'makes'
room' for' the' kind' of' embodied' transgender' existence' espoused' by' participants' –' one' of'
discomfort' and' shifting' survival' –' where' conflicting' cultural' representations' and'






the'possibilities' of' transgender' as' it' has' circulated'beyond' the' country’s' borders.' Indeed,'
that'transgender,'as'it'has'migrated,'has'become'intimately'linked'to'the'perceived'rights,'
freedoms' and'protections' unique' to' South'Africa.' This' has' been' a' key' component' to' the'
investment'in'the'imaginary'of'South'Africa'for'gender'refugees.'This'thesis'has'argued'that'
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beyond' identitarian' language' for' all' manner' of' human' beings' to' find' recognition' and'
protection' within' the' country.' This' thesis' reads' the' structure' and' intention' of' the'
Constitution'as'having'unintended'and'progressive'consequences'regarding'access'to'rights'
and'protection' for' those'who'might'consider' themselves'as' transgender'–'or'crucially,'be'
considered' so' by' others' although' they'may' not' use' the' term' for' themselves' –' and' seek'
refuge'in'the'country.''
'






of'a'singular'state'entity'with'a'clear'perception'of'what' it' is'doing'when' it'asks'about'or'
records'gender'or'sex,'must'be'set'aside.'Rather'than'a'monolithic'entity'with'“a'totalising'
logic,' an' ordered' hierarchy,' a' comprehensive' rationality,' a' unity' of' purpose' and'
execution” 860 ,' States' generally' are' multifarious' entities' that' utilise' a' dichotomous'
perception' of' gender' as' an' administrative' apparatus,' which' affects' all' bodies' in' a' given'
society.'This'intersects,'undoes'and'inscribes'other'vectors'of'control'and'power,'including,'





In' coming' to' South' Africa,' gender' refugees' raise' the' question' of' the' utility' and'
tangibility' of' transgender' in' relation' to' the' nation' space' and' the' construction' of' rights'
frameworks.' As' transgender' circulates' and' is' ostensibly' available' as' a' category' of' legal'
protection' this' thesis' has' asked:' how' this' is' actualised?' Since' one' of' the' key' points' of'
agitation'when'considering'the'visibility'of'transgender'phenomena'the'world'over'has'been'
legislative,'the'way'in'which'the'South'African'state'addresses'transgender'asylum'seekers'
as' they'approach'the'state' for'protection'has'been'a'pivotal'site' to'question'the'doing'of'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
859 It must be noted that I read ‘the State’ here not as a monolithic singular entity but as 
comprised of multiple sites and actors. These perform many functions which are 
suggestive of an underlying logic that reproduces, configures and polices the 
arrangement between gender and sex in specific ways. See: Currah, P. (2013). 
Homonationalism, State Rationalities, and Sex Contradictions. Theory Event, 16(1), p. 
5. 
860 Currah, P. (2013). Homonationalism, State Rationalities, and Sex Contradictions. 
Theory Event, 16(1) p. 4 
861 Stryker, S. (2014). Biopolitics. TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly, 1(1-2), p. 39. 
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transgender.' Along' these' lines,' this' thesis' has' focused' on' the' tension,' meaning,' and'
ubiquity'of'papers'and'documentation' showing' sex/gender'markers' in' relation' to' seeking'
asylum'in'South'Africa.'Carrying'the'correct'form'of'papers'–'as' is'clear'from'participants’'
narratives' regarding' crossing' borders' –' is' a' key' means' through' which' they' navigate' or'
circumnavigate'borders.'This'thesis'has'argued'that'the'very'structure'of'the'asylum'system,'
as' an' initial' site' of' access' to' the' imaginary' of' South' Africa,' is' deeply' problematic,' and' it'
conflicts' with' perceptions' of' the' possibilities' of' transgender' that' gender' refugees' might'
hold.'Far'from'bringing'any'sense'of'protection,'rights'or'acceptance,'from'the'very'moment'
a' gender' refugee' approaches' the' queue' outside' the' Refugee' Reception' Office' (RRO)' a'
rupture'begins' to'emerge'between' radical' constitutional'possibility,' rights' availability' and'
rights' access.' Indeed,' the' queue' functions' as' the' first' instance' among' several' where'
identifying'as'transgender'proves'problematic,'dangerous'and/or'impossible.''
'
The' queue' signals' the' perception' of' Home' Affairs' that' there' are' two' and' only' two'
sex/genders' –' discernible,' definable' and' easily' differentiated.' Transgender' reveals' the'
techniques'and'assumptions'of'the'asylum'system'in'relation'to'gender/sex.'It'also'indicates'
wider'structural'concerns'regarding'the'facilitation'of'the'movement'of'people'not'only'in'
South' Africa,' but' possibly' more' generally,' in' relation' to' asylum' internationally.' Indeed,'
gender' refugees' here' highlight' the' incongruence' of' maintaining' a' bifurcated' system' of'
sex/gender'administration'while'also'requiring'self\exposure'in'order'to'claim'asylum'so'as'





in' this' case' represented' by' the' Department' of' Home' Affairs' –' to' either' assert' or' deny'
recognition,' to' say'what' is' possible' and' is' not' possible' regardless' of' the' law,' has' serious'
material,'social'and'arguably'psychological'consequences.'Even'after'accessing'the'RRO,'the'











862 Currah, P., & Mulqueen, T. (2011). Securitizing Gender: Identity, Biometrics, and 
Transgender Bodies at the Airport. Social Research, 78(2), p. 21. 
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Moreover,' for' those'who'access'any' form'of'gender\affirming'healthcare,'provided'as'
part'of'public'healthcare'in'South'Africa,'the'asylum'system'becomes'even'more'tricky.'As'
Ava’s' story' explains,' to' transition' –' to' encapsulate' a' particular'way' of' being' transgender'
more'fully'than' is' in'fact'offered'by'the'state' in'one'sense'–' is'to'become'all'but' invisible'
within' the' asylum' system.' Transgender' in' Ava’s' case' means' the' possibility' of' access' to'




suggests' that' transgender' –' in' this' case' transgender' as' transition' –' does' something' very'






ways' impossible.' Gender' refugees,' as' noted,' apply' for' asylum' on' the' grounds' of' sexual'
orientation'which,'due'to'its'broad'reading,'provides'adequate'protection'and'application;'
however,' within' the' administrative' nuances' of' a' system' of' being' registered,' recorded,'
screened'and'the'concomitant'requirement'of'carrying'paperwork'reflecting'this,'there'is'no'






the' dissonance' experienced' by' gender' refugees' in' South' Africa' is' symptomatic' of' a'
dissonance'between'the'possibilities'of'constitutional'law'in'relation'to'the'distinction'made'
between' sex' and' gender,' along' with' particular' readings' of' sexual' orientation,' and' the'
pervasive' politics/logic' of' binary' ‘sex/gender’.' South' Africa' has,' over' time,' maintained' a'
complex'and'at'times'confounding'position'regarding'the'relationship'between'sex,'gender,'
sexuality'and'the'body.'In'relation'to'this,'the'meaning'and'intent'of'the'law'has'often'been'






863 Payne, J. (2011). Unsuitable Bodies: Trans People and Cisnormativity in Shelter 







Finally,' the' third'major' argument,' as' noted,' is' closely' linked' to' the' first' and' second.'
Transgender,'as'it'comes'into'contact'with'the'legislative'and'administrative'perceptions,'in'
some'ways'becomes'more'solidified,'more'concrete,'but'in'others'–'as'has'been'noted'–'it'
disappears' altogether.' The' notion' of' rights,' as' this' thesis' has' argued,' is' one' of' the' key'
constitutive'elements'of' the' imaginary'of' South'Africa' in' relation' to' transgender.'Positive'
legislative'perceptions'and'frameworks'regarding'gender'are'one'among'many'roots'drawn'









homes,' familial' homes,' the' home! in' South' African' Home' Affairs,' shelters,' and' locations.'
What'is'home?'How'is'it'manifested?'How'is'it'imagined?'Is'it'a'destination,'a'point'of'exit,'
single,' multiple' or' non\existent?' Transgender,' within' this' body' of' work,' has' several'
inflections'which'feed'into'one'another,'or'work'against'the'possibilities'of'each'other,'but'
all'are' in'some'way'animated'by'a'question'of'home.' In'order' to'understand'the'work'of'
transgender' in' relation' to' gender' refugees' and' their' journeys,' this' thesis' has' placed'
Prosser’s' Second! Skins,' a' founding' text' within' Transgender' Studies,' in' conversation' with'
critiques'regarding'movement,'migration'and'metaphor'as'it'relates'to'trans'individuals,'and'
Sara' Ahmed’s' work' on' notions' of' home' and' strangers.' This' has' opened' up' a' space' for'
thinking' through' a' geopolitical' transgender' positioning' of' home,' drawing' on' desire' in'
relation' to' the' body,' the' nation,' and' community.' This' thesis' has' argued' that' for' gender'
refugees,'homes'–'as'nations,'communities'or'bodies'–'are'complex'and'contingent'spaces'
of' inhabitance.' The' notion' of' home,' or' coming' home' (as' the' vehicle' to' ensured' social'
inclusion' and' citizenship)' overlooks' the'many'ways' that' home'may' not' exist,'may' never'
have'existed,'or'at'the'very'least'may'not'exist'in'the'way'imagined.'At'the'same'time,'this'






864 Bulawayo, N. (2013). We Need New Names. London: Chatto & Windus, p. 192. 
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fixed,' clearly\defined' space,' whether' that' be' the' nation' or' a' stable' identity.' Home' in'
relation' to' transgender' appears' throughout' this' thesis:' there' is' the' home' implied' by'
countries' of' origin,' the' home'of' the' nation' state,' the' home'of' community' or' family,' the'






new' imaginaries' in' relation' to' it.' The' kind' of' home' that' transgender' brings' to' the' fore,'
within' this' thesis,' in' relation' to' gender' refugees,' is'more' than' one' place' and'more' than'
simply'a'space'to'be'inhabited,'as'a'process'of'becoming.'What'the'narratives'and'lives'of'
participants'suggest'is'that'home'and'the'desire'for'home'is'never'a'singular'space;'home'is'
not' isolated' –' it' exists' in' relation' to' communities,' geopolitical' investments' and' corporeal'





refugees' to' South' Africa,' there' is' a' perception' that' transgender' identity' is! or! presents'
something' particular' in' direct' relation' to' the' national' topography' –' “a' healthier'
atmosphere”'–'a'space'where'it'is'possible'to'“build'lives”.865''This'thesis'has'argued'that'if'
the' borderlands' are' spaces' of' shifting,' creative' survival,' contradiction,' ambiguity' and'
marginality,'then'in'South'Africa'participants'hope'to'come'out'of'the'borderland'to'be'part'






of'humanity'–'the'human' in'human'rights'discourse'–' is'critical.' In'countries'of'origin' it' is'







865 Serino, K. (2008, August 26). Gay Refugees Meet Hostility in “Liberal” SA. Bdlive. 







The' experience' of' gender' refugees' in' South' Africa' suggest' that' there' is' a' fragile'
relationship' between' national' belonging,' rights' access,' community' and' transgender'





of' the' imagined'community'and'by'extension' the'possibility'of'home.'For'Arendt' it' is'not'
simply'about'the'loss'of'home'but'also'the'impossibility'of'finding'a'new'one.'The'second'
loss,' in' direct' correlation' to' this,' is' that' of' security.' Arendt’s' arguments' regarding' rights'
access'and'community'bear'repeating'–'in'that'to'be'a'person'without'community,'a'person'
that'relies'on'a'State'that'is'not'their'own'for'rights'and'protection'is'to'“become'nothing!
but! human”.867'Gender' refugees' who' turn' to' the' South' African' state' in' order' to' access'
asylum'find'themselves'in'the'precarious'position'of'lacking'community,'being'highly'visible,'
and'being'welcome'neither'in'their'own'countries'nor'any'other.'As'Arendt'argues,'finding'a'
new' place' in' the'world' to' call' home,' finding' community,' is' essential' to' “regaining' one’s'




for' those'who' create' or' rely' on' self\made' community,' like' Tricia’s' group'who' adamantly'
identify'with'their'country'of'origin'nationality.' It' is'this'group,'this'thesis'argues,'that'see'









866 Karungi, B. (2015, September 10). Human Rights! In Whose Lens? The Agony Of A 
Transgender Woman In Uganda. Kuchu Times. Retrieved December 15, 2015, from 
https://www.kuchutimes.com/2015/09/human-rights-in-whose-lens-the-agony-of-a-
transgender-woman-in-uganda/ 
867 Parekh, S. (2008). Hannah Arendt and the Challenge of Modernity: A Phenomenology 
of Human Rights. New York: Routledge, p. 25. 





of' origin,' this' group' travels' back' and' forth,' maintaining' family' and' in' some' cases' home'
community' ties.' It' is' this' tie' to' their' country' of' origin,' surprisingly,' being' a' specific'






marked' by' varying' levels' of' violence,' trauma' and' exclusion.' Along' with' this' they' often'
experience' within' South' Africa' an' acute' lack' of' access' to' employment,' shelter,' and'
adequate' documentation,' which' only' compounds' feelings' of' marginalisation.' Seeking'
asylum'in'South'Africa'is'a'difficult'task'for'anyone,'but'this'thesis'has'argued'that'there'are'
specific'issues'with'regards'to'asylum'in'South'Africa'that'hamper'the'ability'of'those'who'




safety.' Although' South' Africa' offers' a' radical' rights' framework' that' ostensibly' has' the'
potential'to'recognise'and'protect'these'particular'asylum'seekers,'there'is'a'disconnect'as'
soon'as' they'choose' to'actively' claim'rights'–'by'claiming'asylum.' Indeed,' it' is'only' those'
participants' who' actively' circumnavigate' engagement' with' the' South' African' state' who'




'With' regards' to' those'who'do'directly' claim'asylum,' in' the'almost'20'years' since' the'
inception'of'the'South'African'Refugee'Act'of'1998,'not'one'transgender\identified'asylum'
seeker'has'been'awarded'refugee'status'on'grounds'related'to'gender.'In'fact,'as'this'thesis'
has'noted'every' single'applicant'who'has' received' refugee'status'has'been'awarded'such'
due' to' persecution' based' on' sexual' orientation.' More' often' than' not' presenting' as'
transgender,' within' the' asylum' system,' has' simply' been' read' as' the' most' obvious'
presentation' of' homosexuality.' The' fact' that' sexual' orientation' in' South' Africa' also'
ostensibly'covers'transgender'has'paradoxically'opened'the'ability'to'apply'for'asylum'while'
curtailing' the' ability' to' speak' about' issues' specific' to' gender.' As' this' thesis' has' argued,'
transgender' as' a' potential' asylum' claim' is' more' than' simply' about' acknowledging'






the' possibility' of' social' and' political' life' for' transgender' people,' and' the' meanings' and'
realities'of'human'rights'and'protections.''
'
Alex,'a'participant'who'escaped'being'poisoned'and'certain'death' in' coming' to'South'
Africa,'noted'in'one'of'our'last'interviews'before'being'resettled'by'the'UNHCR'that'in'South'
Africa'one'could'certainly'be'transgender'but'within'this'being'there'was'a'‘best'way’'to'do'
so.' Alex' astutely' describes' the' experience' of' the' queue' in' relation' the' tension' regarding'
hiding'from'and'visibility'to'both'fellow'country'people'and'asylum'seekers'from'the'same'





People' will' not' identify' me.' People' will' think' she' is' a' girl' ...' It’s' good' because' that' way' you' like'
conform' to' the' society' because' the' society'wants' to' identify' people' \' you' are' a'man'or' you' are' a'
woman.'So,'if'you'are'in'the'middle'nobody'is'going'to'understand'you.871'
'




to' be' so' in' a'manner' that' does' not' disrupt' the' status' quo.' Arguably,' this' conforming' to'
society' brings' gender' refugees' full' circle,' back' to' the' childhood' injunction' of' ‘what’.' For'





the' compounded'experience'of' the' refugee' regime,' gender' as' a' category'of' classification'
within' the' RRO,' common' sense' readings' of' sex/gender' as' a' wider' administrative'
classification,' and' the' erosion' of' all' vestiges' of' community.873'It' is' Arthur' who' comes' to'
South'Africa'and'–'in'Alex’s'framework'–'‘reach'all'the'transition'of'being'transgender’'–'he'
escapes'being'known'and'evades'the'watchfulness'and'knowledge'of'previous'communities.'
He' is' able' to'begin'a'new' life,' a' liveable' life'unfettered'by' the'past.' It' is' the'best!way' of'




872 Ahmed, S. (2000). Strange Encounters: Embodied Others in Post-Coloniality. 
Routledge, pp 21. 




Nelly' and' Bobbie' ‘fixing' their' passports’' to' Ava’s' manipulation' of' the' asylum' system,'
participants' find' ways' and' means' to' survive.' What' must' be' stressed,' however,' is' that'
surviving'is'nothing'like'the'kind'of'life'they'imagined'they'would'come'to'inhabit'in'South'
Africa.'As'noted,'two'participants'in'this'thesis,'Akraam'and'Alex,'were'resettled'from'South'
Africa' in' the' time'of'undertaking' this'project' and'a' third,' Tiwonge'Chimbalanga,' is' in' the'
process' of' applying' for' resettlement.'After' receiving' refugee' status' through' the'help' and'
intervention' of' GDX,' Sasha' swiftly' left' South' Africa,' citing' that' life' would' be' better' with'
refugee' papers' elsewhere.874'Stella,'whose' initial' asylum' papers' did' not' have' the' correct'
country'of'origin'nor'her'correct'name'–'both'crucial'administrative'issues'which'she'could'
not' get' rectified' for' fear' of' being' accused' of' fraud' –' has' subsequently' ‘fallen' out' of' the'
asylum'system’.'She'missed'a'renewal'date'because'she'could'not'afford'to'travel'back'to'
the'original'site'of'her'application,'and'has'now'incurred'a'fine'which,'as'a'sex'worker,'she'
cannot'afford' to'pay.'This'has'effectively' left'her' stateless'and'–' in' the'eyes'of' the'South'
African'state'–'illegal.'Kelly'and'Daniel'continue'to'wait'for'a'decision'to'be'made'on'their'
asylum'claims,'having'been' in' the' system'well'over' the' stipulated'18\month'period.'Kelly'
lives' in'hope'of'being'granted' refugee'status,' in'order' to'either'apply' for' resettlement'or'
find'a'means'through'which'to' leave'South'Africa.'Victor'has'moved'to,'and'been'granted'
refugee' status' in,' the' United' States.' As' noted,' Ava' is' in' the' process' of'manipulating' the'
several'documents'with'different'embassies'to'ensure'that'she'receives'a'passport'stating'
her'correct'gender,'allowing'her'to'be'no'longer'“jailed'in'this'Cape'Town”.875'Arthur,'Tom'
and' Eshe' –' all' of' whom' are' employed,' have' work' permits' and' a' sense' of' stability,' and'
present' in' ways' considered' more' normative' than' other' participants' –' remain' in' South'








transgender' is' expected' to' work' as' a'means' through' which' to' translate' or' explain' their'
gender' identity' and' expression' in' a' language' that' is' considered' as' already' existing,' as' a'
constitutive' element,' of' the' South' African' national' body.' This' suggests' that' transgender'
must' draw' its' meaning' in' relation' not' only' to' bodies' but' also' to' geopolitical' locales,'
perceptions,' and'most' importantly' the' needs' of' knowing' subjects.'Within' this' thesis,' the'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
874 ‘Sasha’. Gay and Lesbian Memory in Action Archives of South Africa (GALA). Available 
at ‘Gender Dynamix Collection – GAL108’, Johannesburg, William Cullen Library, 








the' existence' and' experiences' of' gender' refugees.' If' ‘trans’' is' a' prefix' that' “works! with!
elements!of!any!origin”'then'this'thesis'has'argued'that'it'is'complicated'by'and'dependent'
on' the' spaces' and' national' homes' it' inhabits,' and' defined' by' the' individual' ontological'
experiences'of'those'who'inhabit'it.'Moreover,'it'may,'in'order'to'truly'function,'require'a'
world'where'gender'can'be'envisioned'as'an'element'of'self\constructed,' ideological,' felt,'
performed,' inhabited'or'technologically'produced'–'existing'beyond' identitarian' language.'
Indeed,' the'South'African'Constitution,' in'some'ways,'arguably'provides'a'glimmer'of' this'

































The' five' grounds' of' the' United' Nations' Convention' do' not' actually' mention' sex' or'
gender,' let'alone'explicitly'mentioning'sexual'orientation'or'gender' identity/expression.' In'
the'1980s,'countries'first'began'receiving'claims'for'asylum'due'to'a'fear'of'persecution'on'
the' basis' of' sexual' orientation.876'The' US' Immigration' and' Nationality' Service' (INS)' is'
responsible' for'one'of' the'earliest'precedent\setting'decisions' in' this' regard.' In'Matter'of'
Toboso\Alfonso877,'the'INS'argued'that'socially'deviant'behaviour,' in'this'case'homosexual'
activity,'could'not'form'the'basis'for'a'finding'of'a'particular'social'group;'accordingly'they'












a' social' group.' In' light' of' this,' transsexuals'would' constitute' a'particular' social' group'but'
only' in'countries'where' their' “sexual' specificity' leads' to'persecution”880.'The'CE' relied'on'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
876 In the Netherlands, the decision – asylum due to sexual orientation as a member of a 
particular social group – was first taken by the highest court dealing with refugee 
cases, the Council of State, as early as 1981. This was followed by Germany and the 
case of an Iranian homosexual in 1983. The first North American decision was taken 
by Canada’s Immigration and Refugee Board in 1992. ⁠ See: Henes, B. (1994). The 
Origin and Consequences of Recognizing Homosexuals as a “Particular Social Group” 
for Refugee Purposes. Temple International Comparative Law Journal, 8.
877 Fidel Toboso-Alfonso arrived in the USA from Cuba in 1980. His original entry to the 
country was facilitated through the Mariel boatlift. Placed in deportation proceedings 
Toboso-Alfonso applied for withholding of removal and asylum due to fear of 
persecution in Cuba because he was gay. Source: McKinnon, S. L. (2008). The 
Discursive Formation of Gender in Women's Gendered Claims to U.S. Asylum. PhD 
Arizona State University: ProQuest UMI Dissertation Publishing p. 197 
878 United States Board of Immigration Appeals. (March 12, 1990). Matter of Toboso-
Alfonso, Interim Decisions #3222. USA. Retrieved September 16, 2014, from 
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/eoir/legacy/2012/08/14/3222.pdf 
879 Conseil d'Etat. (1997, June 23). CE, SSR, 23 Juin 1997, Ourbih. France. Retrieved 
September 16, 2014, from http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b67c14.html 
880 Haines, R., QC. (n.d.). French Jurisprudence. New Zealand Refugee Law. Retrieved 
September 15, 2014, from http://www.refugee.org.nz/Iarljfrench.htm 
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foreign' jurisprudence 881 ,' categorising' sexual' orientation' as' a' particular' social' group'
including' the' precedent' Matter' of' Toboso\Alfonso.' Similar' conclusions' regarding' gender'
identity' have' been' reached' in' growing' numbers' in' the' 2000s' in' Austria882,' Sweden883,'
Canada884,'and'the'US.885''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
881 In 1983, the Verwaltungsgericht Weisbaden (Administrative Court in Weisbaden) in 
its judgment of Apr. 26, 1983, No.IV/I E 06244/81, reviewed a social group claim by 
an Iranian national who feared that as a homosexual he would be punished and 
perhaps executed. The decision at first instance of the Federal Refugee Office was 
that the applicant could return to Iran and live peacefully by hiding his homosexuality. 
His claim for asylum was denied because it was believed his fear of persecution was 
not sufficiently well founded. The Administrative Court, in disagreement with the 
decision, reversed it on the basis that suggesting that the applicant return and live an 
inconspicuous life was akin to suggesting he try to change his skin colour. 
Furthermore, the court argued that since he was a homosexual, and homosexuals 
faced persecution in Iran, he would most likely face persecution. The court asserted 
that it was irrelevant if group members knew each other or were members of an 
organisation – an assertion which proved pivotal for further developments in relation 
to the legal meaning of homosexuals as a particular social group. For the purposes of 
the 1951 Convention, the key to determining the existence of a particular social group 
was if the population viewed the collection of people in question as unacceptable. 
According to the court, then, it is necessary to understand how an objective observer 
of society would assess the treatment of the group. Based on the “pejorative labels 
attached to homosexuals, the prejudice expressed against them, and the destructive 
treatment they are subject to [sic] in Iran and in many other societies, the court 
concluded that homosexuals constitute a particular social group within the Geneva 
Convention”. Source: Fullerton, M. (1990). Persecution Due to Membership in a 
Particular Social Group: Jurisprudence in the Federal Republic of Germany. 
Georgetown Immigration Law Journal, 4, 381-444.; Refugee Appeal Authority. (24 
August 1995). Wiesbaden Administrative Court (VG Wiesbaden). (26 April 1983). 
Case No. IV/1 E 06244/81. In E. Feller, V. Turk and F. Nicholson (Eds.), Refugee 
Protection in International Law: UNHCR’s Global Consultation on International 
Protection. Cambridge University Press p. 283; Refugee Appeal Authority. (24 August 
1995). Auckland, Refugee Appeal No. 1312/93. New Zealand. Retrieved September 
16, 2014, from http://www.refugee.org.nz/rsaa/text/docs/1312-93.html 
882 In 2003, an Iranian transsexual applied for asylum in Austria. The applicant claimed 
to have been arrested, harassed and imprisoned on several occasions in Iran due to 
their transsexuality. The court, on appeal, ruled in 2006 that the applicant’s 
transsexuality established her as a member of a particular social group which would 
provoke further persecution if she returned to Iran. Source: Unabhängiger 
Bundesasylsenats UBAS (Federal Independent Asylum Tribunal). (March 28, 2006). 
244.745/0-VIII/22/03. Austria. In Nowak, M. (2010). Legal Study on Homophobia and 
Discrimination on Grounds of Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity (Report). 
Austria: European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights. 
883 In Sweden, according to the travail preparatoires (Prop. 2005/06:6) – preparatory 
legislative materials, an important source of Swedish law – trans persons fall within 
the category of “gender” which is included in the Swedish refugee definition. This 
means that a person can be eligible for refugee status if they are persecuted for being 
transsexual. Source: European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA). (2009). 
Homophobia and Discrimination on Grounds of Sexual Orientation in the EU Member 
States. Austria: European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights p. 90 
884 Decision T98-04159. (March 13, 2000). Decision T98-04159, Canada Immigration 





Since' the' 1990s' there' has' been' a' steady' shift,' perhaps' partly' due' to' growing'








Sexual! Orientation.887'The' section' notes' that' refugee' claims' based' on' sexual' orientation'
contain'an'element'of'gender,'and'that'a'claimant’s'“sexuality'or'sexual'practices'may'be'
relevant' to' a' refugee' claim' where' he' or' she' has' been' subject' to' persecutory' (including'
discriminatory)' action' on' account' of' his' or' her' sexuality' or' sexual' practices”.888'They' add'
that'homosexuals,' transsexuals' and' transvestites'are' the'most' common'claimants,'having'
faced'“extreme'public'hostility,'violence,'abuse,'or'severe'or'cumulative'discrimination”.889''
'
The' UNHCR' also' published' guidelines' addressing' Membership! of! a! particular! social!
group' in' 2002.' The' guidelines' clarify' that' the' group'does' not' need' to' be' cohesive,' know'
each'other'or'associate'with'each'other,'and,'although'persecution'may'be'a'relevant'factor'
in'making' the' group' visible'within' society,' it' cannot' be' the' defining' factor.' It' is' also' not'
necessary' to' establish' that' all' perceived' members' of' a' social' group' are' at' risk' of'
persecution.' Certain'members'may' not' be' at' risk' because' they' are' able' to' hide' or' they'
cooperate' with' persecutors.' The' size' of' the' group' does' not' hold' any' relevance,' either.'
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
885 In 2000, a US appellate court held that a gay man with a “female sexual identity”, 
who wore his nails and hair long and dressed in feminine attire, was a member of a 
particular social group in Mexico. The initial ruling by the immigration judge noted 
that the individual did not always wear feminine attire and found that the “applicant’s 
gender identity was not immutable because he could make the decision not to dress 
as a woman and in fact sometimes wore men’s clothing”. For the court, however, the 
fact that the applicant could change attire was irrelevant; it relied on a definition of 
particular social group that established this was an innate characteristic, fundamental 
to the applicant’s identity, and something that he should not be required to change. 
Source: International Commission of Jurists (ICJ). (2011). Sexual Orientation, Gender 
Identity and Justice: A Comparative Law Casebook. Geneva: ICJ. p. 286; Geovanni 
Hernandez-Montiel v. Immigration and Naturalization Service. (August 24, 2000). 225 
F.3d 1084 (9th Cir. 2000); A72-994-275 United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit. USA. Retrieved  September 16, 2014, from
http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ba9c1119.html
886 UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). (2002). Gender-Related Persecution 
within the context of Article 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention and/or its 1967 Protocol 
relating to the Status of Refugees, HCR/GIP/02/01 Guidelines on International 
Protection. Retrieved July 25, 2016, from 
http://www.refworld.org/docid/3d36f1c64.html 
887 Ibid., p. 4 
888 Ibid. 








Significantly,' in'2008,' the'UNHCR!Guidance!Note!on!Refugee!Claims!Relating! to!Sexual!
Orientation! and! Gender! identity' was' released.891'It' established' the' UNHCR’s' first' analysis'
and'recognition'of'the'specific' issues'and'hurdles'regarding'sexual'orientation'and'gender'
identity'in'applying'for'refugee'status.892'The'Note'was'the'first'to'make'direct'reference'to'
transgender' claimants893,' drawing' on' both' the' Ourbih' case' and' another' case,' also' from'
France,' involving' an' Algerian' asylum' claimant. 894 '' Finally,' in' 2012,! Guidelines! on!
International!Protection!No.!9:!Claims!to!Refugee!Status!based!on!Sexual!Orientation!and/or!
Gender! Identity' was' released,' introducing' a' wider' notion' of' gender' into' the' equation' of'
asylum'determination.'Drawing'on' the'Yogyakarta'Principles,'and'closely'echoing' the' first'
National'Coalition'for'Gay'and'Lesbian'Equality'(NCGLE)'case,895'the'Guidelines'define'sexual'
orientation'as'referring'to:'“each'person’s'capacity'for'profound'emotional,'affectional'and'
sexual' attraction' to,' and' intimate' relations' with,' individuals' of' a' different' gender' or' the'
same' gender' or'more' than' one' gender”.896'Gender' identity' is' defined' as:' “each' person’s'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
890 UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). (2002). "Membership of a particular 
social group” within the context of Article 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention and/or its 
1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees. Retrieved July 25, 2016, from 
http://www.refworld.org/docid/3d36f23f4.html p. 5 
891 Guidance notes are less authoritative than guidelines but they do provide a level of 
legal clarity. They are usually the signs of a first attempt by the UNHCR to address 
emerging legal issues drawing on national case law, international jurisprudence in the 
refugee context and positive practices of states, in this case with regards to sexual 
orientation and gender identity-related asylum decisions. 
892 Ettelbrick, P. L., & Zeran, A. T. (2010). The Impact of the Yogyakarta Principles on 
International Human Rights Law Development: A Study of November 2007 – June 
2010 Final Report. Retrieved July 15, 2014, from 
http://www.ypinaction.org/files/02/57/Yogyakarta_Principles_Impact_Tracking_Repor
t.pdf p. 17
893 UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). (2008). UNHCR Guidance Note on 
Refugee Claims Relating to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity. Retrieved July 25, 
2016, from http://www.refworld.org/docid/48abd5660.html p. 15 
894 This case is considered to have affirmed the decision that transsexuals may constitute 
a particular social group. ⁠ An Algerian considered to have “the syndrome of 
transsexualism” was recognised as part of a social group not tolerated in Algeria and 
so rightly feared persecution, and because of this was entitled to refugee status. 
Source: Denis-Linton, M., & Malvasio, F. (2012). Trente ans de jurisprudencede la 
Cour nationale du droit d’asile et du Conseil d’État sur l’asile. France. Retrieved July 
25, 2016, from http://www.refworld.org/docid/500516fa2.html 
895 National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality v The Minister of Justice 1998 (12)
BCLR 1517 (CC) at para 21 
896  International Commission of Jurists (ICJ). (2007). The Yogyakarta Principles-









as'male'nor' female,'or'as'both'…'and' their' sexual' and'gender'expressions'may'vary'with'
age,' and' other' social' and' cultural' determinants”.898'' Attaining' a' level' of' wider' cultural'




























Orientation and Gender Identity. Retrieved July 25, 2016, from 
http://www.refworld.org/docid/48244e602.html 
897  Ibid. 
898 UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). (2012). Guidelines on International 
Protection No. 9: Claims to Refugee Status based on Sexual Orientation and/or 
Gender Identity within the context of Article 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention and/or its 
1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees. Retrieved March 20, 2014, from 








or' harbour' –' and' wishing' to' apply' for' asylum,' must' present' themselves' at' a' Refugee'








At' the' RRO,' the' asylum' seeker' is' required' to' furnish' the' following' documents:' the'
Section' 23' permit,' any' proof' of' identification' stipulating' country' of' origin,' and' a' travel'
document,'should'they'be'in'possession'of'one.905'A'Refugee'Reception'Officer'will'conduct'
an' initial' eligibility' interview,'with' the' assistance' of' a' translator' if' necessary,' to' establish'
identity'and'reasons'for'asylum'application.'An'Eligibility'Determination'Form'is'filled'in,'the'
applicant’s' fingerprints' are' taken,' and' their' data' and' image' are' captured' in' the' refugee'
system.' These' will' then' be' printed,' signed,' dated,' stamped,' and' issued' as' a' Section' 22'
Asylum' Seeker’s' Permit,' which' gives' the' applicant' the' right' to' work' and' study' in' South'
Africa' and' protects' them' from' deportation.' The' initial' permit' is' valid' for' a' period' of' six'
months' while' the' asylum' seeker' awaits' their' second' interview' –' a' status' determination'
hearing' –' with' a' Refugee' Status' Determination' Officer' (RSDO)' and' the' outcome' of' their'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
900   English pronouns are problematic when writing for, or about, transgender or 
gender-nonconforming communities. For some, to be transgender is to reject or feel 
oneself to be outside of binary gender categorisation, thus the singular pronouns 'he' 
or 'she' are inappropriate and inadequate. I have acknowledged participants’ 
preferred pronouns throughout this thesis. These are limited to he, she and they.  
901  Department of Home Affairs of the Republic of South Africa. (2014). Department of 
Home Affairs - Refugee Status & Asylum. Retrieved July 15, 2014, from 
http://www.home-affairs.gov.za/index.php/refugee-status-asylum 
902   Immigration Amendment, Act no. 13 of 2011 S23 (1) 
903  At the time of writing this chapter, the new Immigration Amendment Act had just 
come into force (though it had been presented to Parliament in 2011, its 
implementation had been delayed), amidst much controversy. One of the many issues 
was the unduly harsh changing of the asylum transit visa from fourteen days to five 
days. The regulation came into force on 26 May 2014; however, as of 15 July 2014, 
the Department of Home Affairs website still stated that the asylum transit visa was 
valid for a period of 14 days.  
904   Immigration Amendment, Act no. 13 of 2011 S23 (1) 
905  Department of Home Affairs of the Republic of South Africa. (2014). Department of 






The' purpose' of' the' first' interview' is' to' gather' particulars' such' as' identity,' country' of'
origin,' route' taken' and' reasons' for' fleeing;' however,' the' second' interview' is' a' far'more'
thorough' interrogation' of' the' details' originally' provided,' in' order' to' facilitate' a' decision'
regarding'refugee'status.'On'conclusion'of'the'status'determination'hearing,'the'RSDO'must'
take' one' of' the' following' actions:' grant' asylum;' reject' the' application' as' manifestly'
unfounded,907'abusive'or'fraudulent;908'reject'the'claim'as'unfounded;'or'refer'any'question'
pertaining' to' the' law' to' the' Standing' Committee' for' Refugee'Affairs' (SCRA).909'If' granted'
asylum,'a'refugee'is'issued'with'a'section'24'permit,'allowing'them'to'remain'in'South'Africa'
for' four'years.'This'document' is'renewable.'Once'an' individual' is'recognised'as'a'refugee,'
can'then'apply'for'a'Refugee'ID'followed'by'a'United'Nations'Convention'Travel'Document'




















906  Ibid. 
907   An application is considered to be manifestly unfounded when it does not fit within 
the stipulations of the refugee act or when the applicant is an economic migrant. 
908  When there is evidence that an applicant has applied for asylum in the past under a 
different name or is fleeing their country because they face civil or criminal 
prosecution. 
909 Department of Home Affairs of the Republic of South Africa. (2014). Department of 






ACA' ' ' Aliens'Control'Act'
AU'' ' ' The'African'Union'
CE'' ' ' Conseil'd’État'
CRR'' ' ' La'Commission'Des'Recours'Des'Réfugiés'
DHA'' ' ' Department'of'Home'Affairs'




GDX'' ' ' Gender'DynamiX'
ICE'' ' ' US'Immigrations'and'Customs'Enforcement''












SHE'' ' ' Social,'Health'and'Empowerment'Feminist'Collective'of'Transgender'
Women'of'Africa'''
TRP' ' ' The'Rainbow'Project'
UN'' ' ' United'Nations'
UNCTD'' ' United'Nations'Travel'Document'
UNHCR'' ' United'Nations'High'Commissioner'for'Refugees''
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